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AAbstract 

Structural components such as those used in gas turbines for energy conversion 
applications, are subjected to high loads at elevated temperatures. In order to ensure 
that the components survive under these conditions for a sufficiently long time, it is 
imperative to select materials with good high temperature properties like strength and 
corrosion resistance. Such materials are usually alloys with a microstructure consisting 
of several phases where one or more phases have a strengthening effect. These phases 
are generally hard and are compounds formed from two or more metals. Current 
trends show an increasing interest in the use of such intermetallic compounds. The 
vast potential of intermetallic compounds like aluminides emerges from a 
combination of their attractive characteristics such as high melting point, high-
temperature strength and excellent oxidation resistance. Transition metal aluminides 
fall into this category and the formation of these compounds from elemental powder 
mixtures is the focus of this thesis. 

This work presents differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) studies on the formation 
of aluminides in the Ti-Al, Fe-Al, Nb-Al, Ta-Al binary systems and extended to the 
ternary Al-Ni-Ti system. The synthesis of various aluminides was followed by heating 
the well-mixed powder mixtures to temperatures at which aluminide formation is 
initiated, accompanied by heat evolution. The effect of initial composition, particle 
size and heating rate on the onset temperatures was also studied. The products 
obtained during various stages of reaction were characterized using scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray diffraction 
(XRD). 

The results show that aluminide formation could be initiated at temperatures below 
the melting point of aluminum, only in the case of relatively low melting metals like 
iron and titanium. Onset temperatures for reactions involving niobium and tantalum 
were much higher and showed the importance of wetting the particle surfaces of 
niobium and tantalum by molten aluminum. In the Fe-Al system, with coarse iron 
particles, an exothermic peak was observed before the melting of aluminum, followed 
by a stronger peak at much higher temperatures. 

In all cases, irrespective of the initial composition of the powder mixture, aluminides 
rich in aluminum were the first compounds to form at the onset of reaction. These 
compounds had the general formula MAl3 where M represents Ti, Nb and Ta. 
However, the reaction between iron and aluminum particles led to the initial 
formation of Fe2Al5. In general, obtaining single phase, homogeneous products from 
Al-rich samples was relatively easier and did not require heating much beyond the 
combustion peak. A single phase product was also yielded in Fe-40 at.%Al powder 
compacts with fine-sized iron particles after heating to 1000 C. 
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A sharper reaction peak and lower onset temperatures were obtained on decreasing 
the aluminum content in the mixture or the particle size of the transitional element. 
The onset temperatures for reaction showed a tendency to increase with increasing 
heating rates. Multiphase, heterogeneous products were obtained at 1000 C in 
samples containing lower aluminum contents or those with coarse iron particles. It 
was relatively more difficult to homogenize multiphase products in the Ta-Al system 
than the rest and the easiest in the Fe-Al system. The evolution of phases during the 
heat treatment of the samples was followed using microstructural and X-ray 
diffraction studies. 

Extending the studies to a ternary system, the progress of reaction in a compacted 
powder mixture containing two aluminide forming metals like nickel and titanium 
was followed using DSC. The effect of composition was studied by varying the 
aluminum addition (0 to 40 at.%) to nickel and titanium powders in equal 
proportions. The powder compacts were heated at 20 C min-1 up to 1200°C, in a 
continuous stream of pure and dry argon gas. Two main exothermic peaks were 
observed and for all the samples studied, the first exothermic peak was in the interval 
595 -625°C. The heat release increased with increase in the aluminum content of the 
samples. At this stage, microstructural studies showed that Al3Ni and Al3Ni2 were the 
major constituent phases and only a thin layer of Al3Ti was observed around the 
titanium powder particles, indicating a diffusional barrier. The second exothermic 
peak was observed in the interval 938°-946°C which corresponds to the reaction 
between nickel and titanium. Titanium-rich and nickel-rich ternary compounds, in 
addition to some binary compounds, have been observed after this reaction in all 
aluminum containing samples. The formation of AlNi2Ti ( 4) phase together with 
some new ternary compounds was observed in most of the Al-Ni-Ti samples after 
heating to 1200°C. The compositions of two of these phases, unidentified and not 
reported in literature so far, are close to Al2Ni3Ti5 and Al36Ni28Ti36.  

The present work has shown that while transition metal aluminides can be produced 
through the powder metallurgy route, the synthesis of pure compounds requires 
careful control over critical process parameters like particle sizes of the reactants, 
initial composition of the powder mixture, heating temperature and time. The 
reactive sintering process can be optimized using the knowledge obtained from 
studies on the evolution of phases in various powder mixtures. 

KKeywords:  Aluminides, Intermetallics, Powder Metallurgy, Reactive Sintering, 
Combustion Synthesis, Thermal Analysis, DSC, Onset temperature, Phase evolution, 
SEM, EDS, XRD. 
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GGlossary 

Powder 
Small sized particles (<1mm). 

Powder metallurgy 
Production of metal powders and their use in fabricating massive components. 

Powder mixtures 
Mixtures of dissimilar powders. 

Compaction 
Application of pressure to shape, deform and densify powder mixtures in a die. 

Sintering 
A thermal process which increases the strength of a powder mixture by inter-particle 
bonding through diffusion and related events. 

Reactive sintering 
A novel sintering process where an exothermic reaction occurs in a mixture of 
different elemental powders resulting in compound formation. 

Liquid phase sintering 
Formation of a liquid phase during sintering, which enhances the process kinetics.  

Combustion reaction  
The strong and rapid exothermic reaction which occurs between the reactant particles 
(solid-solid or solid-liquid) when a powder mixture is heated.  

Combustion synthesis 
Synthesis of products (compounds) where the combustion reaction plays a major role. 

Pre-combustion reaction 
A solid-state reaction which occurs between the elemental particles prior to the 
initiation of combustion in the sample. 
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SSHS 
A technique which keeps the process self-sustaining by utilizing the heat released by 
the combustion reaction between dissimilar powders. The reaction wave propagates 
continuously after ignition.  

Thermal explosion 
Heating of premixed powders to temperatures at which all the reactant particles in 
the powder mixture can react with each other at the same time. 

Ignition temperature 
A temperature above which the combustion reaction can occur in a powder mixture. 

Onset temperature 
A temperature corresponding to the initiation of the combustion reaction. This is 
usually determined as the intersection point of the tangent drawn at the leading edge 
of the combustion peak with the extrapolated base line of the DSC curve. 

Phase evolution 
Formation of various phases in the sample, at different stages of heating. 

Surface coverage 
The extent of contact between the reactant particles in a powder mixture. 

Swelling 
Increase in compact dimensions due to pore formation and /or volume expansion due 
to phase transformation. 

Differential Thermal Analysis 
Measurement of temperature and temperature difference between the sample and a 
reference material during heating. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Measurement of heat flow into or out of a sample. 

Thermogravimetry 
Measurement of mass changes during heating. 
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1. Introduction 

During the last few decades, the growing demand for finding suitable materials for 
high temperature applications has led to a strong interest in developing various 
compounds which form a distinct group of materials known as intermetallics. These 
compounds consist of two or more metals, but exhibit non-metallic behavior. Their 
mechanical properties are similar to those for ceramic compounds, and are usually 
very hard, stiff and brittle, particularly at ambient temperatures. They are typically 
characterized by a phase with its own composition, crystal structure and properties, 
different from those of the constituent metals [1]. They exhibit a unique combination 
of scientifically interesting and technologically important properties, with a wide 
range of applications from structural components in aircrafts to biomedical implants 
in the human body [2–8]. Their properties are strongly influenced by the nature of 
atomic bonding [9] and they are usually classified into different groups based on 
whether the dominant atomic bonding is ionic, covalent or metallic, or a 
combination of different types [10]. 

Most ionic and covalent compounds show high levels of ordering and are associated 
with large exothermic heats of formation, indicating their high stability. Ordered 
crystal structures usually show a tendency to disorder above a critical temperature, 
generally referred to as the critical ordering temperature (Tc). In a disordered 
structure, the constituent atoms occupy the lattice positions randomly. The stability 
of an ordered intermetallic compound is an important factor for high-temperature 
applications. The free energy of formation of an intermetallic compound is a good 
indicator of the stability of the compound and this is closely related to the nature of 
bonding. 
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Most ordered intermetallic compounds have low fracture toughness especially at 
ambient temperatures, making their fabrication difficult. However, alloying has been 
widely employed to overcome the brittleness problem in these compounds. Reports 
show that the ductility of polycrystalline Ni3Al can be improved dramatically after 
microalloying with boron. Brittle intergranular fracture in the material is suppressed 
due to the segregation of boron at the grain boundaries. The success of achieving 
remarkably ductile, ordered intermetallic phases has inspired significant efforts aimed 
at the manufacture of monolithic components from such compounds [11]. 

1.1   Transition metal aluminides 

Transition metal aluminides constitute a large group of intermetallic compounds 
which are of considerable interest due to their industrial importance. They possess a 
potentially attractive set of physical, chemical and mechanical properties. Many of 
these compounds exhibit ordered structures, and are very stable due to their strong 
atomic bonding. The vast potential of these materials emerges from their high 
melting points, good mechanical strength together with remarkable resistance to 
corrosion and oxidation at elevated temperatures. The continuous and adherent layer 
of alumina forming on the surface of aluminides protects them against corrosion. 
Therefore, they do not necessarily require chromium to enhance their corrosion 
resistance, making them more affordable as compared to most conventional steels and 
superalloys. Further, the protective alumina layer is thermodynamically more stable at 
high temperatures compared to chromium oxide [12]. Apart from this, they have 
lower densities relative to most of the structural alloys. They also show good chemical 
and thermal expansion compatibility with Al2O3-reinforcements, allowing the 
fabrication of composites with high specific-strengths [13,14].  

1.2   Methods of synthesis  

Intermetallic compounds can be produced through a variety of methods. However, 
processing and manufacturing of intermetallic compounds involve several difficulties. 
For example, there are limited possibilities for forming and shaping components from 
intermetallic compounds due to their low ductility. Intermetallic compounds such as 
transition metal aluminides are also difficult to cast due to the high temperatures 
required, high evaporation rate of aluminum as well as large differences in the melting 
points and densities of the constituent elements. For compounds showing a very 
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narrow homogeneity range, extra care must be taken to prepare the single-phase 
products through casting. Advanced melting techniques such as vacuum induction 
melting (VIM) and vacuum arc remelting (VAR) offer good control over product 
composition [12] and have been used to produce intermetallic compounds. However, 
in general, these methods have limited application due to their complexity, high cost 
and low productivity.   

Among various other production methods, powder metallurgical techniques offer the 
possibility of near-net shape production, with relatively fewer limitations [7,15–17]. 
Most powder metallurgical routes for intermetallic compounds use pre-alloyed 
powders as starting materials. Although successful, these techniques involve some 
complex and expensive processes like hot consolidation, which are economically 
feasible only for a few special applications.  

Reactive sintering or combustion synthesis is a technique, well-suited to produce 
intermetallic compounds from elemental powders. This technique has been 
recognized as a promising method to synthesize different groups of materials, 
including ceramics, intermetallic compounds and composites [18–23]. The main 
advantages of this process include savings in time and energy, simplicity and the 
possibility of obtaining a variety of products ranging from highly porous to densified 
materials. The method involves heating of a powder mixture to a temperature at 
which a combustion reaction (strongly exothermic) can be initiated. This results in 
the formation of intermetallic compounds as products. If the heat released during the 
reaction is large enough, the process can be self-sustaining. The onset temperature of 
the combustion reaction in most systems is considerably lower than the temperatures 
required for melting and casting. Besides the technological importance, reactive 
synthesis is of considerable scientific interest, due to the extremely fast reactions in the 
condensed state [18].  

Reactive sintering can be classified into two types, self-propagating high-temperature 
synthesis (SHS) and thermal explosion (TE). In the self-propagating mode, the green 
compact is locally heated on one side by means of an external heating source like a 
heating coil or laser beam. This method generaly involves high heating rates, resulting 
in a combustion reaction which can propagate throughout the sample. In the thermal 
explosion mode, the sample is heated in a furnace at a relatively slower heating rate, 
and the combustion reaction occurs in the whole powder mix at the same time. 

In general, the products obtained through reactive synthesis are porous, making them 
unsuitable for structural applications. However, this could be beneficial in the 
manufacture of products such as filters, catalysts and medical implants [7,24,25]. 
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Dense products can also be obtained through the application of pressure during 
sintering [26] and post-processing. 

1.3   Objectives of the present work 

In order to produce products with desired properties, it is essential to optimize 
parameters influencing reaction behavior during the synthesis. This is all the more 
important in processes like reactive synthesis involving high reaction rates at elevated 
temperatures. A large number of investigations on the reactive synthesis of 
intermetallic compounds like aluminides have been reported in literature. However, 
the systems studied are not yet fully characterized. For example, even in the case of 
systems like Fe-Al and Ti-Al which have been studied extensively, there are only a few 
studies on the influence of processing parameters such as particle sizes of the 
reactants, heating rate, composition of the powder mixture and also the evolution of 
phases at various stages of reaction. Work on the formation of aluminides of 
refractory transition metals is also limited and studies on the formation of ternary 
aluminides are very few. More work is needed in these areas to improve the 
understanding of reaction behavior in systems involving aluminum and transition 
metals. This is the motivation behind the present study on the formation of 
aluminides and other intermetallic compounds in binary systems involving Ti, Fe,Nb 
and Ta, as well as the ternary Al-Ni-Ti system.  

1.4   Literature survey on chosen systems 

In this section, a brief description is given for each system studied in the present 
work, followed by a general overview of the reactions occurring during high 
temperature processing of powder mixtures.  

1.4.1   Ti-Al system 
The low density of titanium aluminides together with their high melting points, good 
strength and corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures make them attractive 
materials for advanced applications in vehicles and aircrafts [27–30]. Despite limited 
fracture toughness, Ti3Al and TiAl show good potential for enhanced performance at 
high temperatures. Because of slower diffusion rates than in conventional titanium 
alloys, titanium aluminides exhibit improved high temperature features such as 
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strength retention and creep resistance. Typical applications include light-weight 
structural airframes, compressor blades, rotors, and many other components in 
automobiles or aircrafts [11,31]. It may be noted that, in oxidizing atmospheres, 
titanium aluminides show a strong tendency to form TiO2 rather than the protective 
Al2O3 at elevated temperatures, which needs to be considered in high-temperature 
applications [11]. 

 
Fig.  1. Ti-Al phase diagram [32a]*. 

Fig. 1 shows the Ti-Al binary phase diagram which is characterized by a number of 
stable intermetallic compounds such as Ti3Al ( 2), TiAl ( ), TiAl2 and TiAl3 [32,33]. 
TiAl and Ti3Al play a prominent role in strengthening titanium alloys for structural 
applications at elevated temperatures, and they are the most extensively studied phases 
among Ti-Al compounds and their alloys [34]. TiAl ( ) phase has a L10 face-centered 
tetragonal ordered structure with a relatively small c/a ratio, which tends towards fcc 
with a decrease in aluminum content [33,35]. This compound has a high melting 
point (1460°C), and exhibits high elastic modulus and good structural stability. These 
properties primarily originate from the strong bonding which retains the ordered 
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structure up to temperatures close to the melting point [11,36,37]. As compared to 
conventional titanium alloys, TiAl has a lower density and better corrosion resistance 
due to the higher aluminum content.  

Ti3Al ( 2) exhibits a D019 hexagonal ordered structure and a wide range of 
compositional stability (22-39 at.% Al). The compound, with an aluminum content 
of 32 at.%, is congruently transformed to -phase at a temperature of 1180°C, while 
the stoichiometric composition (25 at.% Al) is stable up to about 1090°C [11,38]. 
TiAl3 phase has a relatively simple crystal structure (D022 tetragonal). This compound 
is brittle, but otherwise attractive as a high-temperature material due to its low 
density, relatively high melting point (1340°C) and good oxidation resistance [34]. 

Titanium aluminides can be produced using reactive synthesis, through both 
propagating as well as thermal explosion modes. However, due to the relatively low 
exothermicity of the reactions involved [39], the thermal explosion mode is more 
suitable, particularly for industrial applications [27].  

Previous studies [38–42] have shown that the combustion reaction occurs between 
aluminum melt and titanium particles, which results in the formation of TiAl3 as the 
major product. However, pre-combustion products were also observed to form 
through solid-state diffusion reactions [43]. During the ignition process, inter-
diffusion of the reactant species through the product layer (TiAl3) is generally 
considered to be the rate-determining step [44,45]. It has been reported that 
mechanical activation of the powder mixture and relatively fine titanium powder can 
enhance the combustion reaction [39,41]. Higher heating rates were also observed to 
increase the density of the end product [38,41].  

The formation of a dominant and single-phase TiAl3 product was also observed in Ti-
Al diffusion couples [46–51]. This observation was mainly attributed to the higher 
diffusivity of aluminum ions in TiAl3 in comparison with other aluminides, which in 
any case may be formed in small amounts [50]. The growth of TiAl3 layer on the 
titanium side of the diffusion couple, together with the movement of markers proved 
that aluminum is the dominant diffusing specie [44,48,49,52–54]. However, 
diffusion of titanium has also been reported as significant by some workers [55,56]. 

1.4.2   Fe-Al system 
Iron aluminides, particularly Fe3Al and FeAl, possess excellent resistance to oxidation 
and sulfidation at high temperatures. The corrosion rates of iron aluminides in 
oxidizing environments have been found to be lower than those observed for 
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chromia-forming commercial alloys [57]. Iron aluminides are also associated with 
higher specific strength and stiffness than many other structural materials like stainless 
steels and superalloys [12,58]. These characteristics make them suitable materials for 
high-temperatures applications in corrosive environments [12,59,60]. However, they 
exhibit poor ductility and environmental embrittlement at ambient temperatures. 
This is attributed to the interaction of aluminum with water vapor in the atmosphere 
[12].  

 
Fig.  2. Fe-Al phase diagram [32b]*.. 

Fig. 2 shows the binary phase diagram for the Fe-Al system which contains several 
intermetallic compounds. The phase Fe3Al has a D03 crystal structure and is stable 
within the composition range 23-36 at.% Al. The region of stability of Fe3Al decreases 
with increase in temperature, after a maximum of 26.8 at.% Al at 550°C [32,58]. 
Above 550°C, it transforms to an imperfectly ordered B2 structure, which ultimately 
changes to a disordered solid solution -Fe. The phase FeAl exhibits a B2-type crystal 
structure within a composition range of 35-50 at.% Al, while it transforms to -Fe at 
temperatures above 1100°C [12]. Both B2 and D03 structures are perfectly ordered 
only if they have stoichiometric compositions [58]. The high magnetic permeability 
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of Fe3Al is beneficial for soft magnetic applications. Relative to Fe3Al, FeAl has a 
lower density and a better oxidation resistance, which is due to higher aluminum 
content [61]. Additionally, it exhibits relatively high electrical resistivity which allows 
it to serve as a heating element [62,63].  

Iron aluminides have been produced by various processing techniques such as melting 
and casting [62,64], as well as mechanical alloying [65–67]. Powder metallurgical 
processes are attracting increasing interest, in particular reactive sintering which offers 
several advantages like better microstructural control, low cost, and near-net-shape 
production.  

Several studies have been carried out on the reactive synthesis of iron aluminides, 
showing the formation of aluminides during different stages of heating. Aluminum-
rich compounds like Fe2Al5 have been found to form initially as the product of solid-
state reactions. This is followed by a combustion reaction at higher temperatures 
resulting in the formation of some other compounds like FeAl [63,68,69]. The 
formation of intermetallic phases has also been reported in Fe-Al diffusion couples, 
where aluminide formation is more significant at the grain boundaries in iron, 
highlighting the diffusion of aluminum into iron grains [70]. Although 
thermodynamic data indicate the formation of FeAl3 before Fe2Al5, in general, Fe2Al5 
forms as the major phase at the interface between elemental particles due to kinetic 
factors [71–73]. It may also be noted that the growth parameter is much larger for 
Fe2Al5 relative to FeAl [72,74,75]. 

The reactive sintering of Fe-Al powder mixtures is associated with an extensive 
volume expansion in the sintered products, mainly due to the formation of Fe2Al5 

phase [63,76]. This has been attributed to the large solubility of aluminum in iron, 
large differences in melting points and diffusion rates of the reactants [69,77,78]. In 
general, pore evolution can occur during various stages, including the initial 
compaction of the sample, solid-state reactions, the combustion reaction between 
aluminum melt and iron particles, and phase  transformations at higher temperatures 
[68]. The rapid release of heat due to exothermic reactions occurring simultaneously 
within the material is also believed to cause large thermal expansions [76]. The 
amount of swelling depends on various processing parameters such as the powder 
mixture composition, particle sizes of the reactants and the heating rate. Generally, 
lower aluminum contents, smaller particle sizes and higher heating rates minimize 
porosity [26,78,79]. Further, highly densified products of FeAl and Fe3Al can be 
obtained through pressure-assisted synthesis [26,63]. 
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1.4.3   Nb-Al system 
Niobium aluminides have been considered as structural materials which can be used 
beyond the service temperature of the conventional high-temperature alloys. Niobium 
aluminides are preferred over many refractory metal compounds because of their low 
densities, high melting points, high elastic modulus and excellent oxidation 
resistance [20,21]. Fig. 3 shows three intermetallic compounds, namely Nb3Al, Nb2Al 
and NbAl3, in the Nb-Al binary phase diagram [32]. Nb3Al and Nb2Al phases are 
stable over a broad composition range, but NbAl3 is stable over a small range around 
the stoichiometric composition. 

Fig.  3. Nb-Al phase diagram [32c]*.

Nb3Al and Nb2Al have A15 and -type close packed ordered  structures which 
decompose peritectically at 1940° and 2060°C, respectively [80,81]. Good creep 
resistance and superconductivity are exhibited by Niobium-rich compounds in 
general and Nb3Al in particular. This makes them attractive for use in high-field and 
large-scale magnetic applications such as nuclear fusion reactors and high-energy 
particle accelerators [82,83]. The complex A15 crystal structure of Nb3Al is 
responsible for its high temperature strength, and also the extreme susceptibility to 

* Reprinted with permission of ASM International. All rights reserved. www.asminternational.org
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brittle fracture at room temperature. However, the ductility and fracture toughness of 
Nb3Al at room temperature can be improved by introducing a ductile niobium-rich 
solid-solution phase in the microstructure [21]. NbAl3 has a face-centered tetragonal 
D022 ordered crystal structure with attractive properties. These include a relatively low 
density (4.54 g cm−3), a high melting point (1680°C), good  chemical and thermal 
expansion compatibility with alumina-fibers, enabling the fabrication of light-weight 
and creep-resistant composites. Moreover, NbAl3 exhibits good resistance to 
sulfidation and oxidation at high temperatures, which is due to the formation of 
protective niobium sulfide and alumina scales, respectively [13]. 

The combustion reaction in the Nb-Al system has been reported to occur at 
temperatures considerably above the melting point of aluminum [81,84–86]. This 
observation differs from the general understanding that melt formation during the 
heating of powder mixtures triggers the combustion reaction due to enhanced contact 
between the reactants. Surface oxidation and poor wettability of niobium particles 
and the low solubility of niobium in liquid aluminum are the reasons attributed to 
this behavior [81,86,87]. However, an increase in temperature has been observed to 
increase the solubility of niobium in liquid aluminum [84]. When the aluminum 
melt is saturated with niobium, formation of aluminides is initiated through 
precipitation on the surfaces of niobium particles [81,85,86]. NbAl3 has been 
confirmed as the first phase to form during the reaction of niobium with solid as well 
as liquid aluminum [46,84–89]. It has been suggested that the diffusion of aluminum 
is the dominant mechanism in the formation of aluminides, resulting in aluminum-
rich compounds [90]. Mechanical activation of the powder particles has also been 
observed to decrease the ignition time and temperature significantly [13,85,88]. The 
particle size of niobium has a direct influence on ignition temperature as well as the 
grain size of the product. Nanostructured NbAl3 has been obtained by heating a 
heavily milled Nb+3Al powder mixture [85]. 

1.4.4   Ta-Al system 
Tantalum aluminides show good potential for high-temperature structural 
applications due to their high melting points and excellent resistance to corrosion and 
oxidation at elevated temperatures [4,91,92]. Of these compounds, Al3Ta is an almost 
stoichiometric (24-25at.%Ta) phase [91,93,94] with a tetragonal D022 crystal 
structure and melts incongruently at 1541°C, as shown in the phase diagram (Fig. 4). 
In addition to Al3Ta, a non-stoichiometric -phase has also been identified in the Al-
Ta system [91,93–97]. According to a recent study [97], the -phase is stable over a 
composition range of 65-81 at.%Ta [94]. This phase has a topologically close packed 
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structure with a tetragonal unit cell [95,97], and has been mainly designated as AlTa2 
[91,93–96,98]. However, deviations in phase composition and stability range for this 
phase have been noted in some studies [95,96,98].  

As seen in the Al-Ta phase diagram (Fig. 4), the -phase is in equilibrium with phase 
 which is stable, close to the equiatomic composition (52.2 to 57.3 at.% Ta) [94]. In 

some references, this phase has been designated as AlTa [95,98,99] and is considered 
to be a line compound at lower temperatures [97]. It has been suggested that phase  
has a complex monoclinic unit cell representing a topologically close-packed structure 
[95]. 

 
Fig.  4. Al-Ta phase diagram  [94]*.  

According to the Al-Ta phase diagram, the  phase decomposes to  (AlTa) and an 
intermediate phase which was initially reported as Al3Ta2 or Al2Ta [97,98]. However, 
further studies [100] revealed that this intermediate phase corresponds to Al69Ta39 
compound, exhibiting a face centered cubic structure, with a giant unit cell. The 
eutectoid transformation at 1098°C [97] leads to the decomposition of Al69Ta39 phase 
into  and Al3Ta phases. 
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Several researchers [46,50,51] have studied the formation of tantalum aluminides 
through reactions proceeding through solid-state diffusion. In these experiments, 
Al3Ta was observed to form as the first phase at temperatures below the melting point 
of aluminum [46,50,51]. A non-parabolic growth has been reported for the Al3Ta 
compound, which has been attributed to the selective penetration of diffusing species 
through the grain boundaries [50]. It has been suggested that high melting 
compounds like Al3Ta exhibit parabolic growth during annealing [50] and a lower 
lattice diffusivity compared to those with relatively lower melting points. Thermal 
stabilities of tantalum aluminides have also been found to increase with tantalum 
content [101].  

Tantalum aluminides have been prepared using combustion synthesis. However, 
studies on the synthesis of these compounds from elemental powder mixtures are very 
limited. Thermite-based combustion synthesis [102] has been used to produce various 
tantalum aluminides from tantalum oxide (Ta2O5) and aluminum powder mixtures. 
Alumina-tantalum carbide composites have also been synthesized using a thermite-
based combustion process [22]. Similar to the Nb-Al system, the formation of 
aluminides through the reaction between tantalum particles and aluminum melt 
initiates at temperatures well above the melting point of aluminum. At these 
temperatures, the solubility of tantalum in molten aluminum increases [84], leading 
to the precipitation of an aluminum-rich product on tantalum particles.  

1.4.5   Al-Ni-Ti system 
Al-Ni-Ti system is characterized by several binary and ternary intermetallic 
compounds, which have been the subject of great interest due to their attractive 
physical and mechanical properties [103–109]. Of the binary compounds, nickel 
aluminides are known to strengthen structural alloys [109,110], titanium aluminides 
are corrosion-resistant at high temperatures [34,111], and nickel-titanium alloys are 
widely used as shape memory materials for functional applications [6,112,113]. 
Recent investigations [103,107,109,114–117] have confirmed the existence of five 
stable ternary intermetallic phases in the Al-Ni-Ti system. These ternary phases are 
designated as Al13Ni2Ti5 ( 1), Al2TiNi ( 2), Al3NiTi2 ( 3), AlNi2Ti ( 4) and 
Al65Ni20Ti15 ( 5). It has been reported that 1, 2 and 5 melt incongruently at 1347°C, 
1225°C, and 1107°C, while 3 and 4 phases melt congruently at 1289°C and 
~1500°C, respectively [104]. Fig. 5 shows an isothermal section of Al-Ni-Ti ternary 
phase diagram at 900°C [118] where several binary and ternary compounds coexist.  
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Fig.  5. Al-Ni-Ti isothermal section at 900 °C [118]*.  

Investigations concerning the reactive sintering of Al-Ni-Ti powder mixtures are very 
rare in literature. However, extensive work has been done on the related binary 
systems. In nickel-titanium powder mixtures, the combustion reaction initiates at 
temperatures close to eutectic melting at 942°C [119–122]. However, compounds 
including Ti2Ni, NiTi and Ni3Ti are reported to form due to solid-state reactions at 
lower temperatures [120,121]. NiTi exhibits the most promising shape memory 
behavior, while Ni3Ti is suitable for high temperature applications [7,15,123]. It has 
been reported that the addition of aluminum to equiatomic Ni-Ti powder mixtures 
improves the hardness and corrosion resistance of the product, followed by a decrease 
in porosity [119]. However, in these studies, aluminum additions were limited to a 
maximum of 10 at.% [108,119,124]. 

Studies on reactive sintering of Al-Ni powder mixtures show the formation of several 
nickel aluminides during various stages of heating [110,125–127]. It has been 
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reported that solid-state reactions between the elemental particles in the temperature 
interval 550° to 600°C, result in the formation of aluminum-rich compounds such as 
Al3Ni and Al3Ni2 [110,128]. The combustion reaction occurs upon further heating to 
about 640°C, where eutectic melting is expected to occur, according to the Al-Ni 
phase diagram. In the Al-Ni system, NiAl and Al3Ni are two important aluminides 
having the highest melting points. Ni3Al is well known as the strengthening phase in 
nickel and nickel-iron based superalloys. Large heats of formation are associated with 
both Ni3Al and NiAl phases, which show thermal stability due to their strong bonds 
and ordered structures [110,129,130]. It has been suggested that the addition of 
titanium to NiAl improves the creep strength due to a relatively large atomic 
mismatch as well as the precipitation of other intermetallic phases like AlNi2Ti [131]. 
It may be noted that Ni3Al dissolves up to 15 at.% Ti and forms a non-equilibrium 
phase Ni3(Al,Ti) in which aluminum is partially replaced by titanium [109]. It is of 
scientific and industrial importance to study the reactive sintering and phase 
evolution in the Al-Ni-Ti ternary system in which various intermetallic compounds 
can form through mutual as well as combined interactions between aluminum, 
titanium and nickel.  
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2. Materials and Methods

Table 1 presents the details of the elemental powders used in this work. In each 
system, the metal powders were thoroughly mixed in proportions indicated in Table 
2. Compacted discs (4 mm in diameter, ~1 mm in thickness) were prepared by
uniaxially pressing the powder mixtures in a tool-steel die. In addition to the powder 
compacts, loose powder samples were also used in the present study. A set of 
calorimetric studies have been made using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), 
in which the samples were heated to temperatures where the combustion reaction 
could be initiated. The effect of various processing parameters including the initial 
composition of the sample, reactants particle size and heating rate on the onset 
temperature of the combustion reaction was studied in each system, as described in 
Table 2. 

Table 1. Metal powders used in the present work 

Powder a Max. Particle size (μm) Purity (%) 
Aluminum (fine) 15 99.0 
Aluminum (coarse) 60 99.9 
Titanium  45 99.5 
Iron (fine) 6-8b >99.0
Iron (coarse) 60 >99.0 
Nickel  45 99.5 
Niobium  74 99.85 
Tantalum (fine) 1-3b 99.9
Tantalum (coarse) 75 99.9 
a Supplied by Goodfellow (UK), b Average. 
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Table 2. Process parameters studied in the present work 

System  Particle size 
combination  

Sample composition 
       (Al at.%) 

Heating rate  
(°C min-1) 

Ti-Al Ti  
Al (coarse) 

25, 50, 75 7.5, 15 

Fe-Al Fe (fine, coarse) 
Al (fine, coarse) 

40 7.5, 15 

Nb-Al Nb  
Al (fine, coarse) 25, 33.3, 75 7.5, 15 

Ta-Al Ta (fine, coarse) 
Al (fine, coarse) 33.3, 50, 75 

7.5, 10, 15, 
20, 30, 40 

Al-Ni-Ti Ni, Ti,  
Al (coarse) 

0-40 (Ni:Ti=1) 20 

2.1   Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), which allows the measurement of heat flow 
into or out of a sample while it is being heated, can be used to determine onset 
temperatures and enthalpies of the reactions and phase transformations. This can be 
done using the power-compensated approach or the heat flux method. In the power 
compensated method, the sample and reference are heated at a constant rate using 
two separate furnaces. The temperatures of the sample and the reference material are 
kept identical by regulating the power applied to one or both the furnaces. The 
amount of power required to maintain the same temperature is directly proportional 
to the thermal changes in the sample. A heat flux differential scanning calorimeter 
consists of a furnace to heat both the sample and the reference material, together with 
a set of thermocouples in contact with the sample and reference crucibles. This allows 
continuous monitoring of the temperature difference between them which generates 
the signal corresponding to the heat flow. The increase in temperature follows a linear 
trend during heating at a constant rate, until the sample undergoes a reaction or phase 
transformation which is associated with a thermal effect. This causes a difference in 
temperature between the sample and the reference which continues to show a linear 
increase in temperature. This results in an exothermic or endothermic peak in the 
DSC plot, representing a reaction during which heat is evolved or absorbed.  

Calorimetric analysis can be integrated with thermogravimetry (TG) where both heat 
flow and mass changes in a sample can be measured as a function of temperature or 
time. In a simultaneous TG-DSC unit, the mass of the sample is continuously 
recorded. Such a heat-flux type instrument (Netzsch F3-Jupiter STA) with alumina 
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crucibles was used in this work to perform the calorimetric study. The DSC unit was 
calibrated for temperature (with an accuracy of ±0.1°C) and heat sensitivity using 
pure metal standards. Baseline correction was done using data from heating cycles 
with empty crucibles. In order to minimize the presence of air and avoid the 
oxidation of samples during heating, the DSC chamber was evacuated and flushed 
with pure argon gas at least three times prior to running the experiments and a 
constant flow of the gas (70 ml min-1) was maintained during the measurements. The 
gas was dried by passing through towers containing drying agents like anhydrous 
calcium chloride and molecular sieve 4Å, before entering the DSC chamber. 
Thermogravimetric data was monitored carefully to check whether there was any 
mass change in the sample during heating. Netzsch Proteus software (version 6.1) was 
used to analyze DSC data. 

2.2   Microstructural Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy is used extensively for high resolution imaging and 
characterization of microstructures in various types of materials. An electron 
microscope consists of an electron gun and a set of magnetic lenses assembled in an 
evacuated column. In general, the sample chamber is also highly evacuated, unless the 
microscope is designed to operate at low vacuum. An accelerated electron beam is 
produced at the top of the column, which passes through different apertures. This 
gives rise to a highly focused beam which impinges on the sample surface. The 
electron beam scans the surface in a raster pattern and its interaction with the 
specimen surface generates signals which are used to create an image of the sample 
surface. Secondary electrons have energies less than about 50 eV, and are the best 
source of high resolution images. Back-scattered electrons, with energies from 50 eV 
to the maximum acceleration voltage (for example, 30 kV), contribute to enhanced 
image contrast for large differences in atomic number between the constituent 
elements. Further, characteristic X-rays are emitted when high-energy electrons 
collide with the sample, which can be used to make quantitative analysis of the 
sample or phase composition. The intensity of the characteristic X-rays can be 
measured using either a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer (WDS), or an energy 
dispersive spectrometer (EDS). 

In this study, heat treated samples were examined using a scanning electron 
microscope (Philips, XL-30 ESEM). Energy dispersive spectroscopy was used to 
analyze the phase compositions in the sample. For this purpose, a liquid nitrogen 
cooled Si(Li) detector (EDAX) was utilized. The detector had a super ultra-thin 
polymer window, providing a resolution of 127.4 eV (with reference to Mn-K ). The 
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distribution of various elements in the microstructure was checked using X-ray 
mapping and line scanning. Quantification analysis was made using the Genesis 
software (version 5.21), based on ZAF correction and standardless calibration. The 
results from EDS analysis were verified at different accelerating voltages and spot sizes 
to minimize the effect of signals from adjacent areas. The consistency of these data 
was checked by numerous measurements. 

2.3   X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-ray powder diffraction technique, which is probably the most widely-used phase 
characterization method, covers various investigations such as qualitative and 
quantitative phase analysis, determination of crystalline structures and lattice 
parameters. In general, this method employs monochromatic radiation (for example, 
Cu-K ) to characterize the powder sample. A significant feature of the X-ray powder 
diffraction method is to provide general-purpose qualitative and quantitative 
information regarding crystalline phases present in an unknown mixture. The 
identification of phases is based on a comparison of the unknown pattern with the 
standard powder diffraction files collected in crystallographic databases, which may 
show a variation in d-spacing and intensities reported for a particular phase. In such 
cases, the accuracy of experimentally collected data used as the reference in the 
database needs to be carefully checked in order to perform an accurate analysis. The 
stability of the beam generator, X-ray tube and counting electronics is also important 
to obtain precise results. In this technique, peak broadening can occur in the 
diffraction pattern due to various reasons like the presence of very small sized 
crystallites, micro-stresses, and inhomogeneous solid solutions in the sample. This 
problem can be minimized by a mild annealing treatment of the sample prior to the 
measurement. 

In the present study, X-ray powder diffraction analysis was made in order to confirm 
the phases formed during the experiments. A vertical Stoe Stadi MP machine was 
used, equipped with a Germanium monochromator (Johan geometry), a copper tube 
and a linear PSD as the detector with transition setup. Sintered specimens were 
crushed to get the samples in powder form. The instrument was calibrated using a 
standard sample of silicon. XRD results were analyzed using Pearson’s crystallography 
database [132]. 
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3. Results and Discussion

In this chapter, typical results from studies on reactions in binary aluminum-
transition metal (Ti, Fe, Nb and Ta) powder compacts are presented first, followed by 
those for the ternary Al-Ni-Ti samples. A general discussion of the results is also 
included. 

3.1   Transition metal-aluminum binary systems 

DSC data for systems involving titanium and iron, which are relatively low melting 
transition metals, show that the combustion reaction can occur in the solid-state 
before aluminum starts melting. Further, aluminides were observed to form in these 
systems prior to the combustion reaction, indicating the importance of solid-state 
interdiffusion between the reactant elements. In Nb-Al and Ta-Al powder compacts, 
the combustion reaction occurred at temperatures well above the melting point of 
aluminum and the solid-state pre-combustion stage was not detected. In all the 
systems studied, the combustion reaction was observed to continue until the 
aluminum content was completely consumed in the sample through the reaction with 
the transition metal particles. This resulted in the formation of aluminum-rich 
compounds as products of the combustion reaction, regardless of the initial 
composition of the powder mixtures. The heated samples showed large expansions in 
volume after undergoing the combustion reaction which reached completion only in 
aluminum-rich samples, where a porous and single-phase product was yielded. 
Samples with relatively lower aluminum contents showed incomplete reactions, 
leaving behind a considerable amount of unreacted transition metal in each system. 
Upon further heating to higher temperatures, multiphase products were observed to 
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form through diffusional reactions between the aluminum-rich product and the 
residual transition metal. In these samples, relatively homogenized products were 
obtained after prolonged heating at elevated temperatures. The compound 
corresponding to the initial composition of the sample was the predominant phase in 
the homogenized product. In general, the onset temperature of the combustion 
reaction showed a tendency to increase with increasing heating rate. Increasing the 
particle size of the reactant powders also resulted in a higher onset temperature for the 
combustion reaction in most of the samples. The reaction behavior in Ti-50at.%Al, 
Fe-40at.%Al, Nb-33.3at.%Al and Ta-50at.%Al powder compacts is described in the 
following sections. 

3.1.1   Ti-Al system 
Fig. 6 presents the DSC plot obtained for the Ti-50at.%Al powder compacts heated 
to 1000°C at 15°C min-1. Samples were prepared using titanium and aluminum 
powders with maximum particle sizes of 45 and 15 μm, respectively. In this plot, a 
relatively small exothermic peak (A) is observed prior to the aluminum melting peak 
(B), which suggests a mild pre-combustion stage during heating. The aluminum 
melting peak is immediately followed by a relatively large exotherm (C) which 
corresponds to the combustion reaction occurring between titanium particles and 
molten aluminum. The small endothermic peak (D) observed at 882°C corresponds 
to the allotropic  transformation in titanium. 

Fig.  6. DSC plot for the Ti-50at.%Al sample heated to 1000°C at 15°C min-1. 
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In order to follow the phase evolution during reaction, a few samples were heated to 
carefully selected temperatures, and the corresponding micrographs are presented in 
Fig. 7. For the sample heated to 645°C (peak A) and then cooled to room 
temperature, the micrograph mainly shows the presence of unreacted elemental 
particles. However, a minor grey phase is also seen around the titanium particles. 
Using EDS analysis, this phase was identified as TiAl3 which has formed through 
solid-state reaction during the pre-combustion stage. The formation of TiAl3 phase is 
more pronounced after heating to 680°C where the combustion peak (C) initiates. In 
this micrograph, almost each titanium particle is surrounded by a thin layer of TiAl3. 
At 730°C, where the combustion peak ends, TiAl3 phase is seen to grow into the 
titanium cores while the elemental aluminum is fully consumed. At this stage, some 
large pores were observed at the regions initially covered by aluminum, associated 
with a large volume expansion in the sample. 

 
Fig.  7. SEM images of Ti-50at.%Al samples heated to selected temperatures at 15°C min-1. 
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The micrograph of the sample heated to 850°C (prior to peak D), showed some 
regions in between the titanium cores and TiAl3 layers, where EDS analysis indicated 
a different composition (~44 at.% Al). According to the Ti-Al phase diagram, this 
composition corresponds to the two-phase region Ti3Al+TiAl. The presence of these 
phases as minor products was confirmed by X-ray diffraction data (see Fig. 8). 
Unreacted titanium cores were also observed in the sample, explaining the occurrence 
of the allotropic peak (D) in the DSC plot (Fig. 6). Further, TiAl3 phase is seen as 
globular clusters with very small particles, which appear to be formed on the spherical 
titanium particles. Since each powder particle generally consists of numerous small 
grains, this may suggest that aluminum has diffused along the grain boundaries in 
titanium and reacted with titanium grains. However, it is seen that while some 
titanium particles are thoroughly transformed to TiAl3, the cores of some other 
particles remained unreacted. The formation of new phases including Ti3Al, TiAl and 
TiAl2 is more pronounced in the micrograph of the sample heated to 1000°C, while 
TiAl3 is getting consumed. As seen in the presented micrographs, titanium cores seem 
to have shrunk on further heating. Consequently, a series of aluminides have been 
formed around the titanium cores with a gradual change in composition, which is in 
accordance with the Ti-Al phase diagram. These observations suggest the occurrence 
of reactions involving solid-state diffusion in the samples, which can proceed further 
when heating is continued. After heating a sample for an hour at 1000°C, TiAl3 
regions and unreacted titanium cores disappear, and the TiAl phase predominates. 
This is consistent with XRD data (Fig. 8) showing TiAl as the major phase at this 
temperature.  

 
Fig.  8. Diffractograms of Ti-50at.%Al samples heated to different temperature at 
15°C min-1. 
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It may be noted that aluminum-rich (Ti-75at.%Al) samples showed relatively broader 
combustion peaks at higher temperatures as compared to those observed for 
equiatomic and titanium-rich (Ti-25at.%Al) samples. In titanium-rich samples, the 
combustion peak was shifted to temperatures below the melting point of aluminum, 
while no melting peak was identified in the DSC plots. More details can be found in 
appended paper I. 

3.1.2   Fe-Al system 
Fe-40at.%Al samples were prepared using elemental powder mixtures, with various 
particle size combinations. The reaction behavior in compacted discs was found to be 
influenced particularly by the particle size of iron. Fig. 9 shows the DSC plot for a 
compacted sample containing relatively coarse iron (Max. particle size: 60μm) and 
fine aluminum powders (Max. particle size: 15μm). The sample was heated at 7.5°C 
min-1 up to 1000°C. This plot shows two consecutive exothermic peaks. The first 
peak (A) is relatively diffuse, whereas the second peak (B) is sharper. This implies that 
the mechanism governing the first peak is more time-dependent, while the reaction 
associated with the second peak is more instantaneous. The first peak initiates at 
temperatures where the reaction takes place in the solid state, whereas the second peak 
occurs at considerably higher temperatures which are close to the formation of an 
aluminum-rich liquid phase.  

 
Fig.  9. DSC plot of the Fe-40at.%Al sample heated to 1000°C at 7.5°C min-1. 

Further, the relative heat release associated with the exothermic peaks was found to be 
influenced by aluminum particle size. At a given heating rate, for fine aluminum 
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particles, the first peak (A) was associated with a larger heat release, followed by a 
smaller heat effect for the second exothermic peak (B). This indicates that the first 
reaction, to some extent, inhibits the second reaction and is typical of a pre-
combustion reaction. This is consistent with data showing the formation of some 
intermetallic compounds through diffusion, prior to the combustion reaction 
[63,75,77,78,133]. Samples containing fine aluminum particles showed a more 
uniform distribution of the reactant particles, enhancing the contribution from 
diffusion. Therefore, a larger content of the sample reacts prior to the combustion 
stage, forming significant amounts of pre-combustion products. This is associated 
with a stronger pre-combustion peak (A), but also decreases the direct contact 
between the elemental particles, which is essential for the combustion reaction. In 
order to study the evolution of phases during heating, a few compacted discs with 
coarse iron and fine aluminum particles were heated to selected temperatures, and the 
observed SEM images are shown in Fig. 10.  

 
Fig.  10. SEM images of Fe-40at.% Al samples heated to selected temperatures at 15°C min-1.  
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The micrograph of the sample heated to 554°C, which is close to the onset 
temperature of the pre-combustion peak (A), is mainly covered by unreacted 
elements. At a few points on the iron particles, an additional phase with a fuzzy 
appearance was identified as Fe2Al5 by EDS analysis. This shows that the formation of 
Fe2Al5 phase during the pre-combustion stage. The micrograph of the sample heated 
to 600°C clearly shows a noticeable growth of Fe2Al5. At this temperature where the 
pre-combustion peak (A) has just ended, elemental iron and aluminum areas still 
dominate in the micrograph. These data confirm the role played by solid-state 
diffusional reactions occuring during the pre-combustion stage, leading to the 
formation of Fe2Al5. After heating a sample to the onset temperature of the 
combustion peak B (642°C), significant amounts of unreacted iron and aluminum are 
seen in the micrograph, indicating slow reaction rates at solid state. Fe2Al5 is seen to 
form layers around the iron particle and covers the particle surface increasingly as it 
grows. This suggests that Fe2Al5 is mainly formed through the diffusion of aluminum 
into iron particles [63,68,77]. The larger intrinsic diffusivity of aluminum compared 
to iron [68,134] can explain the swelling behavior observed at this stage. The 
micrograph of the sample heated to 655°C where the combustion reaction has ended 
shows a significant growth of the Fe2Al5 as the product. Further, the micrograph 
shows a considerable amount of residual iron and seemingly no aluminum. The 
volume expansion of the sample showed a significant increase at this stage, 
characterizing the combustion reaction [63,68]. This swelling has been attributed to 
the formation of some large pores at the sites originally occupied by aluminum 
particles [63,68]. Heating the sample further to 1000°C resulted in the formation of a 
dominant FeAl product, as can be seen in the corresponding micrograph. Beyond the 
combustion temperature, FeAl is formed by the solid-state diffusional reaction 
between unreacted iron and Fe2Al5. This reaction does not go to completion at 
1000 C, as some Fe2Al5 is still seen in the micrograph. It is also interesting to note 
that the variation of the size of FeAl grains matches the particle size variation of the 
coarse iron powder used to prepare the powder mixture. The micrograph of a sample 
heated to 1200°C for an hour showed a single-phase product of FeAl, indicating that 
the reaction between Fe2Al5 and iron has gone to completion. The formation of 
Fe2Al5 and FeAl at different stages of heating was also confirmed by XRD results. 

The DSC plot of the compacted sample containing fine iron (average size: 7 μm) and 
aluminum powders (Max. particle size: 15 μm), showed a single, sharp combustion 
peak during heating. This result was in contrast to those observed for samples 
containing relatively coarser iron particles which showed a diffuse pre-combustion 
peak prior to the combustion peak (Fig. 9). The pre-combustion reaction appears to 
be not strong enough to be noticed in samples with fine iron particles. The 
micrograph of a sample heated above the combustion peak consisted of residual iron 
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particles as the major phase together with some FeAl and Fe2Al5 as the products. 
Further heating to 1000°C and above resulted in a stable, single-phase FeAl. The 
reaction behavior was also studied in loose powder mixtures where the DSC plots 
showed a single, sharp exothermic peak representing the combustion reaction, while 
no pre-combustion was observed during heating. More information is presented in 
appended paper II.  

3.1.3   Nb-Al system 
Fig. 11 presents the DSC plot of a Nb-33.3at.%Al compacted sample containing 
coarse niobium (max. particle size: 74 μm) and fine aluminum (Max. particle size: 15 
μm) powders, heated to 1000°C at 7.5°C min-1. The plot shows two peaks during 
heating, an endothermic peak (A) which corresponds to the melting of aluminum, 
followed by a diffuse exothermic peak (B). The exothermic peak initiating at 
temperatures above 700°C indicates the combustion reaction in the sample. It is 
generally agreed that the combustion reaction occurs through a dissolution-
precipitation process [81,85,86]. The solubility of niobium in solid aluminum is 
practically zero and is very limited even in liquid aluminum. However, it shows an 
increase with increasing temperature. At 700°C the solubility of niobium in liquid 
aluminum is reported as 0.02 wt.%, increasing to 0.1 wt.% at 850°C [84]. These 
data can explain the relatively higher temperatures required for the initiation of 
combustion reaction in the Nb-Al system. Other factors which could contribute to 
higher onset temperatures for the combustion reaction include difficulties in the 
wetting of the niobium particle surface by molten aluminum and the presence of 
oxides on the surface of the particles.  

 
Fig.  11. DSC plot of the Nb-33.3at.%Al sample heated to1000°C at 7.5°C min-1. 
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Microscopic observations revealed the formation of NbAl3 during the combustion 
reaction. Fig. 12 shows the evolution of phases in Nb-33.3at.%Al compacted powders 
(with fine aluminum particles) heated to selected temperatures. At 670°C where the 
melting of aluminum is complete, the micrograph shows unreacted elemental regions. 
Heating the sample to 690°C, which is lower than the combustion onset temperature, 
resulted in some traces of NbAl3 identified by EDS analysis. The formation of NbAl3 
phase is more pronounced after heating the sample to 710°C. This observation is in 
agreement with DSC data showing the initiation of the combustion peak (B), close to 
this temperature.  

 
Fig. 12. SEM images of Nb-33.3at.%Al samples heated to different temperatures at 
15°C min-1. 

Fig. 12 also shows that if heating is continued to a temperature at which the 
combustion peak ends (820°C), the sample surface is largely covered by NbAl3. While 
niobium constituted the major phase, no elemental aluminum was observed in the 
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micrograph. This indicates that the reaction between molten aluminum and niobium 
particles has been inhibited, due to limited availability of molten aluminum. At this 
stage, the sample showed a large expansion in volume, which is typical in combustion 
reactions. Increasing the temperature to 1000°C resulted in the formation of Nb2Al as 
a new product. This can be attributed to the diffusional reaction between the residual 
niobium and NbAl3 regions. In general, the progress of a solid-solid reaction is 
considerably slower compared to a solid-liquid reaction. Therefore, longer times and 
higher temperatures are required to get a high degree of conversion. This effect is seen 
in the micrograph of a sample heated for an hour at 1200°C showing Nb2Al as the 
dominant phase. However, some unreacted niobium and traces of NbAl3 are still 
present in the product. This result confirms that the initially formed NbAl3 is an 
intermediate phase which transforms to Nb2Al through the solid-state reaction with 
niobium at higher temperatures. This conclusion was supported by XRD results 
presented in Fig. 13.  

 
Fig.  13. Diffractograms of Nb-33.3at.%Al samples heated to different temperatures at 
15°C min-1. 

After heating a sample to 710°C, which is close to the onset temperature of the 
combustion peak (B), the diffraction peaks correspond to the elemental components. 
However, increasing the heating temperature to 820°C, where the comustion peak 
ends, resulted in the formation of NbAl3 phase as the combustion product. 
Aluminum reflections are absent at this temperature, wheraeas niobium peaks are 
visible in the X-ray diffractogram. The XRD pattern of the sample heated to 1000°C 
shows some reflections from Nb2Al phase, while the presence of NbAl3 and elemental 
niobium is still significant, which is consistent with the presented micrographs. 
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Finally, when the sample is heated for an hour at 1400°C, the product contains 
mainly Nb2Al, while only a few small niobium peaks can be detected in the 
diffraction pattern.  

DSC results from samples having different aluminum particle sizes showed that fine 
aluminum particles lead to lower onset temperatures for the combustion peak. This is 
apparently due to better surface coverage of niobium particles by fine aluminum 
particles. The onset temperature of the combustion peak was also seen to decrease 
with increasing niobium content in the sample. Loose powder samples showed higher 
onset temperatures for the combustion peak. In all the niobium-aluminum samples, 
regardless of the initial composition, the combustion reaction was initiated between 
the aluminum melt and niobium particles resulting in the formation of NbAl3 
compound. In the case of Nb-75at.%Al samples, this reaction reached completion, 
forming a single-phase product of NbAl3. Nb-25at.%Al samples exhibited a similar 
behavior to Nb-33.3at.%Al samples, showing a considerable amount of unreacted 
niobium after the combustion reaction. In these samples, a stable product 
corresponding to the initial composition was obtained after prolonged heat treatment, 
as described in paper III.  

3.1.4   Ta-Al system 
Fig. 14 presents the DSC plot of a Ta-50at.%Al compacted sample heated to 
temperatures above 1200°C at 15°C min-1. The sample was prepared using tantalum 
and aluminum powders with maximum particle sizes of 75 and 60 μm, respectively.   

 
Fig.  14.  DSC plot of the Ta-50at.%Al sample heated to 1200°C at 15°C min-1. 
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In this plot, the aluminum melting peak (A) is followed by an exothermic peak (B) 
corresponding to the combustion reaction in the sample. On heating the sample to 
higher temperatures, a weak and mildly exothermic peak (C) is observed, which may 
be due to a phase change associated with a small heat effect. In order to understand 
the phase evolution during heating, a few compacted samples were heated at 15°C 
min-1 to selected temperatures of interest, and the corresponding micrographs are 
presented in Fig. 15. 

 
Fig.  15. SEM images of Ta-50 at.%Al samples heated to different temperatures at 15°C min-1. 

Microscopic examination and EDS analyses of the sample heated to 797°C (near the 
onset temperature of the reaction reaction peak B) revealed the formation of Al3Ta as 
the product of reaction between tantalum particles and molten aluminum. Heating a 
sample to 867°C, where the combustion reaction had ended, showed consolidation of 
the Al3Ta phase, covering the unreacted tantalum particles. At this stage, the 
formation of Al3Ta could not proceed further significantly after elemental aluminum 
had been fully consumed. While no microstructural change was observed at lower 
temperatures, heating a sample to 1197°C resulted in the formation of new phases. 
This temperature falls within the range of the exothermic peak C and the observation 
confirms that the peak is associated with phase changes. As seen in the corresponding 
micrograph, the Al3Ta phase formed at lower temperatures is replaced by another 
aluminum-rich phase with an average composition of 38 at.% Ta corresponding to 
Al69Ta39. This is consistent with the Al-Ta phase diagram [94] showing the formation 
of Al69Ta39 phase at temperatures above 1098°C. Further, a series of thin layers with 
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different contrasts are visible in the peripheral regions of unreacted tantalum cores. 
EDS analyses revealed average compositions of 64 and 52 at.% Ta for the inner and 
outer layers, which according to the phase diagram [94] correspond to  and  
phases, respectively. The multilayer pattern indicates the diffusion of aluminum from 
the aluminum-rich regions (initially Al3Ta, and then Al69Ta39) towards the unreacted 
tantalum cores. This has led to formation of the tantalum-rich and equiatomic 
phases, namely  and  around the unreacted tantalum cores. The solid-state 
diffusional reaction can occur if the temperature is high enough for crossing the 
activation barrier. The -phase was found to grow considerably after prolonged 
heating at 1197°C for 1 hour and the presence of  and particularly Al69Ta39 phases 
had weakened. This indicates that  is the more stable phase at this stage, which is 
closer to the initial composition of the sample. 

The formation of various phases in the heated samples was also examined using X-ray 
diffraction analysis. Fig. 16 presents the results of phase analysis for samples heated to 
selected temperatures. The diffraction patterns for samples heated to 797° and 867°C 
showed reflections corresponding to Al3Ta and elemental tantalum phases. Heating a 
sample further to 997°C for an hour did not lead to changes in the diffractogram. On 
the other hand, a new diffraction pattern was observed after a prolonged heating at a 
temperature above the exothermic peak C. The major reflections observed in the 
diffraction pattern of a sample heated to 1197°C for an hour correspond to the 
equiatomic  phase, while  and Al69Ta39 were also identified as minor phases.  

 
Fig.  16. Diffractograms of Ta-50at.%Al samples heated to different temperatures at 
15°C min-1. 
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The combustion reaction in Ta-75at.%Al samples resulted in a single-phase product 
which was stable at higher temperatures. However, an incomplete combustion 
reaction was observed in the Ta-33.3at.%Al samples, resulting in a multilayer product 
in which the phase corresponding to the stoichiometric composition dominated after 
a prolonged heat treatment at elevated temperatures. Further observations made 
during the heating of tantalum-aluminum powder compacts are presented in paper 
IV. 

3.1.5   Effect of process variables on reaction behavior 
The reaction behavior during the synthesis of intermetallic compounds from 
elemental powder mixtures is influenced by process variables such as compaction, 
particle sizes of the reactants, initial composition of the powder mixture and heating 
rate. These aspects are discussed in the following sections.  

PPowder compaction 

Experimental data showed that the pre-combustion stage appeared in the DSC plot 
only for the compacted samples and not for the samples in the loose powder 
condition. This is due to good inter-particle contact (aluminum-transition metal) in 
the compacted samples, which is essential for solid-state diffusional reactions prior to 
combustion. For a given particle size combination and at a constant heating rate, 
compacted samples were associated with lower onset temperatures for the combustion 
reaction, indicating an enhanced reaction due to better contact between the reacting 
particles. 

Powder particle size 

Decreasing the particle size of the transition metal powder was associated with a more 
uniform distribution of the elemental powder particles, resulting in a decrease in the 
onset temperature for the combustion reaction in the samples. An improved 
distribution of the reactant particles was also obtained using fine aluminum particles 
in the samples. As an example, despite a tendency for clustering, Nb-33.3at.%Al 
samples consisting of fine aluminum particles exhibited a more uniform distribution 
and a better surface coverage for the elemental particles, as shown in Fig. 17. Fine 
aluminum particles led to lower onset temperatures for the combustion reaction in 
most of the samples.   
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Fig.  17. SEM images of unreacted Nb-33.3at.%Al samples with different aluminum 
particle sizes.  

IInitial composition 

The combustion reaction in the samples was observed to reach completion in samples 
rich in aluminum, namely M+3Al samples where M=Ti, Nb, Ta. A porous, but 
homogeneous product (MAl3) was obtained in these samples. The combustion peaks 
observed in Al-rich samples were relatively diffuse, covering wider temperature range 
and longer times. Decreasing the aluminum content in the samples gave rise to 
narrower combustion peaks in the DSC plots, but the combustion reaction was 
incomplete and considerable amounts of transition metal particles remained 
unreacted. Relatively higher amounts of the transition metal in the samples resulted 
in lower onset temperatures for the combustion reaction. This can be attributed to an 
enhanced dissolution-precipitation process through which the combustion products 
are generated in the heated sample [81,85,86].  

Heating rate  

In general, increasing the heating rate was observed to shift the combustion reaction 
to higher temperatures, which is commonly observed behavior for thermally activated 
reactions [135]. Higher heating rates are associated with larger heat transfer effects 
and thermal lag, and the reaction occurs at higher temperatures. Fig. 18 presents such 
an observation for the Ta-75at. %Al samples at different heating rates.  

Data on the shift in onset temperatures at different heating rates introduces the 
possibility of estimating the apparent activation energy of such reactions through 
model-free, isoconversion methods by determining the temperatures at which a 
certain fraction of conversion is obtained at different heating rates. Since a single-
phase product was obtained in Al-rich samples, the DSC data obtained for these 
groups of samples were chosen to calculate the apparent activation energy for MAl3 
formation through the combustion reaction.  
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Fig.  18. DSC peaks observed during the combustion reaction in Ta-75at.%Al samples 
at different heating rates.  

 
Fig.  19. Starink isoconversion plots for the determination of apparent activation 
energy of the combustion reaction in Ta-75at.%Al samples. 

Fig. 19 presents the results obtained for Ta-75at.%Al samples using the Starink 
approach [136,137], which is one of the more accurate isoconversion methods. In 
this figure, ln( / ) has been plotted against the reciprocal of  for a series of 
conversion fractions, where  is the linear heating rate (K min-1) and  is the 
temperature (K) corresponding to a given degree of conversion ( ). Regarding the 
Arrhenius-type equations considered in such approaches, the slope of the fitted lines 
shows a proportional relationship with the apparent activation energy of reaction. 
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Estimated values for the apparent activation energy of MAl3 formation in different 
systems show larger temperature dependence for the combustion reaction in systems 
involving refractory transition metals like niobium and tantalum as compared to the 
relatively low melting transition metal like titanium. Reaction enthalpies for 
combustion reaction leading to the formation of MAl3 compounds in different 
systems were also estimated from the combustion peaks in the respective DSC plots 
and the results are presented in the appended papers I, III and IV. 

3.2   Al-Ni-Ti ternary system 

The formation of various aluminides and intermetallic compounds during the 
reactive sintering of compacted Al-Ni-Ti powder mixtures was studied. The effect of 
sample composition on reaction behavior was investigated by varying the aluminum 
addition (0 to 40 at.%) to equiatomic nickel-titanium powder mixtures. The DSC 
plots of the Al-Ni-Ti samples showed two main exothermic peaks corresponding to 
reactions taking place below and above the melting point of aluminum. The first 
exothermic peak was found to represent the combustion reaction between nickel and 
aluminum, while the second peak was connected mainly to the combustion reaction 
between nickel and titanium. Titanium-rich and nickel-rich ternary phases, in 
addition to some binary phases have been observed after the second exothermic 
reaction in all the ternary powder compacts. The results obtained during the reactive 
sintering of the equiatomic Ni-Ti samples are presented below, followed by those for 
25AlNiTi samples containing 25 at.% Al (Ni:Ti=1).  

3.2.1   Ni-Ti samples 
Fig. 20 shows the DSC plot of Ni-50at.%Ti samples heated to 1200°C at 20°C min-1, 
and then cooled to room temperature. On closer scrutiny, the plot reveals a small 
endothermic peak during heating, in the temperature interval 760°-850°C. According 
to the Ni-Ti phase diagram, a eutectoid transformation occurs at 765°C, through 
which -Ti and Ti2Ni phases transform to -Ti. The observed endothermic peak is 
therefore suggestive of the eutectoid transformation in the sample, which is in 
accordance with the data available in literature [122]. This plot also shows a 
characteristic exothermic peak upon heating to temperatures above 945°C, indicating 
a combustion reaction in the sample. This temperature is very close to the eutectic 
transformation temperature (942°C) in the Ni-Ti phase diagram, where a liquid 
phase forms from a mixture of -Ti and Ti2Ni phases. It has been suggested that the 
formation of the eutectic melt leads to better wetting of the particle surfaces and leads 
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to the initiation of a combustion reaction in the sample, and a sharp exothermic peak 
in the DSC plot [15,40,138].  

Fig.  20. DSC plot of the Ni-50at.%Ti sample heated to 1200°C at 20°C min-1. 

Fig. 20 shows that the combustion peak is immediately followed by an endothermic 
peak at 994°C, which can be attributed to the peritectic transformation 
(Ti2Ni NiTi+L) occurring at 984°C, as shown in the Ni-Ti phase diagram. Further 
heating of the sample to 1200°C was associated with an endothermic peak at 1111°C, 
followed immediately by a small exothermic peak. The endothermic peak can be 
attributed to the eutectic transformation (NiTi+Ni3Ti L) occurring at 1118°C 
[122]. The liquid formed at this stage reacts with the existing phases, giving rise to an 
exothermic reaction, as observed in the DSC plot. The absence of any solidification 
peak upon cooling the sample from 1200°C confirms that the liquid phase has been 
fully consumed through interaction with other phases. 

Two Ni-Ti samples were heated to 1050°C (above the major exothermic peak) and 
1200°C, followed by the microscopic analysis (Fig. 21). The micrograph of the 
sample heated to 1050°C is dominated by some light and dark grey regions which 
were identified as NiTi and Ti2Ni phases, respectively. The bright areas corresponded 
to Ni3Ti phase and unreacted Ni (<10 at.%Ti), which are seen adjacent to each other. 
Intermetallic compounds such as Ni3Ti, NiTi and Ti2Ni can form through reactions 
driven by solid-state diffusion [120,121]. However, the formation of NiTi and Ti2Ni 
phases is more pronounced after the combustion reaction triggered by eutectic melt 
formation at 942°C [122,138]. A coring pattern can be observed in some areas in the 
sample heated to 1050°C, which is attributed to peritectic solidification during 
cooling.  
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Fig.  21. SEM images of Ni-50at.%Ti samples heated to 1050° and 1200°C at 20°C min-1. 

The micrograph of the sample heated to 1200°C consisted of a dominant NiTi 
matrix, while the Ti2Ni phase was also observed as small, dark regions. No Ni-rich 
phase was identified in the sample. This indicates that during the heating cycle, the 
residual Ti-rich (i.e. Ti2Ni) and Ni-rich phases have reacted with each other, resulting 
in a NiTi product. However, small amounts of precipitates were also observed within 
the NiTi matrix. EDS analysis suggested a chemical composition of ~60 at.% Ni and 
~40 at.% Ti for this phase, which is very close to the Ni4Ti3 compound. The 
formation of metastable Ni4Ti3 precipitates within the NiTi phase has also been 
reported in literature [139–142]. These conclusions are supported by XRD data.  

3.2.2   25AlNiTi samples 
Two major exothermic peaks are seen during the heating cycle in Fig. 22 which 
presents the DSC plot for the 25AlNiTi sample heated to 1200°C at 20°C min-1. The 
first exothermic peak occurs below the melting temperature of aluminum and 
apparently consists of two overlapping peaks (double-peak). A similar double-peak 
feature has been reported previously during the reactive sintering of aluminum-nickel 
powder mixtures [110,143,144]. The second exothermic peak is comparable to that 
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observed in the Ni-50at.%Ti samples, which is mainly related to the combustion 
reaction between nickel and titanium. There is also a small endothermic event (broad 
peak) slightly below 942°C, which corresponds to the eutectoid transformation -
Ti+Ti2Ni -Ti. At higher temperatures, small endothermic and exothermic peaks 
were also observed, following each other in the range 1134° to 1144°C. In order to 
understand the evolution of phases at different stages of reaction, a few samples were 
heated to selected temperatures below and above the peaks observed in the DSC plot. 

Fig.  22. DSC plot of the 25AlNiTi sample heated to 1200°C at 20°C min-1. 

Phase analyses of a sample heated to 600°C showed the presence of some aluminum-
rich compounds, namely Al3Ni and Al3Ni2, which were apparently formed during the 
exothermic reaction at ~595°C. The heat release at this stage can raise the 
temperature locally and lead to the formation of a eutectic melt and induce higher 
rates of reaction in the sample. The sample heated to a temperature above the sharp 
exothermic peak at 700°C showed the existence of Al3Ni2 and NiAl phases while 
Al3Ni was not identified. This can be attributed to the reaction between the 
aluminum-rich eutectic melt and nickel particles, resulting in the formation of a thick 
layer of Al3Ni2 and a thin NiAl layer around nickel particles, as confirmed by 
microscopic studies. It has been suggested that the final products after the exothermic 
reaction depend on the aluminum content in the sample. A higher aluminum content 
favors the formation of NiAl phase and a lower aluminum content yields the Ni3Al 
phase [110]. After heating to 700°C, a thin layer of Al3Ti was also seen around the 
titanium particles, suggesting the initial formation of Al3Ti due to the interdiffusion 
between the elemental particles [145,146]. The results indicate that aluminum has a 
greater tendency to react with nickel than titanium and forms a large number of 
compounds with nickel. This is supported by thermodynamic data which, for 
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example, predicts the formation of Al3Ni to be more favorable relative to Al3Ti [147]. 
Al3Ti phase was observed to be transformed into Ti3Al and AlTi phases at higher 
temperatures (850°C), while a eutectoid type structure was seen within the titanium 
particles, formed through the eutectoid transformation -Ti+Ti2Ni -Ti. 

  

 
Fig.  23. SEM images of 25AlNiTi samples heated to 1050° and 1200°C at 20°C min-1. 

Fig. 23 shows SEM images of the samples heated to 1050° and 1200°C, which are 
above the second sharp exothermic peak. At 1050°C, the micrograph is characterized 
by a continuous phase (A), a large number of particles (B) and some multi-layered 
regions (C to F). Detailed EDS analysis was carried out by taking multiple data points 
to evaluate phase compositions. A small homogeneity range was observed for the 
different phases in the microstructure. The areas indicated by ‘A’ contain 27±1 at.% 
Al, 28±1 at.% Ni and 45±1 at.% Ti. Particles ‘B’ have a composition of 17±1 at.% 
Al, 31±1 at.% Ni and 52±1 at.% Ti. The inner core of the multi-layered regions with 
a very bright contrast (E) consists of unreacted nickel which is surrounded by NiAl 
phase (D) and the broad outer layer show another nickel-rich ternary compound (C) 
with the composition 25 at.% Al, 50 at.% Ni and 25 at.% Ti. ‘F’ (dark grey areas 
within the multi-layered region) has a composition corresponding to Ni75(Al,Ti)25. 
The formation of ternary compounds in this sample involves reaction between various 
binary compounds formed prior to the exothermic reaction at 942°C and the eutectic 
melt in the nickel-titanium system.  The titanium-rich melt, with ~28 at.% Ni, reacts 
with the surrounding titanium and nickel aluminides, resulting in the formation of 
titanium-rich ternary compounds indicated by ‘A’ and ‘B’. The formation of nickel-
rich ternary compound (C) could involve two types of reactions: (i) Nickel-
enrichment of NiAl formed prior to the exotherm at 942°C, (ii) interactions between 
the products of exothermic reaction at 942°C and the existing NiAl phase. On 
prolonged heating, small amounts of NiAl as well as nickel-rich regions could dissolve 
completely and contribute to the formation of a nickel-rich ternary compound like 
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AlNi2Ti ( 4), which is a typical Heusler-type, L21 structure [148] observed in many 
conventionally cast Al-Ni-Ti samples. The XRD pattern of this sample showed 
diffraction peaks from AlNi, Al25Ni50Ti25, Al29Ni27Ti44 and Al12.5Ni33.33Ti54.17, as 
shown in Fig. 24. The legend in the figure includes the JCPDS reference powder 
diffraction file numbers [149].  

 
Fig.  24. Diffractograms of 25AlNiTi samples heated to 1050° and 1200°C 20°C min-1. 

As seen in Fig. 22, heating the sample further to 1200°C revealed reaction peaks at 
~1140°C, which can be related to the peritectic transformation occurring at 1133°C 
(Al3Ni2 L+AlNi) in the nickel-aluminum phase diagram. The SEM image of the 
sample heated to 1200°C (Fig. 23) consists of the continuous phase ‘A’, large squarish 
particles ‘B’, along with rounded particles ‘C’. The area ‘A’ is similar to that observed 
in the sample heated to 1050°C. Similarly, the small particles ‘B’ observed in the 
sample at 1050°C have grown larger (from ~5 μm to ~15 μm) during the heating to 
1200°C. Two types of contrasts can be observed in these particles, the outer layer is 
brighter as compared to dark inner core which is related to the changes in chemical 
composition within the particles. In the sample heated to 1200°C, phase 
compositions are slightly different to those in the 1050°C sample. Region ‘A’ contains 
26±2 at.% Al, 29±1 at.% Ni and 45±2 at.% Ti, while particles ‘B’ contain 19±1 at.% 
Al, 31±1 at.% Ni and 50±1 at.% Ti. The bright outer layer on these particles is 
indicated by ‘B'’, showing enrichment of titanium and a decrease in aluminum 
content. The composition of B' is 14±1 at.% Al, 33±1 at.% Ni and 53±1 at.% Ti. 
The chemical composition of the spherical particles in the sample heated to 1200°C 
corresponds to the AlNi2Ti ( 4) phase which is similar in composition to area ‘C’ in 
the sample at 1050°C. The XRD pattern for the sample heated to 1200°C (Fig. 24) 
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shows the existence of diffraction peaks from three different ternary compositions, 
and the absence of any NiAl diffraction peak indicates that it has been consumed fully 
in the reactions occurring during heating from 1050° to 1200°C. The DSC plots of 
the sample heated to 1200°C (Fig. 22) and also 1050°C showed a small characteristic 
solidification peak upon cooling at 956°C. These observations suggest that the liquid 
formed due to eutectic melting at 942°C is not completely consumed even at 1200°C 
and a small amount of the melt is retained during cooling. This liquid solidifies and 
forms small round particles as indicated by area ‘G’ in the micrographs (Fig. 23). 

Fig.  25. DSC plots of Al-Ni-Ti samples heated to 1200°C. 

Fig. 25 presents DSC plots of Al-Ni-Ti samples with various aluminum contents (0-
40 at.%) and equiatomic proportions of nickel and titanium, heated to 1200°C at 
20°C min-1. Two major exothermic peaks are clearly seen aluminum-containing 
samples and they correspond to temperature intervals 595°-625°C and 938 -946°C, 
respectively. The first exothermic peak is seen to exhibit a larger exothermicity with 
increasing aluminum content while the second exothermic peak shows the opposite 
effect. This indicates that the reactions associated with these two peaks are 
complementary in nature, and the first reaction can inhibit the second reaction 
significantly. This behavior is understandable, as the first exothermic peak 
corresponds to the combustion reaction between aluminum and nickel, while the 
second peak corresponds to the reaction between nickel and titanium. As the 
aluminum content increases in the sample, more nickel reacts with aluminum during 
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the first reaction, and this leads to a relatively weaker interaction between nickel and 
titanium, as observed in the DSC plots.  

Fig.  26. SEM images of Al-Ni-Ti samples (Ni:Ti =1) heated to 1200°C at 20°C min-1. 
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Table 3. Chemical compositions of various regions marked in Fig. 26 

Sample 
Different 
regions in 

micrographs 

Composition (at.%) 
Phase/group 

Al Ni Ti 

Ni-Ti (1:1) A - 51±1 49±1 NiTi 

10AlNiTi 
B 
C 
D 

11±2 
21±1 
9±1 

33±1 
29±1 
50±2 

55±1 
50±1 
41±2 

II  
III -- Al2Ni3Ti5 
NiTi(Al) 

15AlNiTi 
E 
F 
G 

24±2 
10±1 
10±1 

48±1 
32±1 
46±1 

28±1 
58±1 
44±1 

AlNi2Ti( 4) 
I 
NiTi(Al)  

20AlNiTi 
H 
I 
J 

21±2 
14±1 
25±1 

29±1 
33±1 
50±1 

50±1 
53±1 
25±1 

II -- Al2Ni3Ti5 
I 
AlNi2Ti( 4) 

25AlNiTi 

K 
L 
M 
N 

26±2 
19±1 
14±1 
25±1 

29±1 
31±1 
33±1 
50±1 

45±2 
50±1 
53±1 
25±1 

II -- Al2Ni3Ti5 
II -- Al2Ni3Ti5 
I 
AlNi2Ti( 4) 

30AlNiTi 
O 
P 
Q 

35±1 
22±1 
26±2 

28±1 
30±1 
49±1 

37±1 
48±1 
25±1 

III  
II -- Al2Ni3Ti5 
AlNi2Ti( 4) 

35AlNiTi 
R 
S 
T 

38±1 
25±1 
49±1 

26±1 
50±1 
49±1 

36±1 
25±1 
2±1 

III  
AlNi2Ti( 4) 
AlNi(Ti) 

40AlNiTi 
U 
V 
W 

39±1 
29±2 
51±1 

24±1 
2±1 

47±1 

37±1 
69±2 
2±1 

III  
Ti3Al(Ni) 
AlNi(Ti) 

 

The SEM images of the Al-Ni-Ti samples (Ni:Ti=1) with various aluminum contents 
(0-40 at.%) heated to 1200°C are presented in Fig. 26. Distinct regions with varying 
contrast in the micrographs are denoted by letters A-W and the corresponding 
chemical compositions obtained by EDS analysis are given in Table 3. In the Ni-Ti 
sample, region ‘A’ predominates and corresponds to the phase NiTi. For the 
10AlNiTi sample, Fig. 26 shows grey regions ‘B’ and ‘C’ corresponding to the Ti-rich 
ternary compounds (Table 3), while the bright region ‘D’ has a composition of 9±1 
at.% Al, 50±2 at.% Ni and 41±2 at.% Ti. This is close to the NiTi phase, with some 
dissolved aluminum and can be denoted as NiTi(Al). A similar phase has been 
reported in literature for small additions of aluminum (<10 at.%) to NiTi [108,150]. 
As the aluminum content in the sample increases to 15 at.%, three distinctive regions 
(E, F and G) are seen in the micrograph. Nickel is the major component in region 
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‘E’, while ‘F’ is rich in titanium. Region ‘G’ has the composition 10±1 at.% Al, 46±1 
at.% Ni and 44±1 at.% Ti, which is comparable to region ‘D’ in the 10AlNiTi 
sample. The SEM micrographs of 20-30AlNiTi samples mainly show dark grey 
regions and rounded bright particles. The titanium-rich grey regions consist of many 
particles (I, L, M and P) with various sizes which seem to be precipitated from the 
matrix (H, K and O). The size of the particles is observed to decrease with increasing 
aluminum content. The bright particles are nickel-rich and the composition 
corresponds to AlNi2Ti ( 4) phase. The 35 and 40AlNiTi samples, after heating to 
1200°C, show a continuous titanium and aluminum rich ternary matrix with large 
bright areas rich in nickel.  

Fig.  27. Various phase compositions identified in the Al-Ni-Ti samples heated to 1200°C. 

The compositions of the phases observed in the Al-Ni-Ti samples heated to 1200°C, 
which are presented in Table 3, are projected on a ternary diagram, as shown in Fig. 
27. The phase compositions can be classified into several groups showing limited
scatter. Each group can thus be considered as a homogeneous phase. Among these, 
four groups correspond to the phases Ti3Al(Ni), NiAl(Ti), NiTi(Al) and AlNi2Ti ( 4), 
while the other three groups (I, II and III) do not correspond to other known ternary 
phases including Al13Ni2Ti5 ( 1), Al2TiNi ( 2), Al3NiTi2 ( 3) and Al65Ni20Ti15 ( 5). 
This is understandable as 1to 3 and 5 are rich in aluminum and the samples in the 

Group
Chemical composition 

(at. %)
Al Ni Ti

I 9-15 31-34 52-59
II 18-28 28-32 43-51
III 34-40 23-29 35-38
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present investigation contained a maximum of 40 at.% Al. Groups I and II cover 
titanium-rich compositions, while group III is rich in aluminum as well as titanium. 
The composition of group II can be represented as Al2Ni3Ti5. This phase has been 
reported by Nash and Liang [115] in the isothermal section of Al-Ni-Ti at 900°C. 
However, the authors did not confirm this finding. Compositions in group III 
corresponding to Al36Ni28Ti36 are also not reported in literature. Further work is 
required to study the structures and stabilities of the phases observed in groups I-III. 
Appended paper V presents details from the present study on the Al-Ni-Ti system. 
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4. Conclusions  

In this work, an attempt has been made to characterize the reactive synthesis of 
transition metal aluminides and related intermetallic compounds from elemental 
powder mixtures in the Ti-Al, Fe-Al, Nb-Al, Ta-Al binary systems, as well as the 
Al-Ni-Ti ternary system. Important conclusions from the study are presented below. 

- A pre-combustion stage can occur in the compacted samples when the contact 
between reactant particles is good enough to allow the diffusional reactions to 
occur in the solid state. Finer aluminum particles and slower heating rates 
enhance the pre-combustion reaction in the samples. Strong pre-combustion 
peaks in the DSC plots are generally associated with relatively weak combustion 
peaks.  

- In the samples containing relatively low melting metals like iron and titanium, 
the combustion reaction can occur at temperatures below the melting point of 
aluminum, whereas refractory metal systems containing niobium and tantalum 
are associated with considerably higher onset temperatures. 

- Aluminum-rich compounds were identified as initial products of the combustion 
reaction in all systems, regardless of the initial composition of the powder 
mixture. These compounds mostly showed the general formula MAl3 where M 
corresponds to the respective transition metal in the system. However, Fe2Al5 was 
observed to form as the initial product of reaction between iron and aluminum. 

- In general, reactive sintering of aluminum-rich samples resulted in a combustion 
reaction which goes to completion and forms a porous, but homogenous product 
(MAl3).  
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- Samples with lower aluminum contents are associated with an incomplete 
combustion reaction and significant amounts of unreacted transition metal in the 
mixture. Lesser amounts of aluminum in the samples resulted in lower onset 
temperatures and sharper peaks for the combustion reaction.  

- Further heating of samples containing unreacted particles resulted in multiphase, 
heterogeneous products. However, homogenized products can be obtained after 
prolonged heat treatment at sufficiently high temperatures, particularly in the 
case of refractory metals. 

- Powders with relatively coarse particles and higher heating rates generally resulted 
in a higher onset temperature for the combustion reaction in the samples. 

- In cases where the combustion peak corresponds to the formation of a single 
phase (for example MAl3), enthalpy of formation of the compound can be 
estimated. Further, with the knowledge of the increase in onset temperature with 
increasing heating rate, the apparent activation energy for the reaction can be 
estimated using model-free, isoconversion methods. 

- Addition of aluminum to equiatomic nickel-titanium powder mixtures was 
associated with the initiation of a combustion reaction between nickel and 
aluminum, resulting in the formation of some aluminum-rich compounds. This 
was followed by the combustion reaction between nickel and titanium at higher 
temperatures above which various binary and ternary compounds were formed. 
Further work is required to investigate the structures and stabilities of some 
previously unidentified phases found in this study. 

- Results obtained in this study showed the possibility of obtaining various 
products with different phases. Optimizing the process variables is very important 
in order to synthesize homogeneous, single-phase intermetallic compounds or a 
mixture of phases with desired properties. 

FFuture work 

As a natural extension to the present study, further work can focus on characterizing 
the formation of aluminides in several ternary systems, similar to the current work on 
the Al-Ni-Ti system. This is with a view to synthesizing several binary and ternary 
aluminides, with potential for high temperature use. Small punch testing is suggested 
for determining the high temperature creep properties of these compounds. 
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Abstract The formation of titanium aluminides in Ti–Al

elemental powder mixtures containing 25, 50 and 75 at.%

Al, has been studied using differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC). Phase evolution in the mixture was followed by

heating the compacted samples up to 1273 K at 7.5 and

15 K min-1. The cooled samples were characterized using

X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and

energy-dispersive spectroscopy. The results showed that

the primary combustion product in all the samples was

TiAl3, and the combustion reaction occurred below the

melting point of aluminum only in Ti-rich samples. In Al-

rich samples (75 at.% Al), TiAl3 was obtained as a porous,

single-phase product after combustion. In samples con-

taining 25 and 50 at.% Al, the combustion reaction was

incomplete and the unreacted titanium particles were

covered by a layer of TiAl3. In these samples, other

intermetallic compounds such as TiAl2, TiAl and Ti3Al

were observed to form upon heating beyond the combus-

tion peak and are attributed to the solid-state reaction

between unreacted titanium and TiAl3. Heating the samples

with 25 at.% Al to 1273 K for an hour led to the formation

of a homogenous Ti3Al product, while a multiphase pro-

duct with a dominant TiAl phase was observed in samples

containing 50 at.% Al. Calculations based on DSC data

show that the formation of TiAl3 through the reaction

between solid titanium and molten aluminum is associated

with an apparent activation energy of 195 ± 20 kJ mol-1

and an enthalpy of -114 ± 5 kJ mol-1.

Keywords Aluminides � Intermetallics � Reactive
synthesis � Diffusion � DSC

Introduction

Intermetallic compounds like titanium aluminides have

attractive properties such as relatively low density, high

melting point, good strength as well as corrosion and creep

resistance at elevated temperatures. The combination of

these properties makes these compounds suitable for

advanced applications in the aerospace and automotive

industries as well as in energy generation [1, 2]. Although

there are several processing methods for producing inter-

metallic compounds [3], combustion synthesis or reactive

sintering has drawn special attention due to its technical

and practical advantages such as relatively low cost, faster

production and simplicity [4–13]. In a process based on

combustion synthesis, the reactant powders are typically

mixed and pressed into green compacts and are subse-

quently heated to synthesize the desired intermetallic

compound. Depending on the heating procedure, combus-

tion synthesis can be divided into two different modes:

self-propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS) and

thermal explosion (TE). SHS involves localized heating of

the sample very quickly to the ignition temperature at

which the combustion reaction can initiate in the heated

region. Subsequently, the combustion front can propagate

along the sample in a self-sustaining manner if sufficient

amount of heat had been released during the initial com-

bustion reaction. In the thermal explosion mode, the whole

sample is heated at a constant rate until combustion is

initiated. Titanium aluminides can be synthesized through

both SHS and TE methods. However, due to the relatively

low exothermicity of the reactions involved [5], thermal
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explosion is considered more suitable, particularly for

industrial applications [1]. The role played by chemical and

diffusional effects in the formation of intermetallic com-

pounds is determined by factors such as particle size and

heating rate. In general, the products obtained through

combustion synthesis are porous and could be advanta-

geous in applications such as filters, catalysts and medical

implants. However, there are consolidation techniques like

hot-press sintering through which a denser product can be

obtained.

Several intermetallic compounds such as Ti3Al (a2),
TiAl (c), TiAl2 and TiAl3 have been identified as equilib-

rium phases in the Ti–Al system [14, 15]. The a2 and c
phases exhibit D019 hexagonal and L10 face-centered

tetragonal ordered structures, respectively. These phases

play a prominent role in strengthening titanium alloys for

structural applications at elevated temperatures.

The formation of intermetallic compounds in the Ti–Al

system has been studied by several workers. Adeli et al. [5]

used inductive heating to initiate a SHS reaction for the

synthesis of TiAl from elemental powder mixtures. They

found that mechanical activation of the powder mixture led

to higher velocities of propagation for the reaction front.

According to this study, dissolution of the titanium particles

in molten aluminum was found to be a major limiting step in

the combustion synthesis of titanium aluminides, and finer

titanium particles speeded up the ignition process. Based on

further observations on the velocity of the reaction front and

combustion temperatures, the authors calculated an acti-

vation energy of about 300 kJ mol-1 for the combustion

synthesis of TiAl. In another study, Mishin and Herzig [16]

investigated the effect of aluminum particle size and heat-

ing rate on reaction kinetics and densification of TiAl

compound produced by reactive sintering. They observed

that mechanical activation of the aluminum powder initially

through ball milling and subsequent heating of the powder

mixture at an optimal rate (30 K min-1) could increase the

density of the product. Yi et al. [17] obtained a more den-

sified and homogenous product at relatively higher heating

rates. They also noted that increasing the heating rate could

change the nature of the combustion reaction from solid–

liquid to solid–solid. However, this is contrary to the find-

ings of Vaucher et al. [11].

Bertolino et al. [8] studied reactive sintering in Ti–Al

powder mixtures with different initial compositions and

heating rates. Based on the temperature profiles obtained,

they reported the initiation of combustion at 918 ± 10 K.

The reaction was observed to proceed in the explosion

mode after the aluminum had melted completely. X-ray

diffraction (XRD) data revealed that in addition to the

presence of TiAl3 in all the samples, Ti3Al and TiAl were

also identified in samples containing 25 and 50 at.% alu-

minum. Orru et al. [18] also reported the formation of

TiAl3 phase during the initial stages of combustion in Ti-

25 at.% Al samples, which gradually transformed to Ti3Al

through the reaction with the intermediate TiAl phase and

residual titanium particles. Wang et al. [6] heated Ti-

75 at.% Al samples in a DSC and observed the formation

of TiAl3 compound at temperatures much higher than the

melting point of aluminum. They suggested that diffusion

through the TiAl3 layer was rate limiting.

TiAl3 has been identified as the single dominant phase

which forms during the heating of Ti–Al diffusion couples

[19–24]. This observation has been explained on the basis of

the higher diffusivity of aluminum ions in TiAl3 in com-

parison with other aluminides, which in any case might be

formed in small amounts [23]. Formation of TiAl3 on the

titanium side of the diffusion couple, together with the

movement ofmarkers, proved that aluminum is the dominant

diffusing specie [4, 21, 22, 25–27]. However, diffusion of

titanium has also been reported by some workers [28, 29].

Knowledge about the combustion phenomenon and the

effect of different parameters on ignition behavior can

enable us to design and optimize processes to synthesize

the desired compounds. Therefore, the present study aims

to contribute further to the understanding of the important

aspects of the combustion synthesis of titanium aluminides

from elemental powders. Samples with varying initial

compositions were heated to different temperatures at two

heating rates. Synthesized products were examined using

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS) and XRD methods.

Materials and methods

Titanium powder (Max. particle size: 45 lm, 99.5 % pure)

and aluminum powder (Max. particle size: 15 lm, 99 %

pure) were thoroughly mixed in proportions corresponding

to Ti ? 3Al, Ti ? Al and 3Ti ? Al compositions. Disk

samples (4 mm in diameter, 1 mm in thickness) were

prepared by pressing the powder mixtures in a tool-steel

die. Figure 1 shows the SEM images of the uncompacted

elemental powders, as well as the backscattered electron

image of an untreated Ti ? 3Al sample. It is seen that the

titanium particles are spherical, while the aluminum par-

ticles are irregular. The backscattered electron image of the

untreated Ti ? 3Al disk sample shows a fairly uniform

distribution of bright titanium particles in a gray aluminum

matrix.

The disk samples were placed in alumina crucibles and

heated in a Netzsch TG-DSC (F3-Jupiter STA) unit. The

DSC unit was calibrated for temperature and heat sensi-

tivity using pure metal standards, and baseline corrections

were made by running blank heating cycles. In order to

protect the samples against oxidation, the DSC chamber
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was evacuated and flushed with dried argon gas 3–4 times

before starting the experiment, and a constant flow of argon

was maintained during heating. DSC plots were obtained

by heating the samples at a constant rate (7.5, 15 K min-1)

up to 1273 K. No mass change was observed in the sam-

ples during heating. In order to study the phase evolution

during heating, some samples were heated to temperatures

above and below the observed peaks in the DSC plots. The

stabilities of the products were tested by prolonged heating

at 1273 K.

After cooling to room temperature, a microstructural

examination of the sample surface was made using a scan-

ning electron microscope (Philips XL-30 ESEM). The dis-

tribution of titanium and aluminum in themicrostructurewas

checked using energy-dispersive spectroscopy. The EDAX

unit, mounted on the SEM, consisted of a liquid nitrogen-

cooled Si(Li) detector, with a super ultra-thin polymer

window and a resolution of 127.4 eV (with reference to Mn-

Ka). X-ray mapping, line scanning and selected area/spot

analysis techniques were used to check the distribution of

elements. Genesis software (version 5.21) was used for

quantification, using ZAF correction and standardless

calibration. EDS results were checked at different acceler-

ation voltages and spot sizes tominimize the effect of signals

from adjacent areas. The phases present in the heat-treated

sampleswere also characterized byX-ray diffraction, using a

vertical Stoe Stadi X-ray machine equipped with a germa-

niummonochromator (Johan geometry), a copper tube and a

linear PSD as the detector in a transition setup.

Results and discussion

Ti 1 3Al samples

Figure 2 shows DSC plots obtained while heating the sam-

ples to 1273 K at different heating rates (7.5 and

15 K min-1). In these graphs, an endothermic peak ‘a’

corresponding to aluminum melting was observed initially,

followed by an exothermic peak ‘b’ which represents the

combustion reaction in the sample. The peak is shifted to

higher temperatures at a higher heating rate, consistent with

the behavior generally observed for thermally activated

reactions. However, diffusional effects are also indicated by

the relatively broader peaks observed in this case.

In order to study the evolution of intermetallic phases, a

few samples were heated to temperatures below and above

the peak temperatures in the DSC plot (15 K min-1), fol-

lowed by cooling to room temperature at 30 K min-1. The

cooled samples were examined by X-ray diffraction, and

the results are presented in Fig. 3. These data show that

after heating a sample to 918 K, the diffraction pattern

contains the elemental peaks, and does not lead to forma-

tion of any intermetallic phase. However, the diffractogram

of a sample heated to 973 K shows small peaks corre-

sponding to the intermetallic compound TiAl3. These data

suggest that intermetallic compound formation is the result

of the reaction between molten aluminum and titanium

particles. This observation is in accordance with previous

studies [6, 17, 18, 20, 30].

X-ray diffractogram of a sample heated to 1113 K,

which is close to the ending temperature of the exothermic

Ti Al Ti+3Al

Ti
Al

Fig. 1 SEM images of elemental powders and an unreacted disk (Ti ? 3Al)
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Fig. 2 DSC plots for Ti ? 3Al samples
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peak, showed a single-phase product (TiAl3), and the

presence of unreacted elements was not observed. This

result indicates that the reaction is complete at this stage.

Heating a sample to 1273 K showed no further change and

confirmed the stability of the TiAl3 product. The

microstructures of the samples heated to different temper-

atures were examined using the scanning electron micro-

scope, and the results are presented in Fig. 4. The

micrograph of the sample heated to 918 K consists of

titanium particles dispersed in the aluminum matrix, while

thin layers of a gray phase have been formed around the

titanium particles after heating to 973 K. Formation and

growth of the gray phase around the titanium particles is

more pronounced after heating the sample to 1023 K.

Figure 5 presents EDS analysis for the selected points

showing an average composition (*75 at.% Al) corre-

sponding to the intermetallic compound TiAl3, which is in

agreement with X-ray diffraction data. The distribution of

titanium and aluminum in the microstructure was also

determined using the X-ray mapping technique, and the

results are presented in Fig. 5.

The samples heated to 1113 and 1273 K were charac-

terized by a single-phase and porous TiAl3 product, as

shown in Fig. 4. At the same time, these samples exhibited

a large volume expansion, which is due to the formation of

a sponge-like structure shown in the micrographs. How-

ever, the volume expansion was slightly less in the sample

heated to 1273 K. This can be attributed to the partial

shrinkage caused by the coalescence of some particles at

higher temperatures.

These results show that the formation of TiAl3 is associ-

ated with a tendency for pore formation, which is propor-

tional to the degree of reaction. It seems that as the aluminum

melt reacts with titanium particles, some pores are left

behind at the sites originally occupied by aluminum. Similar

behavior has been attributed to the formation of pores during

the synthesis of various aluminides from powder mixtures

[31–36]. This is also in agreement with studies suggesting

that the diffusion of aluminum atoms into titanium particles

is the predominant mechanism governing the formation of

titanium aluminides [21, 22, 25–27]. The globular mor-

phology of the TiAl3 phase obtained in this study is quite

similar to what Xu et al. [29] observed for the TiAl3 phase in

diffusion couple experiments.

Ti 1 Al samples

Figure 6 presents DSC plots obtained for Ti ? Al samples

heated to 1273 K at two different rates. Comparing these

graphs with those for the Ti ? 3Al disks (Fig. 2), two extra

peaks (‘a’ and ‘d’) can be seen in addition to the

endothermic melting (‘‘b’’) and exothermic reaction (‘c’)

peaks. The relatively small exothermic peak ‘a’, prior to

the aluminum melting stage, can signify the formation of

some intermetallic compounds due to the solid-state

interdiffusion of reactants observed in several investiga-

tions [21, 22, 25–27, 29, 30]. According to these studies, it

is most likely that aluminum atoms diffuse through tita-

nium particles and forms Al-rich intermetallic compounds

like TiAl3. This effect is more pronounced once the tita-

nium content of the sample is large enough to provide a

sufficient number of interfacial contacts between particles,

enabling the detection of the solid-state reaction in the

sample. This effect is not observed in the Ti ? 3Al sample

due to insufficient titanium content and consequently,

much lower interfacial contacts between titanium and

aluminum particles.

Further, the higher content of titanium in Ti ? Al

samples leads to relatively smaller aluminum melting (‘b’)

peaks and less diffuse, sharper reaction peaks (‘c’), as

compared to those observed for Ti ? 3Al samples.

Another small endothermic peak was also observed in the

Ti ? Al samples close to 1155 K. This temperature is

associated with the allotropic a ? b transformation in

titanium. This observation indicates that titanium has par-

tially reacted with aluminum during the combustion reac-

tion, and the unreacted titanium portion has undergone the

allotropic transformation once the temperature reached

1155 K. In Ti ? 3Al samples, the reaction was complete at

this temperature and hence the peak corresponding to the

allotropic change was absent.

Figure 7 presents X-ray diffractograms from studies on

Ti ? Al samples heated to different temperatures at

15 K min-1. The pattern obtained for the sample heated to

918 K showed weak reflections corresponding to the TiAl3
compound, confirming the formation of this phase through

a solid-state reaction in the sample. Relatively stronger
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Fig. 3 Diffractograms of Ti ? 3Al samples heated to different

temperatures (15 K min-1)
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reflections for the TiAl3 compound are observed in the

sample heated to 953 K, which corresponds to the start of

the combustion reaction (Fig. 6) at this temperature. The

reflections for the TiAl3 compound are stronger on heating

the sample to 1003 K, where the combustion reaction is

ended. While there is no evidence of elemental aluminum

remaining at this stage, titanium reflections are still seen in

the diffractogram, indicating the presence of unreacted

titanium in the sample. It is seen that further heating the

sample to 1123 and 1273 K gives rise to some new

reflections corresponding to TiAl2, TiAl and Ti3Al com-

pounds, in addition to titanium and TiAl3 peaks. This can

be due to the diffusional interactions between the initially

formed TiAl3 and unreacted titanium particles, leading to

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of Ti ? 3Al samples heated to different temperatures (15 K min-1)

EDS analysis
for the selected points

Element At.%
Ti
Al

24.6
75.4

0.7
0.7

±
±

TiAl3

Fig. 5 EDS spot analysis and

X-ray mapping for the sample

heated to 1023 K
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the formation of new compounds in the sample. In general,

such reactions which are based on solid-state interdiffusion

of the elements, are very slow and require sufficient time to

form a homogenized product in the sample. This explains

the presence of unreacted titanium and TiAl3 in the sample

after heating to 1273 K. The presence of titanium is con-

sistent with the DSC data showing the allotropic peak for

titanium in Ti ? Al samples. The intensities of the tita-

nium and TiAl3 peaks decrease on further heating and the

reflections disappear completely after holding the sample at

1273 K for an hour. This observation shows that the TiAl3
compound formed initially is a metastable product in

Ti ? Al samples. It may be noted that after prolonged

heating at 1273 K, the strong reflections in the diffrac-

togram of the sample corresponded to the TiAl phase,

which was expected from the stoichiometry of the starting

powder mixture.

Ti ? Al samples heated to different temperatures were

examined in the scanning electron microscope, and phase

analysis was carried out using energy-dispersive spec-

troscopy. Figure 8 presents the micrographs observed. It is

seen that the sample heated to 918 K mainly consists of the

reacting elements. However, a gray phase was also

observed in small amounts close to the interface of titanium

particles with the aluminum matrix. This phase was iden-

tified as TiAl3 by EDS analysis, as the presence of this

compound prior to the melting of aluminum was also con-

firmed by X-ray diffraction. At 953 K, it is seen that almost

each titanium particle is surrounded by a thin layer of TiAl3,

suggesting the initiation of the main combustion reaction in

the sample. Once the combustion peak ended at 1003 K,

TiAl3 is seen to grow into the titanium cores and pure

aluminum is fully consumed. This step is associated with

the generation of some large pores seen in the micrograph

and explains the large volume expansion observed in the

samples. However, the volume change in Ti ? Al speci-

mens was smaller compared to the Ti ? 3Al samples. This

could be due to the lower aluminum content and lesser

extent of solid–liquid reaction in Ti ? Al samples.

In the sample heated to 1123 K, a different composition

(*44 at.% Al) was identified by EDS in some regions at

the interface of titanium cores and TiAl3 layers. According

to the Ti–Al phase diagram [14], this composition corre-

sponds to the two-phase region Ti3Al ? TiAl. This is in

agreement with X-ray diffraction data showing the pres-

ence of these compounds as the minor phases at 1123 K

(Fig. 7). Further, the TiAl3 phase is seen as some globular

clusters with very small particles, which appear to be

formed on the spherical titanium particles. Since each

powder particle generally consists of numerous small

grains, this may suggest that aluminum melt has diffused

through the titanium grain boundaries within the particles

and reacted with the titanium grains. However, it is seen

that while some titanium particles are thoroughly trans-

formed to TiAl3, the cores of some other particles remain

unreacted. The formation of new phases including Ti3Al,

TiAl and TiAl2 is more pronounced after heating the

sample to 1273 K, while TiAl3 is getting consumed. As

seen in the micrographs, titanium cores seem to have

shrunk on further heating. Consequently, a series of alu-

minides have been formed around the cores with a gradual

composition change which is in accordance with the Ti–Al

phase diagram. It may be noted that after heating the

sample for 1 h at 1273 K, TiAl3 regions and unreacted

titanium cores disappeared, while TiAl phase was found to

dominate. This is consistent with XRD data showing TiAl

as the major phase.

3Ti 1 Al samples

Figure 9 shows the DSC plots for 3Ti ? Al samples heated

to 1273 K at two different heating rates. No melting peak
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can be seen in these plots, unlike those for Ti ? 3Al and

Ti ? Al samples. However, due to the relatively low alu-

minum content in the 3Ti ? Al samples, the endothermic

peak corresponding to the melting of aluminum is expected

to be relatively minor. A comparison of Fig. 9 with Figs. 2

and 6 also shows that the combustion peak is shifted to

lower temperatures as the titanium content in the sample

increased. This introduces the possibility of a small

endothermic peak in the present case being covered by the

larger exothermic peaks occurring close to the melting

temperature for aluminum. It may also be noted that higher

titanium contents in the sample provide larger contacts

between the titanium particles and molten aluminum, pro-

moting the initiation of combustion at lower temperatures.

Further, Fig. 9 shows an endothermic peak (‘b’) upon

heating to higher temperatures, similar to those observed for

Ti ? Al samples (Fig. 6). These peaks correspond to the

allotropic transformation of titanium (a ? b) and are rel-

atively larger for the 3Ti ? Al sample due to a larger

amount of unreacted titanium present at that stage.

In order to determine the phases present during various

stages of heating, a few 3Ti ? Al samples were heated at

15 K min-1 to temperatures below and above the peak

temperatures shown in the corresponding DSC plot. The

samples were then examined using X-ray diffraction for

phase identification, and the resulting diffractograms are

presented in Fig. 10. For the sample heated to 913 K, which

Fig. 8 SEM micrographs of Ti ? Al samples heated to different temperatures (15 K min-1)
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is below the melting point of aluminum, the diffractogram

shows a few weak reflections corresponding to TiAl3 in

addition to those for titanium and aluminum. A similar

observationwas alsomade for Ti ? Al samples, showing the

formation of TiAl3 compound in the solid state. The TiAl3
reflections were relatively stronger for the sample heated to

928 K (which is the starting temperature of the exothermic

peak), while aluminumpeaks becameweaker, suggesting the

combustion reaction to occur at this temperature. Relatively

stronger TiAl3 peaks were observed in the sample heated to

953 K, which is close to the ending temperature of the

combustion peak in the DSC plot. At this stage, aluminum

reflections were absent in the diffractogram. This indicates

that all the aluminum in the sample has reacted with titanium

to form TiAl3, ending the combustion reaction. This obser-

vation is in agreement with DSC data.

Heating the samples further to 1123 and 1273 K leads to

the formation of new phases including TiAl and Ti3Al,

while TiAl3 reflections are absent in the corresponding

diffraction patterns. This observation confirms that the

TiAl3 compound formed initially is a metastable phase

which disappears on further heating through the reaction

with unreacted titanium. Only Ti3Al reflections are asso-

ciated with the sample held at 1273 K for an hour, indi-

cating a homogenous product.

Figure 11 shows the micrographs of the 3Ti ? Al

samples heated to different temperatures. In the sample

heated to 913 K, the micrograph shows small, gray regions

in between the aluminum and titanium particles. EDS

analyses revealed an average composition of *75 at.% Al

for these areas. This result is in agreement with XRD data

which show the formation of TiAl3 phase at this

temperature.

Heating the sample further to 928 and 953 K showed the

growth of thin layers of TiAl3 around the titanium particles.

According to the DSC plot, combustion should have

occurred at these temperatures. Aluminum-containing

regions were still present in the sample heated to 928 K,

and these regions were seemingly replaced by pores as

aluminum was completely consumed for the sample heated

to 953 K. The volume of the sample increased considerably

at this stage, although much less relative to Ti ? Al and

Ti ? 3Al samples. The sample heated to 1123 K showed

relatively thick layers of Ti3Al around the unreacted tita-

nium particles. However, the TiAl phase was also identi-

fied by EDS analysis in some areas between Ti3Al layers

while no TiAl3 could be observed. This result is consistent

with diffraction data showing the coexistence of TiAl with

Ti3Al and unreacted titanium. In the sample heated to

1273 K, unreacted titanium particles were found to be

transformed to Ti3Al phase. However, some aluminum-

enriched titanium cores were also identified at a few

locations. These observations confirm the occurrence of

reactions involving solid-state diffusion in the samples,

which ultimately resulted in a homogenous Ti3Al product

after holding the sample at 1273 K for an hour.

The results of this study confirm that TiAl3 is the initial

product of the combustion reaction between aluminum and

titanium particles, irrespective of the composition of the

powder mixtures. For the samples Ti ? 3Al and Ti ? Al,

Fig. 11 SEM micrographs of 3Ti ? Al samples heated to different temperatures (15 K min-1)
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this reaction occurs only after the melting of aluminum.

Further, experimental data show that the combustion peaks

in the DSC plots shift to higher temperatures on increasing

the heating rate. The apparent activation energy of the

product formation can thus be estimated using a non-

isothermal analysis of DSC data [6, 36, 37]. For this pur-

pose, model-free isoconversion methods are considered to

be accurate and reliable enough to estimate the activation

energy of thermally activated reactions [37, 38]. The Kis-

singer–Akahira–Sunose (KAS) equation [39] can be used

for analyzing DSC data and is given below.

ln
b
T2
p

¼ � Ea

RTp
þ c ð1Þ

where b is the linear heating rate (K min-1), Tp the reac-

tion peak temperature (K), R is the universal gas constant

(J mol-1 K-1), c is an independent constant and Ea is the

activation energy (J mol-1).

Using DSC data obtained for Ti ? 3Al samples which

yielded a homogenous combustion product of TiAl3, a

reaction enthalpy of -114 ± 5 kJ mol-1 and an apparent

activation energy of 195 ± 20 kJ mol-1 were calculated

for TiAl3 formation from the solid titanium–molten alu-

minum reaction. These results compare favorably with the

values found in literature. Barin et al. [40] have reported

the enthalpy of TiAl3 formation as -142 kJ mol-1. From

DSC studies on Ti-75 at.% Al, Wang et al. [6] observed

combustion peaks at *1073 K and reported an activation

energy of 169 ± 15 kJ mol-1 for TiAl3 formation. In

another study, Khoshhal et al. [41] studied the formation

and growth of titanium aluminide layers on the surfaces of

titanium sheets immersed in molten aluminum at temper-

atures in the range 1023–1223 K and determined an acti-

vation energy of 170 kJ mol-1 for the formation of TiAl3.

These data suggest that the growth of TiAl3 phase is a

diffusion-limited process which is controlled by the inter-

diffusion of reactants through the TiAl3 product layer.

Conclusions

Titanium aluminide formation in Ti–Al powder mixtures

containing 25, 50 and 75 at.% Al has been studied in this

work. Experimental results have shown that aluminide for-

mation in the solid state is possible in Ti-rich samples, while

the combustion reaction occurs between molten aluminum

and titanium particles in aluminum-rich samples. TiAl3 is

the first product to form in all the samples, irrespective of

the initial composition. The reaction continues until all the

aluminum present in the mixture has reacted with titanium

particles. In Ti ? 3Al samples, the combustion reaction

reached completion with the formation of TiAl3 phase as the

final product, which was stable on further heating. TiAl3

formation was associated with the generation of pores,

leading to swelling in the samples.

The combustion reaction was incomplete in Ti ? Al and

3Ti ? Al samples where the aluminum content was

insufficient to react with all the titanium present to form

TiAl3. These samples consisted of a considerable amount

of unreacted titanium particles covered by layers of TiAl3.

In these samples, solid-state reactions based on diffusion

were found to govern the phase evolution on further

heating. The TiAl3 phase was seen to disappear at higher

temperatures due to the reaction with unreacted titanium,

resulting in the formation of TiAl2, TiAl and Ti3Al com-

pounds. However, after holding the Ti ? Al samples for an

hour at 1273 K, a multiphase product was obtained in

which TiAl was the dominant phase. Heating the 3Ti ? Al

samples at 1273 K for an hour resulted in a homogenous

product of Ti3Al.

DSC plots showed that, at a constant heating rate,

increasing the titanium content in the sample resulted in

relatively sharper combustion peaks at relatively lower

temperatures. For all sample compositions, increasing the

heating rate resulted in a shift of the combustion peak to

relatively higher temperatures. Based on combustion peak

data measured at two different heating rates and using the

isoconversion approach, a value of 195 ± 20 kJ mol-1

has been calculated as the apparent activation energy of

TiAl3 formation through the combustion reaction between

molten aluminum and solid titanium particles. The

enthalpy of this reaction has been determined to be

-114 ± 5 kJ mol-1.
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a b s t r a c t

The formation of iron aluminide (FeAl) during the heating of Fe–40 at.% Al powder mixture has been
studied using a differential scanning calorimeter. The effect of particle size of the reactants, compaction
of the powder mixtures as well as the heating rate on combustion behavior has been investigated. On
heating compacted discs containing relatively coarser iron powder, DSC data show two consecutive
exothermic peaks corresponding to precombustion and combustion reactions. The product formed during
both these reactions is Fe2Al5 and there is a volume expansion in the sample. The precombustion reaction
could be improved by a slower heating rate as well as a better surface coverage of iron particles using
relatively finer aluminum powder. The combustion reaction was observed to be weaker after a strong
precombustion stage. Heating the samples to 1000 �C resulted in the formation of a single and stable
FeAl phase through the diffusional reaction between Fe2Al5 and residual iron.
DSC results for compacted discs containing relatively finer iron powder and for the non-compacted

samples showed a single combustion exotherm during heating, with Fe2Al5 as the product and traces
of FeAl. X-ray diffraction and EDS data confirmed the formation of FeAl as the final product after heating
these samples to 1000 �C.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intermetallic compounds such as aluminides of transition met-
als like nickel, iron, titanium, niobium and cobalt have been widely
studied due to their attractive physical and mechanical properties
of critical importance in a variety of applications [1–5]. Among
these compounds, iron aluminides are specially interesting due
to their low density, low production cost, good mechanical proper-
ties and corrosion resistance at high temperatures [4,6,7]. Iron alu-
minides are about 30% lighter than commercial high temperature
structural materials like stainless steel and nickel based superal-
loys [8]. Studies have shown that iron aluminides have good high
temperature corrosion resistance in oxidizing and sulfidizing envi-
ronments [9,10] found in typical industrial applications like power
generation systems. This is attributed to the formation of dense
and adherent alumina scales on the surface of the material.
Natesan [11] confirmed these observations and concluded that
the oxidation rates of iron aluminides in single-oxidant environ-
ments (like air or gases with low oxygen potentials) are significant-
ly lower than those for chromia-forming commercial alloys. These
properties allow intermetallic compounds in the Fe–Al system to

be employed at high temperatures as structural materials, gas fil-
ters and heating elements [4,7].

Fig. 1 shows the binary phase diagram for the Fe–Al system
which contains several intermetallic compounds. Two of these
compounds, FeAl and Fe3Al, are considered very attractive due to
good strength and corrosion resistance at high temperatures
[6–8,11].

FeAl, with a B2-ordered cubic CsCl structure, exists over a wide
range of aluminum contents (35–50 at.%). The ordered D03 cubic
structure of Fe3Al is observed around 25 at.% Al and it is stable in
the interval 23–36 at.% Al at low temperatures. The region of
stability for Fe3Al D03 structure tapers off at higher temperatures.
Both B2 and D03 structures are perfectly ordered only when their
compositions correspond to the stoichiometric compounds [8].
The high magnetic permeability shown by Fe3Al makes it useful
as a soft magnetic material. Relative to Fe3Al, FeAl has a lower
melting point, but a better oxidation resistance. FeAl also has a
lower density and higher strength-to-weight ratio compared to
steels and superalloys [2,5]. In addition, it exhibits relatively high
electrical resistivity which makes it suitable for use as a heating
element [2,3,13].

Iron aluminides can be produced by powder metallurgical
methods involving powder consolidation [5,13–15] and sintering,
which offer advantages such as net-shape processing and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2015.02.132
0925-8388/� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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cost-effectiveness. It would be advantageous to start with metal
powder mixtures as the consolidation process would be easier
and cheaper than using powders of preformed intermetallics. In
this context, formation of intermetallics in situ in a heated mixture
of metal powders is of considerable interest. Such a process is
called Combustion Synthesis, Reactive Synthesis or Self
Propagating High Temperature Synthesis (SHS), in which a reaction
between the reactant particles is initiated during heating. The reac-
tion is exothermic and the generated heat can be utilized to make
the process self-sustaining. Several authors like Munir et al. [16]
and Mossino [17] have studied this method which can be used to
fabricate near-net shape products. However, porosity levels in
SHS products are high and can be minimized by sintering under
pressure. Rabin et al. [18] have shown that near full density
Fe3Al and FeAl compounds can be obtained during the combustion
reaction in a hot press by applying external pressure. Godlewska
et al. [19] prepared FeAl (40 at.% Al) intermetallic powders using
SHS in a loosely packed mixture of elemental powders.
Compacted and sintered powder compacts were densified using
hot forming methods. They observed that the strength and duc-
tility of the product at room temperature were sensitive to grain
size and adversely affected by the oxide phase distributed along
the grain boundaries.

Gedevanishvili and Deevi [3] conducted dilatometric and DSC
experiments up to 1350 �C to study the formation of iron alu-
minide and the sintering behavior in Fe–40 at.% Al powder mix-
tures. At a heating rate of 5 �C min�1, they observed two
exothermic peaks at 560 and 655 �C. These peaks were attributed
to the formation of Fe2Al5 and FeAl respectively. The volume
expansion observed in heated discs was linked to the formation
of Fe2Al5. The reaction mechanism, expansion rate and product
density were found to be strongly dependent on the heating rate.

Gao et al. [20] also studied the synthesis of FeAl using a
Fe–40 at.% Al powder mixture. While heating the sample, they
observed two successive exotherms in the interval 500–650 �C.
These peaks correspond mainly to the formation of Fe2Al5 which
transforms subsequently to FeAl by reacting with residual iron at
higher temperatures. The authors have described the formation
of pores during different stages of heating and noted the swelling
of the sintered product to be quite significant.

Kang and Hu [21] studied the reactive sintering of Fe–Al com-
pacted discs and found that the large swelling observed is mostly
due to the formation of Fe2Al5. They suggested that the large ther-
mal expansion is due to the rapid release of exothermic heat from
several reactions occurring simultaneously within the sample, fol-
lowed by a shrinkage due to heat dissipation. Large differences in
the solid solubilities, melting points and diffusion rates [3,19,21]
for the components lead to the development of pores which cause
swelling in the sample.

Pochec et al. [22] have suggested a two-step mechanism for the
formation of iron aluminides in Fe–50 at.% Al powder mixtures.
They report the formation of two aluminum-rich phases FeAl3
and Fe2Al5 due to a slow diffusion process at temperatures below
615 �C. The SHS reaction initiates above this temperature resulting
in the formation of ordered FeAl phase together with the fragile
FeAl2 compound. FeAl is obtained as the final product after an addi-
tional homogenizing process.

In a Fe–Al diffusion couple study, Wang and Wood [23] found
that FeAl3 was dominant on the iron side of the Fe–Al interface
at 600 �C, highlighting the diffusion of aluminum into iron grains.
Intermetallic compound formation was also observed to be sig-
nificant at the iron grain boundaries, confirming the higher mobi-
lity of aluminum atoms along the iron grain boundaries. They also
observed the formation of Fe2Al5 above the melting point of alu-
minum through the diffusion of iron into aluminum melt.
Although thermodynamic data indicate the formation of FeAl3
before Fe2Al5, in general, Fe2Al5 forms as the major phase at the
interface between aluminum and iron particles due to kinetic fac-
tors [24–26]. It may also be noted that the growth parameter is
much larger for Fe2Al5 relative to FeAl [25,27,28].

The present study aims to continue the efforts to understand
the key aspects of reactive synthesis of iron aluminides from
elemental powder mixtures. Powder mixtures of Fe–40 at.% Al,
both in the compacted and loose conditions, have been studied
during a heating cycle in a differential scanning calorimeter.
The effect of processing variables including particle size of reac-
tants and heating rates have also been studied. The synthesized
products have been characterized using scanning electron
microscopy, energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction
methods.

Fig. 1. Fe–Al binary phase diagram [12].
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2. Material and methods

The metal powders used in the present work are presented in Table 1. For each
metal component, two powders with relatively fine and coarse particles were
chosen to study the effect of particle size combinations.

Fig. 2 presents the corresponding SEM images of the elemental powders. It is
seen that both fine and coarse aluminum powders mainly contain ligamental
particles, whereas spherical and irregular particles are dominant in fine and course
iron powders. Further, aluminum powders exhibit a relatively broader particle size
distribution as compared to the iron powders.

The elemental powders were mixed thoroughly to get a powder mixture having
the composition Fe–40 at.% Al, which is in the FeAl region of the Fe–Al phase dia-
gram. Compacted discs (4 mm in diameter, <1 mm in thickness) were prepared
by cold-pressing the powder mixture at an applied stress of 380 MPa. The samples
were used as loose powders as well as compacted discs. A Netzsch Simultaneous
TG–DSC unit (F3-Jupiter STA 449) with alumina crucibles was used to heat the sam-
ples. The DSC unit was calibrated for temperature and heat sensitivity using pure
metal standards. Baseline correction was done using data from heating cycles with
empty crucibles. Before starting the experiment, the sample chamber was evacuat-
ed and flushed with dried argon gas 2–3 times in order to protect the samples
against oxidation and a constant flow of argon was maintained during heating.
The samples were heated at a constant rate (7.5, 15 �C min�1) up to 1000 �C.
The heating rates were so chosen as to minimize the risk of missing peaks
associated with small thermal effects [29]. The upper temperature limit of
1000 �C corresponded well with the maximum reaction temperatures reported in
the literature [21,30–32].

The evolution of phases during the process was checked by interrupting the
heating of some samples. A few reacted samples were also reheated to check the
stability of the product. Sample dimensions were measured, before and after heat-
ing, using a micrometer (±0.01 mm). Metallographic examination of the products
was carried out using an environmental scanning electron microscope (Philips
XL-30 ESEM) equipped with an EDAX unit for EDS measurements. X-ray analysis
of the product was carried out using a vertical Stoe machine equipped with a
Germanium monochromator (Johan geometry), a copper tube and a linear PSD as
the detector in the reflection mode.

3. Results and discussion

Since the material behavior is particularly affected by the parti-
cle size of iron powder in the compacted discs, results obtained for
compacted discs are presented first for two different particle sizes
of iron, followed by those for loose powder mixtures.

3.1. Compacted samples with relatively coarser iron particles (max.
size: 60 lm)

Fig. 3 shows the backscattered electron images of the surfaces
of untreated compacted discs containing relatively coarser iron
particles mixed with relatively fine or coarse aluminum powder.
In both images, iron particles appear bright. It is seen that both iron
and aluminum particles show a tendency to agglomerate.
However, this effect is less pronounced when the sample contains
finer particles of aluminum (Fig. 3a). The distribution of smaller
aluminum particles is more uniform and helps to keep the iron
particles separate. This results in a better surface coverage on the
iron particle. Further, smudging of aluminum on the surface of iron
particles can also be seen in Fig. 3, particularly for the sample with
fine aluminum particles.

DSC plots for compacted discs containing coarse iron powder
mixed with aluminum powder of different particle sizes are
presented in Fig. 4. These samples were heated at two different

heating rates (7.5, 15 �C min�1) up to 1000 �C. Both the plots show
two consecutive exothermic peaks. The first exothermic peak is
more diffuse, whereas the second peak is sharper. This means that
the mechanism governing the first peak is more time-dependent,
while the reaction which causes the second peak is more instanta-
neous. At a given heating rate, for fine aluminum particles, a larger
heat release for the first peak is followed by lesser exothermicity
for the second peak. This indicates that the first reaction, to some
extent, inhibits the second reaction and is typical of a precombus-
tion reaction. This is consistent with the data showing the forma-
tion of some intermetallic compounds through diffusion prior to
the combustion reaction [3,28,30,33,34]. In their review of SHS
processes, Munir and Anselmi-Tamburini [16] have also pointed
out that relatively slow heating rates lead to precombustion reac-
tions, which can affect the main combustion reaction, for example,
in Ni–Al powder mixtures.

The samples with a better surface coverage (fine aluminum par-
ticles) show a greater diffusional effect. Therefore, a large portion
of the material reacts prior to the combustion stage forming sig-
nificant amounts of precombustion products in the sample. This
results in stronger precombustion peaks, but also decreases the
direct contact between the elemental particles, which is essential
for the combustion reaction. Fine aluminum particles with coarse
iron powder are also associated with a stronger precombustion
reaction at a higher heating rate. While a similar behavior is seen
even for coarse aluminum particles, the precombustion peaks are
much more diffuse.

Table 2 presents onset temperatures corresponding to the pre-
combustion and combustion peaks in Fig. 4. The precombustion
peak initiates at temperatures lower than 570 �C where the reac-
tion takes place in the solid state. The combustion reaction occurs
at a higher temperature (636–646 �C) without any melt formation
according to the Fe–Al phase diagram (Fig. 1). However, this obser-
vation is different from those results highlighting the role of melt
formation in triggering the combustion reaction [3,18,20,21]. In
the present case, it is clearly seen from Fig. 4 and Table 2 that
the combustion reaction occurs well below the lowest temperature
(655 �C) at which a melt forms in the aluminum rich end of the
Fe–Al system. While wetting of iron particle surface is undeniably
promoted by melt formation, surface coverage due to enhanced
diffusional flow of aluminum is possible at temperatures close to
formation of a molten phase.

Lower onset temperatures for combustion in discs with fine
aluminum particles can be explained on the basis of better iron–
aluminum contact which makes the ignition of the powder com-
pact possible at relatively lower temperatures. However, the onset
temperature for precombustion does not follow this trend and
indicates a diffusional barrier or a discontinuous supply from the
layers of small particles of aluminum surrounding the coarse iron
particles.

For a given particle size combination, increasing the heating
rate leads to higher onset temperatures for the precombustion
reaction. As solid-state diffusion is involved in precombustion, a
higher heating rate decreases the time for diffusion of the atoms
and consequently the reaction takes place at a higher temperature.
This result is in an agreement with the observations made by Lee
et al. [35] who reported higher onset temperatures for the precom-
bustion reaction at increased heating rates. However, increasing
the heating rate showed the opposite effect on the onset tem-
perature for combustion. A possible explanation is that a larger
amount of heat is given to the sample within a shorter period of
time as the heating rate increases and causes enough heat accumu-
lation within the sample for initiating combustion at lower tem-
peratures. Precombustion is also hindered by a higher heating
rate and this promotes the tendency of the sample to undergo
the combustion reaction earlier. For samples containing relatively

Table 1
Metal powders used in the present work.

Powdera Particle size (lm) Particle shape Purity (%)

Fine aluminum <15 Ligamental 99
Coarse aluminum <60 Ligamental 99.9
Fine iron 7b Spherical >99.0
Coarse iron <60 Irregular >99.0

a Supplied by Goodfellow Metals, UK.
b Average.
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coarser iron particles, the heat evolution rates associated with the
precombustion and combustion peaks were calculated to be about
0.5 to 0.75 J/g s.

In order to study the evolution of phases during heating, a few
compacted discs with fine aluminum particles were heated to dif-
ferent temperatures. Fig. 5 shows the SEM images of the discs after
heating to the specified temperatures. Fig. 5a shows the image of a
sample heated to 554 �C, which is close to the onset temperature

for precombustion, and immediately cooled to room temperature
(30 K/min). It is seen that aluminum (dark) and iron (bright)
regions are dominant. At a few points on the iron particle surface
in contact with aluminum, an additional phase with a fuzzy
appearance was identified as Fe2Al5 compound by EDS analysis.
This shows that the formation of Fe2Al5 phase takes place through
the precombustion stage and is consistent with DSC data. At this
stage, the sample showed a volume expansion of 1.8% which is

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) fine aluminum, (b) coarse aluminum, (c) fine iron and (d) coarse iron powders.

Fig. 3. SEM images of the unreacted compacted discs containing coarse iron particles mixed with relatively (a) fine and (b) coarse aluminum particles.

Fig. 4. Effect of heating rate and aluminum particle size on the onset of reaction in Fe–Al discs with relatively coarse iron particles.
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attributed to pore formation through solid-state diffusion
[3,18,21].

The micrograph of a sample heated to 600 �C and cooled quickly
to room temperature is shown in Fig. 5b. At this temperature,
precombustion reaction in the sample has ended and the growth
of Fe2Al5 regions is visible. However, iron and aluminum areas still
dominate and the presence of this compound is not very sig-
nificant. A relatively larger volume expansion (6.5%) was observed
in the sample heated to 600 �C. These data confirm the role played
by solid-state diffusion during the precombustion stage, leading to
the formation of Fe2Al5.

Fig. 5c shows the micrograph for a sample heated to 642 �C,
which is very close to the onset temperature of the combustion
peak. However, significant amounts of unreacted iron and alu-
minum are still seen in the microstructure, indicating the slow
reaction rates due to solid-state diffusion. The volume expansion
of the sample increased to 15.2%, which is due to progress in the
formation of Fe2Al5 during heating. It may be noted that based
on lattice parameter calculations, the formation of dense Fe2Al5
from elemental powders could lead to a shrinkage of about 20%
[21]. In this study, only a porous product was observed.

From Fig. 5, it is seen that the Fe2Al5 layer forms on the iron par-
ticle surface and covers the particle more and more with increase
in growth. This suggests that Fe2Al5 is mainly formed by the

diffusion of aluminum into iron particles [3,20,30], which is sup-
ported by the larger intrinsic diffusion coefficient of aluminum
relative to iron at these temperatures [20,36]. The faster diffusion
of aluminum atoms would also explain the swelling behavior
during the formation of Fe2Al5.

On heating the sample further, the main combustion reaction is
initiated and results in a sharp exothermic peak in the DSC plot.
Fig. 5d presents the micrograph of a sample heated to a tem-
perature (655 �C) where the combustion reaction has ended, and
then cooled immediately to room temperature. A significant
growth of the combustion product Fe2Al5 (grey regions) is seen
in the micrograph. However, according to Gedevanishvili et al.
[3], the combustion peak is attributed to FeAl formation, which is
not confirmed by the present study. Further, the micrograph shows
a considerable amount of residual iron and seemingly no alu-
minum. Volume expansion of the sample heated to 655 �C
increased further to 29.3%. This swelling has been attributed to
the formation of some large pores at the sites originally occupied
by aluminum particles [3,20].

Godlewska et al. [37] have suggested that the presence of
volatile species can lead to volume expansions, for example, during
the preparation of CoSb3 and Mg2Si derivatives. However, in the
present work, both iron and aluminum have very low vapor
pressures [37,38] and the presence of volatile species is not likely
to be significant. This was confirmed by heating a pure aluminum
disc to 800 �C and no mass change was observed.

X-ray diffraction data for the samples heated to various tem-
peratures are presented in Fig. 6. For the sample heated to 554 �C
(close to the onset temperature for the precombustion reaction),
diffraction peaks correspond mainly to the pure elements iron
and aluminum. However, there are a few small peaks indicating
the existence of Fe2Al5. The presence of Fe2Al5 phase is more pro-
nounced in the sample heated to 600 �C, just after the precombus-
tion reaction has ended. This confirms that the product of
precombustion is Fe2Al5, while most of the iron and aluminum
remain unaffected.

A similar trend is observed on heating the sample to 642 �C
which is close to the onset temperature for the combustion
reaction. However, Fe2Al5 reflections exhibit relatively higher

Table 2
Onset temperatures for precombustion and combustion reactions in Fe–Al discs
containing coarse iron powder.a

Peak Heating rate (�C min�1) Onset temperature
(�C)
Al particle size

Fineb Coarsec

Precombustion 7.5 554.4 533.8
15 568.2 542.2

Combustion 7.5 642.5 646.0
15 636.5 641.5

a 60 lm (max).
b 15 lm (max).
c 60 lm (max).

Fig. 5. SEM images of compacted discs (with coarse iron and fine aluminum particles) heated at 7.5 �C min�1 to (a) 554 �C + cooled, (b) 600 �C + cooled, (c) 642 �C + cooled,
and (d) 655 �C + cooled.
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intensities, which is due to the formation of more Fe2Al5 at this
temperature. In the sample heated to 655 �C where the combustion
reaction has ended, the diffraction peaks corresponding to Fe2Al5
are significantly stronger. Further, while the diffraction pattern
does not show any peak for aluminum, the presence of unreacted
iron is confirmed.

As the sample contains Fe2Al5 together with residual iron after
the combustion reaction, further heating leads to the diffusional
reaction between Fe2Al5 and iron resulting in the formation of
FeAl compound which is more stable at higher temperatures
[20]. This conclusion is supported by Fig. 7 which presents
micrographs of samples heated to high temperatures after the
combustion reaction has ended.

Fig. 7a shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 1000 �C and
then cooled to room temperature. It is seen that the micrograph is
dominated by a single phase identified as the FeAl compound by
EDS analysis. Beyond the combustion temperature, FeAl is formed
by the diffusional reaction between unreacted iron and Fe2Al5. This
reaction does not go to completion at 1000 �C as some Fe2Al5 is still
seen in the micrograph. It is also interesting to note that the varia-
tion of the size of FeAl grains matches the particle size variation of
the coarse iron powder used to prepare the powder mixture. At this
stage, due to increased porosity, the swelling of the sample reaches
37.4%. This may be compared with a 43.8% volume expansion
under the same conditions shown by a sample with coarse alu-
minum particles which lead to the formation of larger pores [11].

Fig. 7b shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 1200 �C for
an hour and cooled to room temperature. Clear signs of sintering
are seen and EDS analysis showed the presence of only FeAl, indi-
cating that the reaction between Fe2Al5 and iron has gone to

completion. This observation is supported by XRD data presented
in Fig. 8. After the heat treatment at 1200 �C, consolidation of the
sample which occurs during sintering led to a decrease in volume
expansion to 28.4%.

3.2. Compacted samples with relatively fine iron particles (average
size: 7 lm)

Fig. 9 presents surface images of unreacted compacted discs
containing relatively finer iron particles mixed with aluminum
powders corresponding to two different size distributions. In these
micrographs, iron particles appear bright while the aluminum
particles are dark.

In general, agglomeration effects are observed to a larger extent
when fine particles are present. In the present case, iron particles
are much finer than the aluminum particles and show a tendency
to agglomerate (Fig. 9b). However, the agglomeration tendency is
reduced as the aluminum particle size is decreased (Fig. 9a).
Further, the density of compacted discs containing fine iron parti-
cles was lower compared to those containing coarse iron particles.
This is due to the lower compressibility associated with the fine
iron particles.

DSC plots for the compacted discs containing fine iron powder
for two different aluminum particle sizes and heating rates are pre-
sented in Fig. 10. These plots show a single, sharp exothermic peak
during heating, which is indicative of the combustion reaction. This
result is in contrast with those observed for samples containing
relatively coarser iron particles (Fig. 4) which showed a precom-
bustion stage prior to combustion. The precombustion reaction
appears to be not strong enough to be noticed in samples with fine
iron particles. For diffusion to play a dominant role in precombus-
tion, the surface contact between aluminum and iron particles
should be very good. However, factors like segregation and sample
porosity decrease the effective contact area between iron and alu-
minum. Both these factors increase as iron particle size decreases
and could explain the absence of the precombustion stage in discs
containing fine iron particles.

Onset temperatures for the combustion reaction for samples
containing fine as well as coarse aluminum particles are reported
in Table 3. At a given heating rate, it is seen that combustion has
been initiated at relatively lower temperatures for samples with
fine aluminum particles. This is perhaps due to a more uniform
distribution of reactants (Fig. 9a) improving the chance for
combustion at lower temperatures.

The data presented in Table 3 also indicate that irrespective of
aluminum particle size, the combustion reaction is hindered when
the heating rate is increased. This leads to higher onset tem-
peratures which can be attributed to higher levels of porosity
observed in these samples. The decrease in thermal conductivity
due to increased porosity leads to heat transfer limitations in the
sample. At high heating rates, the short time available is

Fig. 6. X-ray diffractogram of compacted samples after heating at 7.5 �C min�1 to
different temperatures (with coarse iron and fine aluminum particles).

Fig. 7. SEM images of compacted samples (with coarse iron and fine aluminum particles) heated at 7.5 �C min�1 to (a) 1000 �C + cooled and (b) 1200 �C + 1 h + cooled.
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insufficient for the sample to reach the combustion temperature
which shifts to higher values. For samples containing relatively fin-
er iron particles, the heat evolution rates associated with combus-
tion peaks were calculated to be �2 J/g s at a heating rate of 7.5 �C/
min and �3 J/g s at 15 �C/min. It may be noted that in samples con-
taining fine iron particles, the precombustion stage is absent and
results in higher heat evolution rates during combustion.

The heating of compacted discs with fine sized iron and alu-
minum particles was interrupted at different temperatures in
order to understand how the phases evolved during heating.
Micrographs of the heat treated discs are presented in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11a shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 570 �C, which
is lower than the onset temperature of the combustion peak, and

then immediately cooled to room temperature. At this tem-
perature, the sample surface is mainly covered by elemental parti-
cles. However, traces of Fe2Al5 compound were also detected using
EDS analysis. This observation is interesting as it indicates the for-
mation of Fe2Al5 compound prior to combustion, although a pre-
combustion peak is not clearly seen in the DSC plots.

Fig. 11b presents the micrograph for a sample heated to 600 �C
at which the combustion reaction has been completed. Residual
iron particles constitute the major phase, together with some light
and dark grey areas identified as FeAl and Fe2Al5 respectively.
However, no residual elemental aluminum was detected.
Aluminum seems to have been totally consumed during the forma-
tion of Fe2Al5. The small amounts of FeAl observed were probably
the result of a reaction between Fe2Al5 and residual iron during the
combustion reaction [3,20]. The heat treated sample also showed a
volume expansion of 20.3%, indicating pore formation during
combustion.

On heating the sample to 1000 �C, much beyond the combus-
tion temperature, the diffusional reaction between iron and
Fe2Al5 goes to completion resulting in a single phase product
FeAl (Fig. 11c). The volume expansion for this sample is 24.7%, an
increase of 4% during the diffusional reaction after combustion.

Fig. 8. Diffractogram of compacted samples (with coarse iron and fine aluminum
particles) heated at 7.5 �C min�1 to 1000 �C and above.

Fig. 9. SEM images of the unreacted compacted discs containing relatively fine iron particles mixed with relatively (a) fine and (b) coarse aluminum particles.

Fig. 10. Effect of heating rate and aluminum particle size on the onset of reaction in Fe–Al discs with relatively fine iron particles.

Table 3
Onset temperatures of the combustion peak for compacted discs containing fine iron
powder.a

Al particle size Heating rate (�C min�1) Onset temperature (�C)

Fineb 7.5 573.5
15 602.3

Coarsec 7.5 598.9
15 605.7

a 7 lm (ave.).
b 15 lm (max).
c 60 lm (max).
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Fig. 11d shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 1200 �C for
1 h, before being cooled down to room temperature. FeAl is the
only phase present and the sample shows a volume shrinkage after
this heat treatment, indicating densification due to sintering.

X-ray diffraction data for the heat treated samples are present-
ed in Fig. 12. For the sample heated to 570 �C, the diffraction peaks
correspond mainly to the elemental components and some weak
Fe2Al5 reflections which get stronger on heating to 600 �C, above
the onset temperature for combustion. At this temperature, in
addition to the residual iron peaks, weak reflections corresponding
to the FeAl phase are also seen in the diffractogram. This result is in
agreement with the microstructural studies reported in Fig. 11. The
diffraction data in Fig. 12 also confirm FeAl as the stable phase in
samples heated to 1000 �C and above.

3.3. Loose powder samples

Non-compacted, loose powder mixtures of Fe–40 at.% Al were
also examined using the DSC. Regardless of the particle size

combination and heating rate, the DSC plots showed a single, sharp
exothermic peak, typically associated with combustion at high
temperatures (see Table 4).

No sign of precombustion was evident during the heating of
uncompacted samples, which is due to insufficient contact
between the reactant particles. Further, it is seen that the onset
temperature increases as we increase the particle size of the reac-
tants. This is due to a lowering of interfacial coverage with increas-
ing particle size. For most of the samples, increasing the heating
rate has decreased the onset temperature of the reaction. Iron par-
ticle size and surface coverage are important factors in this connec-
tion. A similar effect was also observed for the compacted discs
containing coarse iron particles. XRD analysis confirmed the for-
mation of FeAl as the final product, without any residuals, after
heating the loose powder mixture to 1000 �C.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, reactive synthesis of iron aluminide (FeAl)
from Fe–40 at.% Al powder mixture has been investigated. DSC
results confirmed the strong influence of particle size of the reac-
tants on the combustion behavior of the mixtures. Compacted
samples containing coarse iron particles revealed a precombustion
reaction before the main combustion reaction. The precombustion
peak in these samples exhibited larger exothermicity in the pres-
ence of relatively fine aluminum powder. This is due to better

Fig. 11. Micrographs of compacted samples (with fine sized Fe and Al) heated at 7.5 �C min�1 to (a) 570 �C + cooled, (b) 600 �C + cooled, (c) 1000 �C + cooled, and (d)
1200 �C + 1 h + cooled.

Fig. 12. Diffractogram of compacted samples (with fine iron and aluminum
particles) after heating at 7.5 �C min�1 to different temperatures.

Table 4
Onset temperatures for combustion in loose powder mixtures.

Particle size combination Onset temperature (�C)
Heating rate

7.5 �C min�1 15 �C min�1

Fine Fea–fine Alb 626.4 630.2
Fine Fe–coarse Alc 638.8 634.9
Coarse Fed–fine Al 642.9 640.5
Coarse Fe–coarse Al 645.1 643.5

a 7 lm (ave.).
b 15 lm (max).
c 60 lm (max).
d 60 lm (max).
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surface contact between the reactants resulting from a more uni-
form distribution of iron and aluminum particles seen in the
micrographs. A strong precombustion exotherm was followed by
a relatively weaker combustion reaction. The precombustion stage
is characterized by a diffusional reaction for which a higher onset
temperature was observed at a higher heating rate. This precom-
bustion reaction between iron and aluminum resulted in the for-
mation of Fe2Al5 compound as a product, with considerable
amounts of iron and aluminum remaining unreacted in the sample.
After precombustion, further heating of the samples showed shar-
per exothermic peaks corresponding to the combustion reaction.
At this stage, a significant growth of Fe2Al5 phase and residual iron
were observed. The formation of Fe2Al5 was found to be associated
with a volume expansion. Heating the sample to 1000 �C led to the
formation of the stable FeAl compound through a diffusional reac-
tion between Fe2Al5 and iron. A longer heat treatment at higher
temperature (1200 �C, 1 h) resulted in a slight densification of
the product due to sintering.

On heating compacted discs consisting of relatively finer iron
powder, only a single and sharp exothermic peak corresponding
to combustion was observed. A larger level of segregation as well
as the porosity observed in these samples imply reduced interfacial
contact and perhaps explain the absence of precombustion reac-
tion. Onset temperatures for combustion in samples containing
fine iron particles were found to be lower than those associated
with coarser iron particles. After the combustion reaction, these
samples contained residual iron particles together with Fe2Al5
and traces of FeAl. This result confirms the formation of Fe2Al5
compound as the major product of the combustion reaction.
However, it also indicates that FeAl begins to form during the com-
bustion reaction. This reaction reaches completion on heating to
1000 �C, resulting in the formation of a single phase FeAl product,
which was found to be stable at higher temperatures.

DSC data for non-compacted samples revealed no evidence of
precombustion due to insufficient contact between the reactant
particles. Phase analysis data showed the formation of FeAl as
the final product in the loose powder mixtures as well when
heated to 1000 �C.
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a b s t r a c t

The formation of aluminides during the heating of Nb–Al powder mixtures with different initial compo-
sitions (25, 33.3 and 75 at.% Al) has been studied using a differential scanning calorimeter. The effect of
parameters like particle size, compaction and heating rate on the onset temperature of reaction has been
determined. The results show that an increase in heating rate leads to an increase in onset temperature
for compacted as well as loose powder samples in the particle size range considered. For Al-rich mixtures,
compaction increases the onset temperature irrespective of particle size. For all samples, finer aluminum
particles and slower heating rates resulted in a decrease in onset temperature while higher aluminum
contents in the mixture led to a higher reaction temperature. In Nb-rich samples, compaction led to a
decrease in the onset temperatures. NbAl3 was the first compound to form in all the mixtures, irrespec-
tive of the initial composition. After heating to 1000 �C, EDS and XRD analyses confirmed the formation of
only NbAl3 in Al-rich samples and a mixture of NbAl3 and Nb2Al along with unreacted niobium particles
in Nb-rich samples. A subsequent heat treatment was necessary to obtain a single aluminide correspond-
ing to the initial composition. These observations can be explained on the basis of niobium dissolution in
molten aluminum and subsequent precipitation of NbAl3 in Al-rich samples and solid state diffusion
through Nb3Al and Nb2Al phases in Nb-rich samples. For NbAl3 formation through the reaction between
aluminum melt and niobium particles, an enthalpy of �153 ± 15 kJ mol�1 and an activation energy of
255 ± 26 kJ mol�1 have been calculated from DSC data.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Niobium is a refractory metal with a relatively low density
(8.57 Mg m�3) and good high temperature properties. However,
its oxidation resistance is poor and can be improved by the addi-
tion of aluminum to form niobium aluminides [1,2]. These are
intermetallic compounds with excellent properties at elevated
temperatures and are suitable materials for turbine components
in power plants, spacecrafts and other advanced applications
[3–5]. Three intermetallic compounds, namely NbAl3, Nb2Al and
Nb3Al, are shown in the Nb–Al binary phase diagram, Fig. 1 [6].

NbAl3 has a face centred tetragonal DO22 ordered structure with
a narrow range of stability around the stoichiometric composition.
It exhibits good oxidation resistance, low density (4.54 Mg m�3),
and melts congruently at 1680 �C. Nb2Al and Nb3Al are stable over
a larger composition interval and decompose peritectically at
1940� and 2060 �C respectively [3,7]. Niobium-rich compounds in
general, and Nb3Al in particular, are refractory and superconduc-
ting materials which can be used for high-field and large-scale

magnetic applications such as in nuclear fusion reactors or high-
energy particle accelerators [8,9]. However, niobium aluminides
are brittle and have low ductility at ambient temperatures.
Improvements in ductility and fracture toughness are possible
through alloying, grain refining, rapid solidification and the fabri-
cation of composites [10–12].

Although synthesis of intermetallic compounds is possible
through conventional methods such as melting and casting, the
difficulties involved in handling high melting and reactive materi-
als make it uneconomical. Alternatively, these compounds can be
derived from the elemental powders through a simpler method
known as reactive sintering, thermal explosion, combustion sinter-
ing or self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS). In this
method, a mixture of elemental powders is heated up to a temper-
ature at which a reaction can be initiated in the sample.

This reaction can be self-sustaining if it exhibits adequate exo-
thermicity and can proceed without any further external heating.
SHS is an attractive method due to its simplicity and relatively
lower demands on the cost, energy and time. Moreover, near-net
shape products can also be fabricated using this method. In general,
SHS products are characterized by significant levels of porosity,
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formed partly during the initial compaction of the powder mixture
and mainly during the synthesis of the intermetallic compound.

Although porous structures are advantageous in specific appli-
cations such as filters, catalysts and biomedical implants, it is not
a desired feature in many other applications. There are many ways
of reducing porosity in the product, for example, using force-
assisted heating during sintering. Further, a proper selection of
processing parameters such as reactants particle size, green den-
sity and heating rate can considerably enhance the product
density.

In general, the formation of a melt during the reactive sintering
of a powder mixture improves the contact between the reactants
due to wetting of the particle surface by the liquid phase, triggering
the combustion reaction. However, this can be different in some
systems like Nb–Al in which the reaction occurs considerably
above the melt formation temperatures [3,13,14]. The reasons
attributed to this delayed reaction include surface oxidation and
poor wettability of niobium particles which hinder the initiation
of reaction [13,14]. The wettability of niobium particles by the alu-
minummelt has also been reported to be a function of temperature
[13]. Low solubility of niobium in liquid aluminum has also been
suggested as the reason for relatively high ignition temperatures
in Nb–Al mixtures [3].

In such a system, the interaction between solid particles and the
liquid phase plays an important role and the particles should be
well distributed in the melt for optimal effect. For example, the
interconnection between the liquid-forming particles in the start-
ing mixture affects material behavior, and the particle sizes of
the reactants need to be chosen carefully in order to get sufficient
interconnected melt during heating [15,16].

In general, it is believed that in the Nb–Al system, reaction pro-
ceeds through the initial dissolution of niobium in molten alumi-
num, which is followed by the subsequent precipitation of NbAl3
phase on the surface of niobium particles [3,4,14]. Moreover, it
has been observed that NbAl3 compound is always the first phase
to form through solid–solid as well as solid niobium-liquid alumi-
num reactions [14,17–20]. It has been suggested that the diffusion
of aluminum atoms is the dominant mechanism in the aluminum–
niobium reaction. The diffusion of niobium atoms is associated
with a much higher activation energy and limits the formation of
niobium rich compounds [21].

Neto and Ferreira [14] observed a multi-phase product
(NbAl3 + Nb2Al) through reactive sintering of precompacted bars
of Nb + 3Al powder mixture. They concluded that the presence of

two phases in the product was due to the non-uniform distribution
of molten aluminum in the sample. In addition, better conversion
rates have been observed at higher heating rates [13]. Activating
the powder particles has also been found to promote the combus-
tion reaction. Ignition temperatures lower than the melting point
of aluminum have been observed in powder mixtures which were
initially ball-milled [17]. The particle size of niobium has a direct
influence on the ignition temperature as well as the product crys-
tallite size. Nanostructured NbAl3 has been obtained by heating a
heavily milled Nb + 3Al powder mixture [4].

Kachelmyer et al. [13] observed that gas adsorption during
heating could affect the product density, and suggested the use
of vacuum during synthesis in order to obtain higher densities.

The present study represents a continuation of the efforts to
understand the key aspects of reactive sintering in the Nb–Al sys-
tem. Powder mixtures of several compositions, both in the com-
pacted and the loose condition, have been studied during a
heating cycle in a differential scanning calorimeter. The effect of
parameters such as aluminum particle size and the heating rate
has been investigated. The products of the reaction have been char-
acterized using scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction methods.

2. Material and methods

The metal powders used in the present study are shown in Table 1 and the cor-
responding SEM images are presented in Fig. 2. Two aluminum powders with rela-
tively fine and coarse particles were chosen to study the effect of particle size in
combination with a coarse particle size for niobium. It is seen from Fig. 2 that while
the niobium powder consists of angular particles, the aluminum powders contain a
mixture of ligamental and rounded particles. This indicates that aluminum and nio-
bium powders have been produced through atomization and milling procedures,
respectively. All the powders were characterized by a relatively broad particle size
distribution.

The samples were prepared by mixing the elemental powders in different stoi-
chiometric ratios (Nb + 3Al, 2Nb + Al, 3Nb + Al) corresponding to NbAl3, Nb2Al and
Nb3Al compounds, respectively. The samples were used as loose powders as well
as compacted discs for which the powder mixture was cold-pressed to get a disc
with 4 mm in diameter and approximately 1 mm in thickness. Green densities of
the compacted samples were found to be 85–95% of the theoretical densities of
the reactant mixtures.

A Netzsch Simultaneous TG–DSC unit (F3-Jupiter STA) with alumina crucibles
was used to heat the samples. The DSC unit was calibrated for temperature (with
an accuracy of ±0.1 �C) and heat sensitivity using standard pure metals. Baseline
correction was done using data from heating cycles with empty crucibles. Before
starting the experiment, the sample chamber was evacuated and flushed with dried
argon gas 2–3 times in order to protect the samples against oxidation and a con-
stant flow of argon was maintained during heating. The samples were heated at a
constant rate (7.5�, 15 �C min�1) up to 1000 �C. In a few cases, heating of the sample
was interrupted in order to check the evolution of phases during the process. A few
reacted samples were reheated to study the stability of the product. X-ray analysis
of the product was carried out using a vertical Stoe machine equipped with a Ger-
manium monochromator (Johan geometry), a copper tube and a linear PSD as the
detector with transition setup. Metallographic examination of the products was
carried out using an environmental scanning electron microscope (Philips XL-30
ESEM) equipped with an EDAX unit for EDS measurements. The EDS setup consisted
of a liquid nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detector, with a super ultra-thin polymer window
and a resolution of 127.4 eV (with reference to Mn Ka). While studying the micro-
structures of reacted samples in the SEM, the distribution of niobium and alumi-
num was first checked by X-ray mapping, followed by Line/Selected Area Scans
and Spot Analyses for quantification using ZAF correction. Genesis software version
5.21 was used in these studies. Standardless calibration was used, although
aluminum containing samples (like copper + aluminum) were used sporadically.

Fig. 1. Nb–Al binary phase diagram [6].

Table 1
Metal powders used in this study.

Powdera Particle size (lm) Particle shape Purity (%)

Fine aluminum <15 Ligamental 99
Coarse aluminum <60 Ligamental 99.9
Coarse niobium <74 Angular 99.85

a Supplied by Goodfellow Metals, UK.
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Signals from underlying areas were checked by reducing the acceleration voltage to
minimize penetration. Similarly, the effect of changing spot size was also studied to
minimize signals from adjacent areas.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nb + 3Al samples

Fig. 3 shows SEM images of the unpolished surfaces of
untreated Nb + 3Al compacted discs with fine and coarse alumi-
num particles. In both samples, niobium particles are bright and
exhibit a tendency to agglomerate. This effect is more pronounced
in the sample containing coarse aluminum particles (Fig. 3b). The
segregation of niobium particles is decreased by improving the
interfacial contact between niobium and aluminum particles. This
appears possible when smaller aluminum particles are used.
Smudging of aluminum on the surface of niobium particles can
also be seen in Fig. 3a and b, but the effect is more for the sample
with fine aluminum particles.

Fig. 4 shows the DSC plots for Nb + 3Al loose powder mixtures
and compacted discs with coarse and fine aluminum particles,
heated to 1000 �C.

All the samples showed a similar trend during heating. An
endothermic peak was observed around 660 �C which corresponds
to the melting of aluminum, followed by a broad exothermic peak.
This peak was observed to initiate at temperatures reported in
Table 2 and indicates combustion in the sample.

At a given heating rate, samples with fine aluminum particles
are associated with relatively lower onset temperatures compared
to those with coarse aluminum particles. Increasing the heating
rate resulted in a higher onset temperature for the reaction and
lower ignition temperatures were observed for the loose powder
mixtures relative to the compacted discs. Further, an exothermic
peak was observed during cooling for the loose powder mixture
with coarse aluminum particles (see Fig. 4a). This peak corre-
sponds to the solidification of unreacted molten aluminum.

It is generally agreed that the combustion reaction is initiated
through a dissolution-precipitation process [3,4,14]. However, the
solubility of niobium in solid aluminum is practically zero and is
very limited even in liquid aluminum. Yeremenko et al. [22] deter-
mined the solubility of niobium in liquid aluminum as �0.02 wt.%
at 700 �C, increasing to 0.1 wt.% at 850 �C. These data suggest that
relatively higher temperatures may be required for the initiation of
reaction in Nb–Al powder mixtures. Other factors which could con-
tribute to higher onset temperatures for the reaction include diffi-
culties in wetting the niobium particle surface by liquid aluminum
and the presence of oxides on the particle surfaces. In the present
study, onset temperatures in the Nb + 3Al mixtures were deter-
mined to be about 800� ± 20 �C (Table 2). In order to study the evo-
lution of phases as a function of temperature, a few compacted
samples (with fine aluminum particles) were heated to tempera-
tures where the reaction initiates, but is not complete and the cor-
responding micrographs are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5a shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 815 �C and
cooled immediately to room temperature at 30 �C min�1. The sam-
ple consists of aluminum (dark) and niobium (bright) regions
together with another phase dispersed within the aluminum
matrix, in particular, around the niobium particles. EDS analysis
(Fig. 5) showed that the composition for this phase corresponded
to about 75 at.% Al. From the Nb–Al phase diagram, it is seen that
this phase is NbAl3. The formation of NbAl3 precipitates is in accor-
dance with DSC results presented in Table 2. A volume expansion
of about 2% was observed in this sample. It may be noted that
the formation of dense NbAl3 from elemental powders is associ-
ated with a shrinkage of �5.6%.

The micrograph of a sample heated to 850 �C and cooled imme-
diately to room temperature is shown in Fig. 5b. At this tempera-
ture, the aluminum and niobium regions are still present
indicating incomplete reaction. But, the NbAl3 phase has grown
much more than at 800 �C. The volume expansion in the sample
increased to 25%. Kachelmyer et al. [13] also report a low density
product during the synthesis of NbAl3. They observed that high

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) fine aluminum, (b) coarse aluminum and (c) coarse niobium powders.

Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of unreacted Nb + 3Al compacted discs with (a) fine and (b) coarse aluminum particles.
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green densities led to low product densities after reaction. This
effect was attributed to the expansion of adsorbed gases in the
sample and synthesis in vacuum led to denser products.

Fig. 5c shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 850 �C and
held at that temperature for 15 min. A significant progress in the
formation of NbAl3 is seen relative to Fig. 5b. At the same time,
the sample showed a volume expansion of about 54%, attributed
to the formation of a low density product. Fig. 5c shows the

presence of some unreacted niobium in the sample which is bound
to react during further heating. This was confirmed by heating the
samples to higher temperatures and the corresponding micro-
graphs are presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6a shows the secondary electron image of the non-polished
surface of a Nb + 3Al sample heated to 1000 �C. It was observed
that the sample had transformed uniformly to a single phase which
was identified as NbAl3 by EDS. A morphological change in the
sample is also evident. After heating the sample to 1000 �C, a
sponge-like structure consisting of a large number of agglomerated
particles was obtained. The volume expansion in the sample dra-
matically increased to about 180%, due to the highly porous struc-
ture of the product. These observations indicate that the volume
change in the sample is proportional to the extent of reaction,
and the conversion to NbAl3 being more complete at higher tem-
peratures. In order to investigate the stability of the NbAl3 phase
produced at higher temperatures, the sample was reheated for
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Fig. 4. DSC plots for Nb + 3Al samples (a) loose powder mix, (b) compacted discs.

Table 2
Onset temperatures of reaction for Nb + 3Al samples.

Sample condition Heating rate (�C/min) Onset temperature (�C)
Al particle size

Fine Coarse

Compacted disc 7.5 810.8 814.3
15 815.7 820.9

Loose powder 7.5 781.4 796.4
15 803.8 818.2

Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of Nb + 3Al samples (with fine Al particles) heated at 15 �C min�1 to (a) 815 �C + cooled, (b) 850 �C + cooled, (c) 850 �C + 15 min + cooled
(30 �C min�1).
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1 h at 1400 �C, and Fig. 6b shows the micrograph for the reheated
sample.

EDS analysis and XRD data (Fig. 7) showed no phase transfor-
mation after this heat treatment. The sintering features in the sam-
ple after heating it to 1400 �C are clearly seen in Fig. 6b which
shows the coalescence of particles and the formation of closed
spherical pores indicating the final stage of sintering in the sample.
This is followed by about 30% reduction in the sample volume
which is due to the shrinkage during sintering. X-ray patterns
obtained for samples heated to different temperatures (Fig. 7) also
indicate the gradual progress of reaction between niobium and
aluminum particles during heating which ultimately leads to the
formation of single NbAl3 phase in the sample, consistent with
the micrographs obtained.

While this trend has been observed for niobium rich mixtures
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3), compaction of an aluminum rich mixture
leads to an increase in the onset temperature of reaction. This
may be due to segregation tendencies enhanced by the plastic flow
of aluminum during compaction.

It important to note that although the formation of NbAl3 occurs
above the melting point of aluminum, the ignition temperature is
affected by the particle size of aluminum. As finer aluminum par-
ticles have a better interfacial contact with niobium particles
(Fig. 3), a good distribution of elemental particles is obtained in
the sample leading to an effective wetting of the niobium particle
surface on the melting of aluminum. This leads to a reduction in
the ignition temperature with fine aluminum particles.

In the loose powder mixture with coarse aluminum particles,
the observation of an aluminum solidification peak during cooling
(Fig. 4a) indicates the presence of some unreacted aluminum in the

sample. This is due to insufficient contact between coarse alumi-
num and niobium particles present in the uncompacted powder
mixture.

As mentioned earlier, the onset temperature of reaction was
observed to be lower for samples heated at 7.5 �C min�1 as com-
pared to those heated at 15 �C min�1. Broad reaction peaks, partic-
ularly for Al-rich mixtures, implies that the reaction takes place
over a long period of time. In general, the effect of compaction is
to lower the onset temperatures for reaction due to the improved
contact between the reactant particles. While this trend has been
observed for niobium rich mixtures, compaction of an aluminum
rich mixture leads to an increase in the onset temperature of reac-
tion. This may be due to segregation tendencies enhanced by the
plastic flow of aluminum during compaction.

As NbAl3 is obtained as a single phase product on heating
Nb + 3Al samples, the heat of formation for this compound can
be estimated using calorimetric data. The area between the com-
bustion peak and the base line represents the exothermic heat of
formation for the NbAl3 compound. This value was measured as
153 ± 15 kJ mol�1 for the loose powder mixtures, which compares
well with the value of 170 ± 30 kJ mol�1 reported by Coffey et al.
[19] for NbAl3 formation in thin film Nb–Al multilayers. However,
a value of 63 ± 5 kJ mol�1 was obtained for compacted discs. The
large deviation is perhaps due to the segregation observed after
the compaction of aluminum-rich samples.

3.2. 2Nb + Al samples

Fig. 8 shows DSC plots for 2Nb + Al specimens which are similar
to those for the Nb + 3Al samples. The plots basically consist of two
peaks during heating, the endothermic aluminum melting peak
which is followed by an exothermic combustion peak. However,
the aluminum melting peaks seem to be less pronounced, and
the reaction peaks are sharper and less diffuse as compared to
those for the Nb + 3Al samples.

Microscopic observations confirm that the product contains
considerable amount of unreacted niobium. Fig. 9 shows the
micrographs for 2Nb + Al discs with fine aluminum particles,
heated to temperatures corresponding to the initiation and propa-
gation of combustion. The samples were then cooled at
30 �C min�1 and subjected to microscopic examination.

Fig. 9a shows the micrograph of a sample heated to 670 �C. At
this temperature, the melting of aluminum is complete. However,
the micrograph shows the elemental regions and EDS analysis
revealed no sign of reaction. Heating the sample to 690 �C, which
is lower than the combustion onset temperature, only some traces
of NbAl3 could be detected by EDS (Fig. 9b). However, the forma-
tion of NbAl3 phase was clearly observed by increasing the temper-
ature to 710 �C (Fig. 9c). This observation is in agreement with DSC
results which show onset temperatures for the reaction close to

Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of Nb + 3Al samples (with fine Al particles) heated at 15 �C min�1 to (a) 1000 �C + cooled, (b) 1400 �C + 1 h + cooled (30 �C min�1).

Fig. 7. Diffractograms of Nb + 3Al samples after heating to different temperatures.
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this value (Table 3). A considerable level of porosity can be seen
within the sample, which showed �3% increase in volume. In
Section 3.1, this expansion was found to be associated with the
formation of NbAl3.

Fig. 9d shows that if the heating is continued to a temperature
where the combustion peak ends (820 �C), a larger portion of the
sample is covered by NbAl3. However, niobium particles constitute
the major phase in the sample. This indicates that the reaction
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Fig. 8. DSC plots for 2Nb + Al samples (a) loose powder mix, (b) compacted discs.

Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of 2Nb + Al samples (with fine Al particles) heated at 15 �C min�1 to (a) 670 �C + cooled, (b) 690 �C + cooled, (c) 710 �C + cooled, (d) 820 �C + cooled,
(e) 1000 �C + cooled, (f) 1200 �C + 1 h + cooled (30 �C min�1).
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between aluminum melt and niobium particles has been inhibited
due to insufficient molten aluminum. At this stage, the sample
showed about 14% expansion in volume. This is significantly smal-
ler than the expansion for the Nb + 3Al disc which was cooled
immediately after the combustion peak. In the present case, low
expansion is due to formation of lesser amounts of the NbAl3 phase
through the liquid–solid reaction.

Fig. 9e shows the effect of heating the sample to 1000 �C. EDS
analysis indicated that in addition to the NbAl3 compound, Nb2Al
is also formed as a minor phase in some regions within the nio-
bium particles. While the Nb2Al layer is generally expected to be
sandwiched between Nb and NbAl3 regions, the present observa-
tion is unusual and may be due to the partial reaction of niobium
near the interface with NbAl3, assisted by easier diffusion paths
and the availability of NbAl3 beneath the surface. Previous studies
[3,23] have also reported the presence of Nb2Al and NbAl3 com-
pounds together with residual niobium in 2Nb + Al samples. In
fact, in all the Nb–Al samples, regardless of the initial composition,

the reaction initiates between the aluminum melt and niobium
particles resulting in the formation of NbAl3 compound which cor-
responds to the exothermic peak in the DSC plots. However, this
reaction continues until the aluminum melt is consumed entirely.
Therefore, if the sample is rich in niobium, this reaction stops ear-
lier and further progress is possible through the reaction between
NbAl3 grains and niobium particles. This results in the formation of
Nb2Al phase in the sample.

In general, the progress of a solid–solid reaction is considerably
slower compared to a solid–liquid reaction. Therefore, longer times
and higher temperatures are required to obtain a high degree of
conversion. This is shown in Fig. 9f which shows the micrograph
of a 2Nb + Al sample reheated for 1 h at 1200 �C. Nb2Al is the dom-
inant phase after this treatment, although some unreacted niobium
is present together with traces of NbAl3 in the product. This result
indicates that the initially formed NbAl3 is an intermediate phase
which transforms to Nb2Al through solid state reaction with nio-
bium at higher temperatures. This conclusion is confirmed by the
XRD results shown in Fig. 10. If the sample is heated to 710 �C,
which is close to the onset temperature of the exothermic peak
in the DSC curve, the diffraction peaks mainly correspond to the
elemental components. Heating the sample to the end temperature
for the exothermic peak (820 �C) resulted in the formation of NbAl3
phase as a product of combustion. While there is no reflection for
aluminum, the presence of unreacted niobium is evident in the
sample. For the sample heated to 1000 �C, the pattern shows some
reflections from the Nb2Al phase, although the presence of NbAl3
and niobium is still significant. This is consistent with the micro-
graphs presented. Finally, it is seen that if the sample is reheated
for 1 h at 1400 �C, the product contains mainly Nb2Al, while only
a few small niobium peaks can be detected in the pattern. This
indicates that after a heat treatment at a sufficiently high temper-
ature, the sample transforms to Nb2Al phase as the product of a
reaction between NbAl3 and niobium particles. This observation
is in accordance with the Nb–Al phase diagram (Fig. 1).

Table 3 shows the onset temperatures of the combustion peaks
for the 2Nb + Al samples. It is seen that using a lower heating rate
and finer aluminum particles leads to a lower onset temperature.
This result is consistent with that for Nb + 3Al samples. However,
the effect of aluminum particles size is more significant and can
be attributed to a better surface coverage of niobium particles by
fine aluminum particles. This is shown in Fig. 11, where SEM
images of the unpolished surfaces of untreated 2Nb + Al com-
pacted discs with fine and coarse aluminum particles are pre-
sented. It is seen that, although there is a tendency for
agglomeration in both samples, in particular for niobium particles,
the surface contact between elemental particles is much better in
the sample with fine aluminum particles. A more homogenous dis-
tribution of reactants is seen when fine aluminum particles get in
between the coarser niobium particles and keep them separate.

Table 3
Onset temperatures of reaction for 2Nb + Al samples.

Sample condition Heating rate (�C/min) Onset temperature (�C)
Al particle size

Fine Coarse

Compacted disc 7.5 700.2 743.1
15 709.0 761.8

Loose powder 7.5 775.4 810.4
15 800.0 833.8

Fig. 10. Diffractogram of 2Nb + Al samples after heating to different temperatures.

Fig. 11. SEM micrographs of unreacted 2Nb + Al compacted discs with (a) fine and (b) coarse aluminum particles.
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This effect assumes more importance in samples with higher nio-
bium content showing a larger segregation tendency and leads to
a larger shift in onset temperatures for the combustion reaction
in 2Nb + Al samples relative to Nb + 3Al samples.

The onset temperature was found to be lower for the 2Nb + Al
discs relative to the loose powder mixtures due to better contact
between the elemental particles in compacted samples. A
comparison of the data in Tables 2 and 3 shows that, for 2Nb + Al
compacted discs, the onset temperature for reaction decreases if
the other parameters are kept constant. This result is in agreement
with Kachelmyer et al. [13] who observed a lower ignition temper-
ature for 2Nb + Al samples compared to Nb + 3Al ones. A higher
concentration of niobium in the sample could trigger the combus-
tion reaction at lower temperatures through a faster dissolution of
niobium in molten aluminum which is followed by the formation
of NbAl3 precipitates. However, it is seen that, for loose powder
mixtures with coarse aluminum particles, the onset temperature
showed an increase with increasing niobium content. This indi-
cates insufficient contact between the coarse reactant particles in
the uncompacted sample. From EDS and XRD results, it is seen that,
in addition to NbAl3, there is a considerable amount of unreacted
niobium after the combustion peak. Hence, it is difficult to esti-
mate the heat of formation for NbAl3 accurately from the area
under the exothermic peak.

3.3. 3Nb + Al samples

The DSC plots for 3Nb + Al samples heated to 1000 �C are shown
in Fig. 12. The graphs are similar to those observed for the other
samples and consist of an endothermic melting peak for aluminum
and an exothermic combustion peak. As these samples are rich in

niobium and contain less aluminum, the melting peak is smaller
as compared to the other two compositions. The combustion peak
is sharper and narrower as molten aluminum gets consumed faster
in its reaction with a larger amount of niobium particles (see
Fig. 13).

Similar to observations in the previous sections, slow heating
rates and compaction lead to lower onset temperatures for reac-
tion (Table 4). A comparison of data in Tables 2–4 shows that the
onset temperatures for combustion are lower for the 3Nb + Al mix-
ture than for Nb + 3Al and 2Nb + Al mixtures. The interaction
between niobium particles in the aluminum melt increases with
the niobium content in the mixture resulting in the initiation of
combustion at a lower temperature. While this trend is observed
for mixtures with fine aluminum particles, an increase in onset
temperature is observed as the niobium content is increased in
mixtures containing coarse aluminum particles. This is due to a
reduction in contact between the reactant particles as the particle
size for aluminum increases in samples which are rich in niobium.
Agglomeration of reactants, especially niobium particles, is
observed in these samples. As a result, the combustion reaction
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Fig. 12. DSC plots for 3Nb + Al samples (a) loose powder mix, (b) compacted discs.

Fig. 13. SEM micrographs of unreacted 3Nb + Al compacted discs with (a) fine and (b) coarse aluminum particles.

Table 4
Onset temperatures of reaction for 3Nb + Al samples.

Sample condition Heating rate (�C/min) Onset temperature (�C)
Al particle size

Fine Coarse

Compacted disc 7.5 685.1 782.0
15 701.8 804.6

Loose powder 7.5 777.8 816.0
15 795.4 840.2
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between aluminum melt and niobium particles initiates at rela-
tively higher temperatures. This effect is more significant in loose
powder mixtures due to poor interfacial contact between the reac-
tant particles.

The SEM images of heated 3Nb + Al compacted discs are pre-
sented in Fig. 14. Incomplete reaction is observed after heating
the sample to 1000 �C. The surface of the sample is covered mainly
by unreacted niobium particles (Fig. 14a). EDS analysis of the dark
regions between the niobium particles on the surface showed vary-
ing aluminum contents in the interval of 44–60 at.% which corre-
spond to the dual phase region (Nb2Al + NbAl3) in the Nb–Al
binary phase diagram (Fig. 1).

A similar observation was made in the case of the 2Nb + Al sam-
ple heated to 1000 �C. NbAl3 is produced initially at low tempera-
tures through the reaction between the aluminum melt and
niobium particles and this is followed by the formation of Nb2Al
through a solid-state reaction between NbAl3 and niobium parti-
cles as the temperature increases to 1000 �C. This conclusion is
supported by X-ray diffraction data presented in Fig. 15.

The presence of NbAl3 together with niobium was observed in
the sample heated to 800 �C which corresponds to the end of the
combustion peak. This again confirms that regardless of the pow-
der mixture composition, the formation of NbAl3 occurs first and
the growth rate for this phase is the highest among all the niobium
aluminides [23,24]. However, plenty of niobium may remain unre-
acted in the sample, especially in niobium rich powder mixtures.
The sample heated to 800 �C also showed an expansion of �6% in
volume, which is smaller than those observed for NbAl3 and Nb2Al
samples. This is due to the formation of a smaller amount of the
NbAl3 phase during combustion.

On further heating to 1000 �C, the presence of Nb2Al phase is
also observed in Fig. 15. This indicates that there is a limited reac-
tion between the NbAl3 and unreacted niobium particles react with
each other to form the Nb2Al compound.

In order to investigate the effect of further heating on product
composition, a sample was reheated for 1 h at 1400 �C. Fig. 14b
shows the observed micrograph for this sample. Nb3Al was identi-
fied as the dominant phase in the sample through EDS analysis.
However, the presence of regions corresponding to Nb(Al) solid
solution (4–6% Al) and Nb2Al were also observed, while no NbAl3
was detected in this sample. This result is in agreement with
XRD data showing the presence of Nb3Al compound as the major
phase in the product (Fig. 15).

Although Nb2Al and unreacted niobium are still present in
minor amounts, their reflections became significantly weaker after
reheating the sample to 1400 �C. This implies that NbAl3 and Nb2Al
are intermediate products and form during the initial stages of
heating. Therefore, with proper heat treatment, transformation to
the stable Nb3Al phase can be achieved. Since this is a solid state
transformation based on diffusion, complete conversion to Nb3Al

takes place slowly. Use of finer reactant particles and mechanical
activation of the powder mixture could lead to faster reaction rates
[8].

Experimental data from this work have clearly shown that com-
bustion in niobium-aluminum powder mixtures initiates with the
formation of NbAl3, irrespective of the aluminum content in the
unreacted mixture. This opens up the possibility of estimating
the temperature dependence of NbAl3 formation from the non-iso-
thermal data from DSC experiments. Such an approach has been
used previously to determine activation energies associated with
phase transformations [25,26] and other reactions [27,28].

Among the nonisothermal approaches for determining activa-
tion energies, isoconversion methods have been reported to be
both accurate and reliable [29–31]. For experiments with linear
heating rates, isoconversion analyses are based on the determina-
tion of temperatures (Tf) at which an equivalent degree of conver-
sion is obtained for different heating rates. The transformation rate
(da/dt) for a thermally activated reaction is generally expressed as
the product of two functions [29–32]:

da
dt

¼ f ðaÞ � kðTÞ ð1Þ

where f(a) and k(T) are solely dependent on temperature (T) and
degree of conversion (a), respectively. Considering the temperature
function, k(T), to follow the Arrhenius equation for experiments
with linear heating rate (b = dT/dt), Eq. (1) can be modified and inte-
grated as:
Z a

0

da
f ðaÞ ¼

k0
b

Z Tf

Ti

exp � Ea

RT

� �
dT ð2Þ

Fig. 14. SEM micrographs of 3Nb + Al samples (with fine Al particles) heated at 15 �C min�1 to (a) 1000 �C + cooled, (b) 1400 �C + 1 h + cooled (30 �C min�1).

Fig. 15. Diffractogram of 3Nb + Al samples after heating to different temperatures.
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where Ti, k0 and Ea are the initial temperature, pre-exponential fac-
tor and activation energy, respectively. Model-free isoconversion
methods rely on approximating the temperature integral on the
right hand side to determine the activation energy. It has been
shown that these methods can provide consistent and reliable
kinetic information for different processes [25–34]. The activation
energy was calculated using the Starink expression [29,30] given
below.

ln
b

T1:92
f

¼ �1:0008
Ea

RTf
þ Constant ð3Þ

where b is the linear heating rate (K min�1), Tf the temperature cor-
responding to an equivalent degree of conversion (K), R is the uni-
versal gas constant (J mol�1 K�1) and Ea is the activation energy
(J mol�1).

Combustion peaks obtained for different samples (compacted
discs as well as loose powder mixtures with different compositions
and particle sizes) were studied in order to determine the activation
energy for the formation of NbAl3 phase. The temperatures corre-
sponding to a fixed degree of conversion (a = 0.5) were determined
from the peaks and a value of 255 ± 26 kJ mol�1 was calculated as
the activation energy for NbAl3 formation through the reaction
between molten aluminum and niobium particles.

4. Conclusions

DSC studies on reactions occurring during the heating of Nb–Al
powder mixtures have shown that combustion is initiated above
the melting point of aluminum. Niobium particles react with mol-
ten aluminum and form NbAl3 first, irrespective of the initial com-
position. In the case of Nb + 3Al samples, this reaction continues
until the sample is completely transformed to NbAl3 as a single-
phase product. On the other hand, the reaction stops in niobium-
rich mixtures as soon as the relatively limited amount of molten
aluminum is consumed and a considerable amount of unreacted
niobium is left within the sample. Heating the Nb-rich samples
to 1000 �C leads to a partial transformation of the initially formed
NbAl3 phase, as it reacts with residual niobium particles through a
solid-state reaction. This results in a mixture of NbAl3 and Nb2Al
compounds as the product. It was found that reheating the sample
for a longer time at higher temperatures, caused the product to
transform to the stable phase corresponding to the initial compo-
sition in the mixture. Calorimetric results revealed that the onset
temperature of combustion is lowered by a decrease in heating
rate as well as finer aluminum particles. However, the influence
of aluminum particle size is more pronounced for Nb-rich samples.
For most of the samples, higher niobium contents and compaction
also resulted in lower onset temperatures for the solid–liquid reac-
tion. Based on data for all the samples, using Starink’s isoconver-
sion method, a value of 255 ± 26 kJ mol�1 was calculated as the
activation energy for NbAl3 compound formation. From the com-
bustion peaks for Nb + 3Al loose powder mixtures, a value of
�153 ± 15 kJ mol�1 was estimated for the enthalpy of formation
of NbAl3.
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a b s t r a c t

Intermetallic compounds based on tantalum aluminides are of considerable interest in various industrial
applications. In this work, the formation of tantalum aluminides has been studied in elemental powder
mixtures containing 25, 50 and 66.7 at% Ta. A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to heat
the samples up to 1500 K at 15 K min�1. Phase evolution was studied by heating a few samples to
temperatures below and above the observed DSC peaks. The heat treated samples were analyzed using
scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. The results suggest
an exothermic reaction between tantalum particles and molten aluminum, which leads to the formation
of Al3Ta compound as the initial product. This reaction reached completion for the aluminum-rich
samples and the corresponding DSC peak was very broad, containing two distinct steps which indi-
cated the effect of a diffusion barrier during the reaction. In these samples, the Al3Ta product was stable
upon further heating. A different behavior was observed for the equiatomic and tantalum-rich samples,
an incomplete reaction with a considerable amount of unreacted tantalum. These samples were asso-
ciated with a narrower reaction peak in the DSC plots, followed by a mildly exothermic peak at higher
temperatures. The latter was found to correspond to the formation of Al69Ta39 phase in the solid state,
together with minor amounts of s (Ta-rich) and 4 (near equiatomic) phases. The Al69Ta39 phase showed a
tendency to disappear on prolonged heating. The s and 4 phases were observed to dominate as the
major phases in tantalum-rich and equiatomic samples, respectively.

Increasing the heating rate shifted the reaction peak for Al3Ta formation to higher temperatures and
the apparent activation energies were estimated as 383 ± 13 kJ mol�1 and 439 ± 22 kJ mol�1 for the
initial and final stages of this reaction. The heat of formation of Al3Ta was also estimated
as �36 ± 7 kJ mol�1 in the interval 1050e1350 K. Studies on the effect of particle sizes of the reactants
showed that, in most cases, the reaction peak shifted to lower temperatures on decreasing the tantalum
particle size. A similar behavior was observed for aluminum in the tantalum-rich samples, while an
inverse effect was seen in equiatomic and aluminum-rich samples.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intermetallic compounds based on transition metal aluminides
have been regarded as suitable candidates for advanced structural
applications. These compounds exhibit an attractive combination
of properties such as high melting points and enhanced resistance
against corrosion and oxidation at elevated temperatures. This

group of materials, including AleTa compounds, offers a variety of
applications in different fields such as thin films and coatings [1,2],
microelectronics, resistors and capacitors [3,4], diffusion barriers
[5,6] and structural materials which can serve at high temperatures
[7,8]. Amorphous AleTa alloys have been employed in applications
requiring high thermal and chemical stability [1,4]. However, low
ductilities of intermetallic compounds, particularly at ambient
temperatures, may limit their use in some applications.

Despite extensive studies on the AleTa system [3,4,7e12], un-
certainties are still associated with some phase relations and the
binary phase diagram is not yet fully established. However, there
is agreement in literature on the existence, stabilities and
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compositions of several phases in the system. For example, it is
generally agreed that the compound Al3Ta, which has shown good
potential for advanced applications at elevated temperatures
[2,7,13], is an almost stoichiometric (24e25 at %Ta) phase [7,11,12]
with a tetragonal D022 structure and melts incongruently at
1814 K [8]. This compound has been reported as the first phase to
form in AleTa diffusion experiments [5,6].

In addition to Al3Ta, a non-stoichiometric s-phase has also been
identified in the AleTa system [4,7,8,10e12]. According to a recent
experimental and thermodynamic study performed by Witusie-
wicz et al. [8], the s-phase has a homogeneity range of 65e81 at %
Ta [12]. This phase has a topologically close packed structure with a
tetragonal unit cell [8,10], and has been mainly designated as AlTa2
[3,4,7,10,11]. However, deviations in the phase composition and the
stability range for this phase have been reported in some studies
[3,4,10].

As seen in the AleTa phase diagram (Fig. 1), the s-phase is in
equilibrium with phase 4 which is stable around the equiatomic
composition (52.2e57.3 at % Ta) [12]. In some references, the phase
4 has been designated as AlTa [3,9,10]. However, this phase is
assumed to be a line compound at lower temperatures [8]. It has
been suggested that the phase 4 has a complex monoclinic unit cell
representing a topologically close-packed structure [10]. According
to the AleTa phase diagram, the Ta-rich s-phase decomposes to 4

(equiatomic) and an intermediate phase which was initially re-
ported as Al3Ta2 or Al2Ta [3,8]. However, further studies by Mahne
and Harbrecht [14] revealed that this intermediate phase corre-
sponds to the Al69Ta39 compound exhibiting a face centered cubic
structure with a giant unit cell. The eutectoid transformation at
1371 K [8] leads to the decomposition of Al69Ta39 phase into Al3Ta
and 4 phases.

Several researchers [5,6] have studied the formation of alumi-
nides through solid-state diffusional reactions in the AleTa system.
In these experiments, the Al3Ta compound was observed to form at
temperatures below the melting point of aluminum. In the tem-
perature range 723e848 K, Howard et al. [6] reported the growth of
a Al3Ta layer with an irregular interface. They suggested a non-
parabolic growth rate for the Al3Ta compound, which was
thought to be due to the selective penetration of diffusing species
through the grain boundaries where the lattice diffusion was
negligible. This led to the conclusion that high melting compounds
like Al3Ta exhibit a lower lattice diffusivity compared to those with
relatively lower melting points such as Al7Cr that showed parabolic
growth during annealing [6]. Chung et al. [1] studied the thermal

stability of AleTa compounds and found that it is strongly related to
the composition of the mixture and increased with tantalum
content.

Intermetallic compounds can be produced using different
techniques, but methods based on powder metallurgy are consid-
ered to be advantageous. Most powder metallurgical routes for
synthesizing intermetallic compounds use pre-alloyed powders as
starting materials. However, premixed elemental powders have
been successfully used to produce high strength alloys and com-
pounds [15,16]. Premixed powders are generally softer than pre-
alloyed powders, resulting in higher compact densities and an
increased die life. Reactive synthesis or combustion synthesis is a
well-suited technique to produce intermetallic compounds from
elemental powders. A reaction occurs between the reactant pow-
ders upon heating and such reactions are usually exothermic. A
self-sustaining process is thus possible provided enough heat is
generated during the reaction. This method is recognized as an
efficient route through which a wide range of materials like inter-
metallic compounds, ceramics, functional materials and compos-
ites can be produced [17]. Compared to conventional production
techniques such as melting and casting, reactive synthesis offers
some advantages like simplicity, energy savings and higher pro-
ductivity. Further, near-net-shape products can be fabricated
through this method [6]. However, controlling the exothermic re-
actions and limiting porosity formation are critical in this process
[18].

Tantalum aluminides have been synthesized using combustion
synthesis. Yeh and Wang [19] produced tantalum aluminides
through thermite-based reactions between tantalum oxide (Ta2O5)
and aluminum powder mixtures. In their study, the effect of sample
stoichiometry on the combustion behavior and the degree of phase
conversion was investigated. Alumina-tantalum carbide compos-
ites have also been synthesized using a thermite-based combustion
process [20].

Aydelotte et al. [21] performed a mechanistic study on impact-
initiated reactions in explosively consolidated Ta þ Al powder
mixtures. Significant plastic deformation of both constituents was
found to play a key role in decreasing the energy required for the
initiation of reactions in Ta þ Al samples, as compared to those
observed in Ni þ Al and W þ Al systems.

A scan of literature shows a number of studies on the reactive
synthesis of nickel, cobalt, titanium and iron aluminides [22e25],
but the studies devoted to the AleTa system are very few. Although
these studies focus on the production of tantalum aluminides, the
reaction behavior and phase evolution during heating have not
been investigated in detail. Information on the effect of processing
parameters such as reactant particle size and heating rate on the
reaction behavior in TaeAl system is not available in literature. This
has prompted the present study on the reactive synthesis of
tantalum aluminides using elemental powder mixtures. In this
work, binary tantalum-aluminum powder mixtures with selected
Ta/Al ratios were chosen for study in a differential scanning calo-
rimeter (DSC) in order to identify the reactions governing the
process. It may be noted that calorimetric studies have been
effectively employed in powder different metallurgical processes to
optimize the sintering regime [26,27].

2. Materials and methods

Pure elemental powders of tantalum (<75 mm) and aluminum
(<60 mm) were used as the starting materials to prepare the sam-
ples. The powders were thoroughly mixed to get three sets of
specimens with nominal compositions of Taþ3Al, Ta þ Al and
2Ta þ Al, corresponding to the constituent phases in AleTa system.
Compacted discs (4 mm in diameter and <1 mm in thickness) wereFig. 1. Aluminum-tantalum phase diagram [12].
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prepared through uniaxial pressing of the powder mixtures. Fig. 2
shows the images of the elemental powders used in this study.

The samples were heated in a simultaneous TG-DSC unit sup-
plied by Netzsch (STA 449-F3 Jupiter). The DSC unit was calibrated
for temperature and heat sensitivity using pure metals as reference
materials. Baseline correction was also done by carrying out mea-
surements using empty alumina crucibles. To minimize the pres-
ence of air and avoid the oxidation of samples during heating, the
DSC chamber was evacuated and flushed with pure argon gas at
least three times prior to running the experiments and a constant
flow of the gas (70 ml min�1) was maintained during the mea-
surements. The gaswas dried by passing through towers containing
drying agents like anhydrous calcium chloride and molecular sieve
4 Å, before entering the DSC chamber. After heating the samples to
a maximum temperature of 1500 K at 15 K min�1, DSC data were
analyzed using Netzsch Proteus software (version 6.1). To study the
phase evolution during heating, some samples were heated at
temperatures belowand above the observed peaks in the DSC plots.
Further, the stability of the products was examined by prolonged
heating at elevated temperatures. After cooling to room tempera-
ture, the samples were studied using a Philips XL-30 scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
was used to analyze the chemical composition of the phases pre-
sent in the sample. For this purpose, a liquid nitrogen cooled Si(Li)
detector (EDAX) was utilized. The detector had a super ultra-thin
polymer window, providing a resolution of 127.4 eV (with refer-
ence to Mn-Ka). The distribution of various elements in the
microstructure was checked using X-ray mapping and line scan-
ning. Quantification analysis was made using the Genesis software
(version 5.21), based on ZAF correction and standardless calibra-
tion. The results from EDS analysis were verified at different
accelerating voltages and spot sizes tominimize the effect of signals
from adjacent areas. In order to confirm the phases formed during
the experiments, the heat treated samples were analyzed by X-ray
diffraction (XRD), using a vertical Stoe Stadi MP diffractometer
equipped with a copper radiation source, a Germanium mono-
chromator (Johan geometry) and a linear PSD detector. XRD results
were analyzed using Pearson's crystallography database [28].

The effect of processing parameters such as powder particle size
and heating rate on the reaction behavior was also studied. Samples
with different particle size combinations were prepared and heated
in the DSC unit at several heating rates. The apparent activation
energy of the initial reaction observed during heating has also been
estimated from DSC data using the isoconversion method.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Al-rich samples (Taþ3Al)

The DSC plot for the Taþ3Al sample heated to 1473 K at 15 K

min�1is shown in Fig. 3. An endothermic peak appears during the
initial stages of heating, corresponding to the melting of aluminum.
This peak is followed by a broad exothermic peak exhibiting two
distinct steps representing the interaction between aluminummelt
and tantalum particles. The reaction is triggered after wetting of the
tantalum particles by molten aluminum. This behavior is compa-
rable to that observed in the NbeAl system [29], showing the
occurrence of a broad exothermic DSC peak at temperatures rela-
tively higher than the aluminum melting point. The broad peak
observed is suggestive of diffusional effects governing the reaction.
This is similar to the experimental data of Kofstad and Espevik [13],
showing a diffusional reaction between aluminum vapor and
tantalum. However, in the present case, the reaction peak exhibited
an initial progress and then it showed a decrease in exothermicity
for a short period after which the heat flow increased again. This
behavior can be attributed to a diffusional barrier formed during
the initial reaction which is surmounted with the help of extra
thermal energy available at higher temperatures. For a closer study
of the reaction behavior during heating, a few samples were heated
in the DSC unit at 15 K min�1 to different temperatures below,
within and above the observed exothermic peak region. After
cooling to room temperature at 30 K min�1, the samples were
characterized using SEM, EDS and X-ray diffraction.

Fig. 4 shows the phase evolution in Taþ3Al specimens heated to
different temperatures. The micrograph of the sample heated to
1100 K, which corresponds to the initiation of reaction, mainly
consisted of aluminum regions surrounding the tantalum particles.
Aminor grey phase is also visible adjacent to the tantalum particles.
Using EDS analysis, a chemical composition of 25 ± 1 at % Ta was
determined for this phase, which corresponds to the Al3Ta com-
pound. This result confirms that the exothermic peak observed in
the DSC plot represents a reaction initiated between tantalum
particles and molten aluminum, and this resulted in the formation

Fig. 2. SEM images of tantalum (<75 mm) and aluminum (<60 mm) powders.

Fig. 3. DSC plot for Taþ3Al sample heated at 15 K min�1.
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of Al3Ta intermetallic compound as the product. This observation is
in agreement with thermodynamic data and also with previous
studies indicating that Al3Ta is the first compound to form in the
AleTa system [5,6].

The Al3Ta product was observed to growwith continued heating
of the samples to 1150 and 1210 K. However, unreacted elemental
regions were still present in the micrographs. At this stage, the
Al3Ta product has surrounded the unreacted tantalum cores and
can act as a barrier against the diffusion of the reactant atoms,
limiting the progress of reaction in the sample. This is seen in the
DSC plot showing reduced exothermicity for the peak after the
initial reaction. However, heating the sample further to higher
temperatures led to an increase in reaction and heat evolution. At
1320 K, the completion of reaction in the sample is indicated by the
complete coverage of the specimen surface by Al3Ta.

In order to confirm the results obtained from EDS analysis, the
heat treated samples were examined by X-ray diffraction and the
resulting diffractograms are shown in Fig. 5. At 1100 K, the for-
mation of Al3Ta compound is quite evident. Heating the sample
further to 1210 K resulted in relatively stronger peaks for Al3Ta. This
was accompanied by weaker reflections for tantalum, which were

detectable up to 1260 K. After heating the sample to 1320 K which
corresponds to the completion of the DSC reaction peak, XRD re-
sults confirmed the formation of a single phase product which was
stable on further heating. The enthalpy of this reaction was esti-
mated by the overall area of the corresponding peak in the DSC plot
and a value of �36 ± 7 kJ mol�1 was obtained in the temperature
interval 1050e1350 K. This result can be compared to a value
of �30 kJ mol�1 reported by Witusiewics et al. [8].

3.2. Ta-rich samples (2Ta þ Al)

The DSC plot obtained for a 2Ta þ Al sample heated to 1473 K at
15 K min�1 is presented in Fig. 6. The peak corresponding to the
melting of aluminum is observed first during heating, followed by
the reaction peak. However, as the tantalum content increases in
the given sample, a relatively sharper reaction peak is initiated at
lower temperatures relative to that observed for the Taþ3Al spec-
imen. This indicates that the reactionwas triggered earlier between
the aluminum melt and tantalum particles, which continued for a
while due to lesser amount of aluminum available in the sample.

On further heating of the sample to higher temperatures, a weak
and mildly exothermic peak is observed in the DSC curve, which
may be due to a phase change in the sample associated with a small
heat effect. In order to understand this behavior, a few 2Ta þ Al
samples were heated at 15 K min�1 to temperatures below, within
and above the observed DSC peaks. Fig. 7 shows the backscattered

Fig. 4. Micrographs of Taþ3Al samples heated to different temperatures shown in the DSC plot.

Fig. 5. Diffractograms of Taþ3Al samples heated to different temperatures. Fig. 6. DSC plot for 2Ta þ Al sample heated at 15 K min�1.
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electron images obtained for these samples. The micrograph of the
sample heated to 1100 K corresponds to the peak temperature for
the first reaction and is mainly covered by regions of unreacted
tantalum. However, these regions are interconnected through thin
layers of a minor phase which was identified as the Al3Ta com-
pound using EDS analysis. This result confirms the formation of
Al3Ta as the product of the reaction between aluminum melt and
tantalum particles, as observed for the Al-rich samples. This reac-
tion stops once the aluminum content in the sample is completely
used up, leaving behind a lot of unreacted tantalum. Any further
progress in reaction now depends on the solid state diffusional
reaction between tantalum and Al3Ta.

No changes were observed in the micrograph on heating the
sample to 1370 K, which is close to the onset temperature for phase
changes. However, a new phase was observed to form on heating
the sample to the end temperature (1450 K) of the peak. EDS
analysis of this phase showed a tantalum content of 36 ± 1 at%.
According to the AleTa phase diagram (Fig. 1), this composition
corresponds to the formation of Al69Ta39 phase (with 36.8 at % Ta) at
1371 K. This is an intermediate phase which is formed through a
eutectoid reaction involving Al3Ta and the near equiatomic phase4.
As equilibrium conditions are not completely applicable in the
present study, experimental results may deviate from thermody-
namic predictions.

The formation of Al69Ta39 is also seen in some areas between
Al3Ta and unreacted tantalum regions. This observation suggests
that Al69Ta39 has been formed through a solid-state reaction be-
tween Al3Ta phase and the unreacted tantalum particles, leading to
a small heat evolution seen in the DSC plot. It is also interesting to
note that after a slight increase in temperature from 1450 to 1470 K,
significant changes were observed in the micrograph which was
characterized by a multilayer product forming around the unreac-
ted tantalum regions.

EDS analyses showed the tantalum contents of the inner and
outer layers surrounding the tantalum cores were 66 ± 4 and
52 ± 2 at%, respectively. These compositions correspond to the
tantalum-rich s-phase and the near equiatomic phase 4 in the
phase diagram. At this stage, the two Al-rich phases Al69Ta39 and
Al3Tawere also detected in themicrograph, but were not dominant.

Prolonged heating for 3 h at 1470 K (Fig. 7) showed that the
surface of the sample was mainly covered by the s-phase which
was dominant after the heat treatment. Keeping in mind the initial
composition of the powder mixture (2Ta þ Al), this observation is

consistent with the phase diagram which shows a wide stability
range for the s-phase, including the stoichiometric AlTa2 compo-
sition. However, some unreacted tantalum and 4-regions are still
present in the micrograph, indicating the role of kinetic factors in
the evolution of phases during heating. It may be noted that, since
the interactions between the generated phases take place in the
solid state, higher temperatures and longer annealing times may be
needed to obtain the final single-phase product.

As described above, heating the tantalum-rich samples led to
the formation of different relatively complex phases evolved at
different temperatures. Therefore, it was important to reassess
these results using X-ray diffraction. Fig. 8 shows the X-ray dif-
fractograms of the samples heated to different temperatures. The
samples heated to 1100 and 1370 K showed relatively similar and
simple diffraction patterns. The presence of Al3Ta and tantalum
phases was also confirmed at these temperatures. A series of
complex patterns were observed at higher temperatures and an
effort was made to perform a reliable analysis of the X-ray
diffraction patterns using Pearson's crystallography database [28].
However, getting ideally refined patterns presented difficulties due
to the complexity of the crystal structures associated with some
phases in the AleTa system and their composition ranges. Both

Fig. 7. Micrographs of 2Ta þ Al samples heated to temperatures shown in the DSC plot.

Fig. 8. Diffractograms of 2Ta þ Al samples heated to various temperatures.
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Al69Ta39 and the 4-phase show considerable phase width, and this
is manifest in the crystal structures as changes in cell parameters
and occupancy of mixed atomic sites. Given the non-equilibrium
nature of the samples, with the complex phases present and in
contact with both Ta and Al-rich phases precludes any attempts of
quantitative assessment. Further, at 1450 K, it was seen that in
addition to Al3Ta and tantalum, therewere strong reflections which
corresponded to the Al69Ta39 phase. However, some minor re-
flections could also be found in the pattern, representing the
Al0.4Ta0.6 compound with a tetragonal unit cell which is considered
as s-phase.

Diffractogram of the sample heated to 1470 K indicated a growth
of the s phase, while Al69Ta39 and Al3Ta showedweaker reflections.
At this stage, 4-phase with a near equiatomic composition
(Al21Ta22) was also detected in the sample. After heating a sample at
1470 K for 3 h, s-phase was identified as the major product.
However, unreacted tantalum and Al21Ta22 compound were pre-
sent as minor phases, consistent with previous results.

3.3. Equiatomic (Ta þ Al) samples

Fig. 9 presents the DSC plot of a Taþ Al sample heated to 1500 K
at 15 K min�1. This sample exhibited relatively similar behavior
compared to that in tantalum-rich samples, where the exothermic
reaction was triggered at temperatures above the melting point of

aluminum. However, the reaction peak in this case was observed to
be wider, showing a longer period for reaction between tantalum
particles and the aluminummelt. This is due to the relatively higher
aluminum content in the initial composition of the present sample.
On heating to higher temperatures, a small and diffuse exothermic
peak was observed similar to that found for the tantalum-rich
sample (Fig. 6). This behavior was also confirmed to be related to
a phase change in the product.

Phase evolution in this group of samples was also checked
during heating to temperatures below and above the observed DSC
peaks. The backscattered electron images corresponding to these
samples are shown in Fig. 10. Microscopic examination and EDS
analyses of the sample heated to 1070 K (near the onset tempera-
ture for the initial reaction peak) confirmed the formation of Al3Ta
as the product of reaction between tantalum particles and the
aluminum melt. The growth of the Al3Ta phase which covers the
unreacted tantalum particles is seen at 1140 K, which corresponds
to the end temperature for the reaction peak. Heating further to
1270 K for an hour showed no appreciable change in the micro-
graph. However, heating to 1470 K led to the formation of different
phases in the product. This temperature is within the range of the
mildly exothermic peak and the observation confirms that the peak
is associated with a reaction involving phase changes. As seen in
the micrograph, Al3Ta regions between unreacted tantalum parti-
cles seen at 1270 K are now replaced by another aluminum-rich
phase which was identified by EDS as the Al69Ta39 compound
with an average composition of 38 at% Ta. Further, a series of thin
layers exhibiting different contrasts can also be observed in the
peripheral regions of unreacted tantalum cores. EDS analyses
revealed average compositions of 64 and 52 at% Ta for the inner and
outer layers, which correspond tos and4-phases, respectively. This
observation is comparable to that made for the tantalum-rich
samples after undergoing transformation at temperatures above
1370 K, confirming a phase change in the product and in particular
from Al3Ta to Al69Ta39. This is also consistent with the phase dia-
gram (Fig. 1) which shows that the Al69Ta39 phase is stable at
temperatures above 1370 K. The multilayer pattern seen in these
samples is indicative of aluminum diffusion from the aluminum-
rich regions (initially Al3Ta, and then Al69Ta39) towards the
unreacted tantalum cores, which could lead to the formation of the
Ta-rich and equiatomic phases, namely s and 4 around the
unreacted tantalum core. These results also suggest that the

Fig. 9. DSC plot for Ta þ Al sample heated at 15 K min�1.

Fig. 10. Micrographs of Ta þ Al samples heated to temperatures shown in the DSC plot.
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observed phase change is influenced more by the temperature to
which the sample is heated than the duration of heating. The solid-
state reaction can occur if the temperature is high enough for
crossing the activation barrier. The 4-phase was found to grow
considerably after prolonged heating at 1470 K (1 h) and the
presence of s and particularly Al69Ta39 phases had weakened. This
indicates that 4 is the more stable phase at this stage and is closer
to the initial composition of the samples.

Fig. 11 presents the results of the phase analysis for the heated
samples examined by XRD. In accordance with previous results,
Al3Ta was confirmed to form as the initial product of reaction be-
tween the aluminum melt and tantalum particles while a part of
tantalum remained unreacted. XRD data also showed that Al3Ta
was stable up to temperatures abovewhich a phase change reaction
sets in. The 4-phase was dominant in the diffractogram corre-
sponding to the sample heated to 1470 K for an hour, while s and
Al69Ta39 phases were minor components in the product.

3.4. Effect of processing parameters on reaction behavior

In order to study the parameters affecting the reaction behavior
of samples with different initial compositions, powder particle size
and the heating rate were chosen as the processing variables. Fine
and coarse elemental powders were used to get different combi-
nations of particle sizes in the samples.

From Table 1, it is seen that in most cases, a decrease in tantalum
particle size in the sample resulted in relatively lower onset tem-
peratures of reaction, regardless of the particle size of aluminum.
This can be attributed to the relatively higher interfacial area be-
tween fine tantalum particles and molten aluminum, which can
drive the reaction at relatively lower temperatures. On the other
hand, an increase in heating rate generally leads to higher onset
temperatures.

The effect of aluminum particle size was found to be different
from that of tantalum. For aluminum-rich and equiatomic TaeAl
powder compacts, data in Table 1 show that a decrease in aluminum
particle size is associated with an increase in the onset temperature
of reaction. The compaction of samples containing coarse aluminum
powder leads to plastic deformation and flow of aluminum which
improves the TaeAl interfacial contact. Finer aluminum particles
imply a larger number of aluminum particles and more AleAl
contacts, requiring a higher temperature for establishing better
TaeAl contacts. In tantalum-rich compacts, finer aluminum parti-
cles lead to lower onset temperatures, regardless of tantalum par-
ticle size. This can be explained by the lesser amount of aluminum
and more TaeAl contacts in these samples. The upward shift of
onset temperatures associated with fine aluminum particles may
suggest the presence of more oxide on the particle surface. How-
ever, this may not be significant in this work, as a similar study on
niobium-aluminum powder mixtures [29] showed lower onset
temperatures for samples with fine aluminum particles.

The results obtained in this study show that the formation of
Al3Ta through the reaction between tantalum particles and
aluminum melt, play a key role in the reactive sintering of TaeAl
powder mixtures. Therefore, the kinetics of this reaction under
non-isothermal conditions has been studied. Since this reaction
reached completion in aluminum-rich samples, the corresponding
DSC data were evaluated at different heating rates for which the
observed reaction peaks are shown in Fig. 12.

As seen in the figure, relatively sluggish and diffuse reaction
peaks were observed at heating rates less than 15 K min�1, higher
heating rates resulted in more pronounced reaction peaks con-
sisting of two distinct steps. Further, increasing the heating rate
shifted the peak to higher temperatures, which is consistent with
the general observation for thermally activated reactions. Higher
heating rates are associated with larger heat transfer effects and
thermal lag, and as a result, the reaction occurs at higher temper-
atures. The apparent activation energy of such reactions can be
estimated using the model-free isoconversion methods by deter-
mining the temperatures at which a certain fraction of conversion
is obtained at different heating rates. Among the isoconversion
methods, the Starink equation has been reported to give relatively
more accurate results [30,31] and is given below.

Fig. 11. Diffractograms of Ta þ Al samples heated to various temperatures.

Table 1
Effect of particle size and heating rate on reaction temperatures in TaeAl powder compacts.

Composition Heating rate
(K min�1)

Onset temperature (K)

Particle size combination

Ta (fine)a Al (fine)b Ta (fine) Al (coarse)c Ta (coarse)d Al (fine) Ta (coarse) Al (coarse)

Taþ3Al 15 1138 1113 1132 1101
7.5 1129 1091 1153 1098

Ta þ Al 15 1113 1079 1119 1084
7.5 1090 1053 1099 1093

2Ta þ Al 15 1054 1071 1081 1086
7.5 1034 1052 1083 1075

a 1e3 mm.
b <15 mm.
c 60 mm.
d <75 mm.
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where b is the linear heating rate (K min�1), Ta is the temperature
corresponding to a given degree of conversion (K), R is the universal
gas constant (J mol�1 K�1), Ea is the activation energy (J mol�1) for
the reaction and C is a constant. In this approach, the partial area of
the reaction peak in the DSC plot was considered to quantify the
conversion fraction of the reaction at a given temperature. Based on
this approximation, the temperatures corresponding to a series of
conversion fractions from 5 to 95% were determined at different
heating rates and the calculated results are plotted in Fig. 13.

This figure shows that, in most cases, the Arrhenius plots are
fairly linear at various degrees of conversion. However, relatively
large scatter was observed around 60% conversion where the re-
action peaks exhibited reduced exothermicity in the DSC plots.
Further, at 70% of conversion corresponding to the second part of
the reaction peak, the slope of the line decreased initially, followed
by an increase at higher conversions. These results imply that a
higher energy is needed for the reaction to proceed after the initial
progress observed in the DSC plots. Calculated values of activation
energy vary from 383 ± 13 kJ mol�1 for the initial step to
439 ± 22 kJ mol�1 for the final stages of reaction. There is no
activation energy data for the reaction to form Al3Ta reported in
literature. However, it is interesting to note that a similar activation
energy has been reported in literature [32] for the self-diffusion of
tantalum in the temperature interval 1523e2576 K. In the same

study, the self-diffusion coefficient of tantalum was reported to be
approximately 54% of the value for the self-diffusion of another
transition element niobium over the same temperature range.

4. Conclusions

The formation of tantalum aluminides during the sintering of
elemental powder mixtures with 25, 50, 66.7 at.% Ta has been
investigated in this work. For all initial compositions, the results
showed that a reaction was initiated between tantalum particles
and molten aluminum leading to the formation of Al3Ta phase as
the product. This was observed as a broad exothermic peak in the
DSC plot. The reaction was found to continue during heating, until
the all the aluminum present in the mixture reacted fully with
tantalum. As a result, a homogeneous and stable Al3Ta product was
formed in aluminum-rich samples, while a considerable amount of
tantalum remained unreacted in equiatomic and tantalum-rich
specimens. The reaction peak was relatively sharper in equia-
tomic and tantalum-rich samples compared to the aluminum-rich
ones, which was followed by a mildly exothermic peak at higher
temperatures. Phase evolution studies showed that the additional
exotherm corresponded to the formation of Al69Ta39 together with
minor amounts of 4 (near equiatomic) and s (Ta-rich) phases.
Al69Ta39 was seen to disappear after prolonged heating, while 4 and
s-phases were the major constituent products in equiatomic and
tantalum-rich samples, respectively.

Powder particle size influenced the reaction behavior during
heating. It was observed that by decreasing the tantalum particle
size, the initial reaction between tantalum particles and aluminum
melt initiated at relatively lower temperatures in the most of the
samples. Aluminum particle size also showed a similar effect in
tantalum-rich samples, but the behavior was different in equia-
tomic and aluminum-rich specimens. The data obtained for Al3Ta
formation at higher heating rates showed a shift to higher tem-
peratures. Based on this observation, the apparent activation en-
ergy was calculated for the initial and final stages of this reaction as
383 ± 13 kJ mol�1 and 439 ± 22 kJ mol�1, respectively. The heat of
formation of Al3Ta was also estimated as �36 ± 7 kJ mol�1.
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